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Abstract
Integrating data from autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous data sources to
provide a unified vision is a common demand for many businesses. Since the data
sources may evolve frequently to satisfy their own independent business needs,
solutions which use hard coded queries to integrate participating databases may cause
high maintenance costs when evolution occurs. Thus a new solution which can handle
database evolution with lower maintenance effort is required.
This thesis presents a new solution: Service Late binding Enabled Data Integration
(SLEDI) which is set into a framework modeling the essential processes of the data
integration activity. It integrates schematic heterogeneous relational databases with
decreased maintenance costs for handling database evolution. An algorithm, named
Information Provision Unit Describing (IPUD) is designed to describe each database
as a set of Information Provision Units (IPUs). The IPUs are represented as Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) structured data instead of hard coded queries, and further
realized as data services. Hence the data integration is achieved through service
invocations. Furthermore, a set of processes is defined to handle the database
evolution through automatically identifying and modifying the IPUs which are
affected by the evolution.
An extensive evaluation based on a case study is presented. The result shows that the
schematic heterogeneities defined in this thesis can be solved by IPUD except the
relation isomorphism discrepancy. Ten out of thirteen types of schematic database
evolution can be automatically handled by the evolution handling processes as long as
the evolution is represented by the designed data model. The computational costs of
the automatic evolution handling show a slow linear growth with the number of
participating databases. Other characteristics addressed include SLEDI’s scalability,
independence of application domain and databases model. The descriptive
comparison with other data integration approaches shows that although the Data as a
Service approach may result in lower performance under some circumstances, it
supports better flexibility for integrating data from autonomous and evolving data
sources.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1Context
Along with the wide use of database technology and the Internet, it is usual for large business
consortiums to require information data from multiple data sources. These data sources may be
autonomously designed, supported by heterogeneous database systems, managed by their own
applications and situated in distributed locations. Through integrating the data from theses data
sources to provide a unified vision, end users can interact with the unified vision directly to only
focus on their information needs instead of having to access each data source separately. It can
help the businesses run more efficiently hence is crucial for their success. Therefore data
integration is a common concern that many businesses share.
As the data sources are under autonomous control and may employ heterogeneous database and
network technologies to manage their data, data integration can be a complex and difficult task to
accomplish hence has been continuously attracting much research attention for decades [55, 37].
Lenzerini refers to the problem of data integration as:
“Combining data residing at different sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these
data” [55].
Therefore, data integration needs to solve the heterogeneities of the data stored in the databases
of the autonomous and distributed data sources to establish a unified data store for end users to
utilize.

1.2 Area of Interest
Despite the large amount of research which has been done, data integration still remains a
difficult and costly issue for business [38, 52]. Take the data integration in the Mental Health
application domain as an example; the information of the patients may be stored in many
autonomous data sources such as hospitals, social services, etc. The data sources may be situated
in distributed locations, using heterogeneous databases to manage the data. More importantly, the
data sources may change rapidly for various reasons such as changing of the government policy
and upgrading of their IT systems. Researches in the IBHIS project [106] has shown that because
the participating databases of data integration may evolve constantly to fulfil their own business
drive, the evolution may impact the data integration system hence require large amounts of
maintenance work. The traditional solutions such as the Federated Database System [76] and
Data Warehousing [20, 44] fail to meet the requirements of data integration in a constantly
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evolving environment. Consequently, a new solution is required for integrating data from the
autonomous and evolving data sources.
Although the data sources may employ their own Database Management System (DBMS) to
manage their data, all the DBMSs involved in this research are assumed to be Relational
Database Management systems (RDBMS) as the RDBMS currently dominates the DBMS market
[23]. The RDBMS is based on the relational data model. [22, 23] The relational model is a
database model based on first-order predicate logic. It describes a database as a set of relations
and each relation constitutes a set of attributes. Each attribute is described by a name and a data
type. Thus each relation can be considered as a predicate variable and the data in the database can
be considered as instances of relations (an instance data of a relation is also referred as a tuple).
The content of the database at any given time can be considered as a finite set of instances of
relations. Thereafter in this research, the database schema refers to the set of relations of a
database. Each data source is assumed to manage its data through a single relational database
hence the terms data source and participating database may be used interchangeably in this
thesis.
Since the data sources may be controlled by different owners and designed for different purposes
over a period of time, some characteristics of the data sources must be considered as they can
form troublesome problems that the data integration has to tackle. Sheth and Larson proposed to
define those characters of the data sources along three orthogonal dimensions: distribution,
autonomy and heterogeneity [76].

1.2.1 Distribution
Data may be distributed across multiple databases in different data sources, located in different
geographical locations. The data sources may be connected to each other by the supporting
communication network system. The data from different data sources may relate to each other in
different ways. Take the relational database as an example; a set of tuples can be distributed
vertically (i.e. different attributes stored in different data sources) or horizontally (i.e. different
tuples are stored in different data sources). Since a data integration system provides a unified
vision, end users only need to query against the unified vision without being concerned with
where the data is stored and the data integration system must be able to manage the distribution
of the data. This means that under some circumstances, the data integration system may have to
access multiple databases to answer a single user query.

1.2.2 Autonomy
As the data sources may be designed independently without knowing they could be participating
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in the data integration system, they may be under autonomous control by their own DBMS and
applications, making full decisions on their own, such as what data they are willing to share and
how others can access those data. They may represent the same information in different ways
such as employing different database models (schemas, constrains and query languages);
associate with or disassociate from the data integration system at the time they wish; dictate the
communication protocols to access their data; decide whether to accept the data access request
from other parts of the system and the details of how to process the request. They may also make
changes to their database without acknowledging the data integration system.

1.2.3 Heterogeneity
Since the data sources may design their databases independently for different purposes, the
participating databases of a data integration system may exhibit a wide range of heterogeneities
[42]. As the data managed by the databases are the abstractions used to represent the information
in the real world, the design of a database is the process of creating the abstractions and realizing
them into computational data through using the database technology. In [07], Batini et al. model
the process of database design as four stages:
1.

Requirements Specification and Analysis: an analysis to identify the information of various
areas in the real world. This results in a preliminary specification of the information that is
required to be realized into data.

2.

Conceptual Design: modelling and representation of the information from the point view of
end users. This results in a conceptual schema that represents a high-level consensus
semantic description of the required information.

3.

Implementation Design: transforming a conceptual schema into the logical schema of a
database model such as the relational model, resulting in a database schema which provides
a representation of the required information at schematic level

4.

Physical Schema Design and Optimization: mapping the logical database schema into an
appropriate stored representation in a DBMS such as a RDBMS. The physical parameters to
optimize the database performance based on end user’s requirement may be considered
during the mapping. This results in a physical database in a specific software and hardware
environment to manage the data that represents the required information.

Although the participating data sources design and implement their DBMSs autonomously, it is
assumed the information they model are in the same application domain area in the real world.
Indeed, if the participating data sources concern different area of the real world and the
information they model is not related at all, the data integration may become meaningless. To
describe the application domain that all the participating data sources are interested in, the
ontology is borrowed in this research. Gruber defines the concept of ontology as “An ontology is
an explicit specification of a conceptualization.” [36]. Thus the role the ontology plays is to
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provide a high-level consensus semantic description of the salient aspects of the application
domain. Since the conceptual schema is also for providing an abstract and simplified view of the
application domain [07], it can be considered plays the same role of the ontology from data
integration point of view.
When different data sources design their databases, divergence may still arise at any stage from
stage two to stage four of the database design process. In stage two, all the data sources intend to
model the information of the same application domain of the real world. Different data sources
may model the application domain ontology differently from their own point of views hence
introducing semantic heterogeneities into the application domain ontology. Take the ER model
[21] as an example for representing the application domain ontology. A data object may be
modelled as an entity type in one data source and as an attribute of an entity type in another data
source.
In stage three, different data sources may represent the same application domain ontology by
adopting different logical data models such as the relational data model and the Object-Oriented
data model. They may map the domain ontology into different structured database schemas even
though they adopt the same logical data model. Thus they introduce schematic heterogeneities
into the participating databases. Kashyap and Sheth categorized the schematic heterogeneities
into a taxonomy [46]. Since all the data sources are assumed to employ the relational data model
to realize their databases, the taxonomy is adopted with some modifications in this thesis. Let us
assume that in the application domain ontology, there is an entity type (or relationship) E0
containing a set of attributes (EA00, …, EA0n), with subtypes E1 and E2 containing attributes
(EA10, …, EA1n) and (EA20, …, EA2n) respectively; two data sources map the application domain
ontology independently through their relational database schemas DS0 and DS1 which contains a
set of relations (R00, …, R0n) and (R10, …, R1n) respectively, and each relation contains a set of
attributes (RA0, …, RAn) The schematic heterogeneities can be described as the discrepancies
between DS0 and DS1 at different levels:
z

Attribute level discrepancy:

1.

Naming discrepancy: EAij is mapped to RAi in DS0 and to RAj in DS1 where RAi and RAj
have different names (Homonyms). Or EAij is mapped to RAi in DS0 and EAkl is mapped to
RAj in DS1 where RAi and RAj have the same names (Synonyms).

2.

Attribute domain discrepancy: EAij is mapped to RAi in DS0 and to RAj in DS1; DS0 and
DS1 are said to have Attribute domain discrepancy if any of the following conditions is true:
1) RAi and RAj have different data types
2) The information instance Ii of EAij corresponds to the data instance Di of RAi and
Dj of RAj, Di ≠ Dj (for example, the mental illness Schizophrenia is represented as a
string “schizophrenia” in DS0 where as a string “schizo” in DS1)
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3.

Attribute granularity discrepancy: EAij is mapped to a single attribute RAi in DS0 and a set
of attributes (RAj …, RAk) in DS1 (for example, the patient name is represented as a single
attribute Name in DS0 where as the attributes First_Name, Middle_Name, and Last_Name in
DS1)

z

Relation level discrepancy

1.

Naming discrepancy: E0 is mapped to Rij in DS0 and to Rkl in DS1 where Rij and Rkl have
different names (Homonyms). Or E0 is mapped to Rij in DS0 and E1 is mapped to Rkl in DS1
where Rij and Rkl have the same names (Synonyms).

2.

Relation granularity discrepancy: E0 is mapped to a set of relation (R0i, …, R0j) with
cardinality X in DS0 and to (R1k, …, R1l), with cardinality Y in DS1 where (X > 0) ∧ (Y > 0)
∧ (X ≠ Y). In other words, the information instances of E0 can be derived from data
instances in DS0 as well as in DS1 (for example, all the attributes of a patient are modeled as
one relation in DS0 but as two relations in DS1)

z

Schema level discrepancy

1.

Abstraction level discrepancy: In DS0, E0 is mapped to Rij with an extra attribute RAi to
indicate each data instance of Rij represents an information instance of either E1 or E2.
Whereas in DS1, E1 and E2 are mapped to two relations Rij and Rkl respectively. In other
words, the information instances of E1 or E2 can be derived from data instances in DS0 as
well as in DS1 (for example, DS0 has a relation “patient” which has an attribute “Category”
to indicate whether an instance is an adult or child patient, whereas DS1 has two relations
for adult and child patient respectively)

2.

Schematic discrepancy: schematic discrepancy refers to an attribute and its information
instances from the application domain ontology are mapped to relations or attributes or data
instances in DS0 whereas they are mapped differently in DS1 (information instances can be
derived from data instances in DS0 as well as in DS1, the examples are provided in section
8.3.1). It could be in any of the following forms:
1) EAij is mapped to an attribute RAi in DS0 whereas each instance of EAij is mapped
to an attribute RAj in DS1
2) Each instance of EAij is mapped to an attribute RAi in DS0 whereas it is mapped to
a relation Rkl in DS1
3) EAij is mapped to an attribute RAi in DS0 whereas each instance of EAij is mapped
to a relation Rkl in DS1

3.

Missing item discrepancy: missing item discrepancy refers to the items in the application
domain ontology which are mapped to one database schema but not another. It could be in
any of the following forms
1) EAij is mapped to RAi in DS0 whereas it is not mapped to any attribute in DS1
2) E0 is mapped to Rij in DS0 whereas it is not mapped to any relation in DS1

4.

Relation isomorphism discrepancy: E0 is mapped to a set of relations (R0i, …, R0j) in DS0
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where each corresponding data instance of E0 explicitly identifies itself as a data instance of
either E1 or E2. Whereas E0 is mapped to a set of relations (R1k, …, R1l) in DS1 where it is
not specified whether a data instance of E0 is an instance of E1 or E2. (for example, both DS0
and DS1 has the “patient” relation, the relation in DS0 has an attribute to indicate whether an
instance is an adult or child patient, whereas the relation in DS1 does not have this attribute)
Due to the autonomy of the data sources, different data sources may choose different DBMSs
based on their own preference to manage their databases despite the fact that they are all
implementing the same database schema. Even though all the DBMSs involved are RDBMSs,
different RDBMS products may require different hardware and software environments and they
may support different communication protocols, concurrency control, transaction management
and the syntax of query languages. Thus the system level heterogeneities might be introduced in
the stage four of the database design process.

1.2.4 Existing Types of Approach
For the purpose of facilitating the end users to fulfill their information requirements, data
integration needs to combine the data from the participating databases which exhibit the various
characteristics introduced above into a unified vision. The vision may be realized through an
integrated data store (IDS) and the database schema of the IDS (also referred as global schema)
is a synthesis of the schemas of all the participating databases. Much research has been devoted
to the data integration problems and generated solutions [105, 50, 03]. The current approaches of
the solutions to address data integration problems can be broadly divided into two categories:
materialized data integration and virtual data integration
1.

Materialized Data Integration: this approach transports the actual data from the participating
databases into a materialized IDS. The approach is also known as Data Warehousing where
Widom [95] refers to it as eager approach or in-advance approach.

2.

Virtual Data Integration: this approach establishes a virtual IDS store of descriptive
information instead of actual data of the participating databases. The information
requirements from end users are fulfilled through accessing the actual data in the
participating databases based on the descriptive information in the IDS. The approach is also
referred to as a ‘lazy’ or ‘on demand’ approach.

In materialized data integration, the IDS may be constructed through firstly filtering and
extracting data from the participating databases, then resolving the heterogeneities through
transforming the data to comply with the global schema and loading the data into the IDS. As the
consequence of this, end users can directly pose queries to the IDS and obtain the required results
data. Since the data in the IDS is a replication of the data in the participating databases and the
IDS is realized as a single database in this approach, end users can appreciate the efficiency of
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the query processing and obtain the results data even if the participating databases are offline
when the queries are being answered. However, this approach requires extra time and spatial cost
for maintaining large volumes of redundant data for establishing the IDS. Moreover, changes
occurring in the participating database may cause complex maintenance operations in the IDS.
In virtual data integration, it is the descriptive information which is stored in the IDS while the
actual data remains residing in the participating databases. The solutions such as the Federated
Database System follow this approach. The heterogeneities of the participating databases are
solved through constructing the descriptive information to describe the mappings between the
global schema and the schemas of the participating databases. As a consequence of this, end
users may raise queries against the global schema and the queries are answered through firstly
examining the mappings in the IDS to determine which participating databases are relevant for
answering the queries, and then accessing them to obtain the required results data. The mappings
may be established by following the approaches of Local-as-View (LAV) or Global-as-View
(GAV) [55, 37].
Since only the mappings are stored in the IDS, the virtual data integration approach enjoys the
flexibility of maintaining modest amounts of data over large number of participating databases.
However, as the results data must be obtained from the participating databases, inefficiency may
arise in query processing and results data may not be obtained when the participating databases
are offline. Changes occurring in the participating database may also cause large amounts of
maintenance effort to revise the mappings stored in the IDS when the mappings are realized
through hard coded programs.

1.3 Problem Discussion
Although the solutions such as the Federated Database System and Data Warehousing are
capable of integrating data from distributed, autonomous and heterogeneous participating
databases, substantial amounts of maintenance work may be required when evolution arises in
the participating databases; especially for the solutions following the materialized data
integration approach. Since the data sources may evolve constantly to fulfill their own business
requirements due to autonomy, the evolution has to be taken into account as a characteristic of
the participating databases in the data integration.

1.3.1 Evolution
The evolution is a pervasive challenge that every software system has to tackle. Since predicting
every possible situation and covering all of them at system design time are simply not feasible,
the maintenance operations have to be conducted through the system lifetime and typically take
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more than 50 percent of its total lifetime cost [61]. As suggested previously, autonomous data
sources may evolve constantly to reach their own requirements, thus the evolution a data
integration system has to tackle may appear in various forms. For example, new participating
databases may join the system and existing participating databases may drop out of the system or
go offline. The participating databases may also change their database schemas and what data
they are willing to share after they have joined the system. Research in the IBHIS project has
identified a set of evolutions a data integration system may encounter; the evolutions are adopted
in this research with some modifications. Generally, the evolutions can be categorized as the
evolutions at data integration system level and the participating database level, based on which
part of the data integration system the evolutions occur.
Evolution at data integration system level:
z

End user requirements evolution: the information requirements from end users may change
over time, thus the application which is responsible for answering user queries through
accessing the IDS may have to be maintained to deal with the evolution.

z

Application domain ontology evolution: changes may occur in the application domain
leading to the modification of the application domain ontology modelled for the data
integration system.

Evolution at data source level:
z

Organizational evolution: the participating databases may be organized into a specific
organizational structure based on some features of the data sources rather than loosely
gathered as an unordered set. Thus the evolution of the data sources may cause alterations in
the organizational structure. For example, the location of a hospital may change from
Durham to Newcastle due to the county boundary reorganization.

z

Schematic evolution: the participating databases may change their database schemas to
fulfill the evolving requirements of the data sources after they join the data integration
system. The changes should be propagated into the IDS in order to reflect the latest state of
the databases. For example, databases may rename, add and/or remove the attributes and
relations in their schemas.

z

System level evolution: the participating databases may change the DBMSs which
accommodate them, the information such as names and URLs to describe them, and the
software and network environment they reside at due to the autonomy of the data sources.
The changes should be managed in order to keep the correspondence between the IDS and
the participating databases.

Even for the data integration solutions which follow the virtual data integration approach, as the
mappings in the IDS may be realized through hard coded programs, the evolution may still result
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in enormous successive maintenance effort in the data integration system as any of the evolution
introduced above may cause revising, recompiling and redeploying of the mappings. The
maintenance work of the data integration system may become unmanageable or even
unachievable once the evolution occurs frequently. Hence a new solution is required to solve the
data integration problems while decreasing the maintenance effort caused by the evolution.

1.3.2 Data as a Service
The conception of Software as a Service (SaaS) [52, 13] proposed by the Pennine Research
Group provides a possible solution for building software systems in a constantly changing
environment. This is achieved through turning software systems into a set of self-described,
standard interfaced services and publishing the services on a central registry. The functions of the
software systems can be realized through discovering the relevant services and conducting
invocations onto them. A truly SaaS based software system can bind to and execute the most
appropriate software product service as and when needed (i.e. very late binding). “At the extreme,
the binding which takes place prior to execution, is discarded immediately after execution in
order to permit ‘system’ to evolve for the next point of execution.” [52]. The main benefit of the
SaaS is it can be used to build a highly flexible and agile software system which is able to meet
rapidly changing business needs [52, 13]. By allowing the easy substitution of the constituent
parts of the system (i.e. the service), an ‘upgraded new system’ is produced to best meet the user
requirements every time the evolution occurs.
The IBHIS project [106, 85] conducted by the Pennine Research Group promotes the SaaS into
Data as a Service (DaaS) to address the data integration problems by proposing a
Service-Oriented data integration architecture (SODIA). It argues that through publishing the
participating databases as Data Services and employing the very late binding technique, the data
integration may be achieved by establishing a dynamic unified vision on demand over a set of
distributed, autonomous and heterogeneous participating databases which may evolve frequently.
The evolution occurring in the data integration system may be handled through modifying or
substituting only the data services which are affected by the evolution without involving the rest
of the system, hence the maintenance effort may be largely reduced.

1.3.3 Summary
Traditional solutions are not adequate for solving the data integration problems in a constantly
evolving environment. This research is targeted at constructing a new service based solution:
Service Late Binding Enabled Data Integration (SLEDI) for integrating data from distributed,
autonomous, heterogeneous and frequently evolving participating databases. The participating
databases are assumed to be relational databases which realize the same application domain
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ontology, thus the heterogeneities focused in this research are the schematic heterogeneities as
described in section 1.2.3. The evolution focused in this research is at the data source level and
hence include the organizational evolution, schematic evolution and the system level evolution as
described in section 1.3.1.

1.4 Research Outline
1.4.1 The Database Evolution Problem
To meet the needs of integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources, this thesis
addresses the problem of automatic assisted database evolution handling in the context of data
integration. More specifically, the question it needs to answer is: How structured metadata in a
service-based data integration model can be used to provide assistance for automatically
handling the defined evolutions that occur in the heterogeneous and distributed participating
databases? Since the SLEDI solution is constructed for data integration with automatic evolution
handling, it needs:
1.

Construction of a unified vision from the data supplied by the data sources, in order to fulfill
the information requirements from end users.

2.

Providing automatic assistance for handling the evolution occurring at the data source level,
in order to decrease the maintenance costs arising from the evolution.

1.4.2 Research Issues
The SLEDI aims to integrate data from participating databases into the IDS by following the
DaaS and virtual data integration approaches. Each data source carries out its data supplying
through data services and the user information needs are fulfilled through invoking the services.
The mappings between the application domain ontology and each data source are established
through describing the data supplied by each data source following mainly the GAV approach.
Then the mappings are represented as structured data instead of hard code programs and stored in
the IDS. As a consequence, the evolution handling may be achieved through employing
automatic assistance to conduct the appropriate modifications onto the mappings according to the
predefined processes with respect to each specific type of evolution. Therefore, the three major
research issues can be identified as following:
1.

Data Source Describing: integrating the participating databases through describing each
data source and the data it supplies with respect to the application domain ontology. The
data source descriptions are realized through conjunctive queries and directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) for supporting information needs from end users and automatic assisted evolution
handling.

2.

Query Processing: fulfilling the information needs from end users by answering the user
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queries. End users describe their information needs through composing queries against the
application domain ontology. And the queries are answered through dynamically
discovering the relevant participating databases and obtaining the results data from the
databases based on the data source descriptions.
3.

Evolution Handling: employing automatic assistance to automatically examine the parts of
the data source descriptions which are affected by the various types of evolution and modify
them accordingly to reduce the overall maintenance effort.

Data source describing involves establishing the mappings between the application domain
ontology and the participating databases and constructing the data services. Query processing
includes discovering the relevant data services and invoking the services to obtain results data.
Evolution handling consists of analyzing the mappings and modifying them accordingly to
maintain the validity of the mappings.

1.4.3 Problem Boundaries
The solution for integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources presented in this
thesis has been developed with the assumption of certain problem boundaries.
z

The dominating position of the RDBMS in the DBMS market provides a strong motivation
for assuming that the data sources employ RDBMS products such as Microsoft SQL Server
for managing their data. Thus all the participating databases involved in this research are
assumed to be relational databases. Each data source is responsible for determining which
data it is willing to share, describing the mappings between its databases schema and the
application domain ontology and realizing its data supplying activity as data services.

z

Each participating database is assumed to actualize the same application domain ontology
by its database schema where the database schema conforms to at least the Second Normal
Form (2NF) [22]. Thus each relation has a primary key and each data instance of an attribute
of the relation is an atomic data value.

z

For the purpose of keeping the focus of this research, although the data represents same
information instance in the application domain may be stored in multiple participating
databases; it is assumed that no data inconsistency and data redundancy problems need to be
addressed. Security is certainly a critical problem for any DBMS, but it is beyond the scope
of this thesis. It is assumed that all the data in this research are operated in a secure
environment with no authentication and authorization problems.

z

The addressed evolutions are those only occurring at the data source level; the application
domain ontology is assumed to have no changes.

z

The user queries are assumed to be read only queries and are answered one at a time. The
query optimization in the query processing, the database concurrency and transaction
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control of the participating databases are not considered in this thesis.

1.4.4 Summary
In summary, this thesis is targeted at constructing a solution (i.e. the SLEDI) to integrate data
from participating heterogeneous relational databases which are evolving frequently by following
DaaS and virtual data integration approaches. The solution solves the database heterogeneities
and handles the database evolution with automatic assistance to provide a unified vision to fulfill
the information needs from end users through answering user queries. The heterogeneities
focused on are the schematic heterogeneities and the evolution focused on is the organizational,
schematic and system level evolution.
The solution is capable of solving most of the schematic heterogeneities introduced in section
1.2.3 although the participating databases may not be able to supply results data for answering
user queries under some circumstances. For example, for the missing item discrepancy, a
participating database may not provide results data if its database schema does not model the
entity types, relationships or attributes involved in the user queries. And for the relation
isomorphism discrepancy, a participating database may fail to contribute if it cannot precisely
describe the instance of which entity type it provides (for example, a database cannot contribute
to the query asking for child patients information if it does not distinguish the adult and child
patients in its schema). The evolution occurring in the application domain ontology cannot be
automatically handled as it may cause substantial modification even a discarding of the data
source descriptions. The organizational, schematic and system level evolution are covered
although user queries involve multiple versions of organizational structure cannot be directly
answered as the late binding can only find the relevant data sources based on their latest states.
However, further research may be conducted to address the issues.

1.5 Research Aims and Criteria for Success
The aims of the research presented in this thesis, characterized by the criteria for success, cover
many aspects of both the problem and solution. A framework to model the data integration is
required to allow the easy comparison between the solution constructed in this research and other
related works. The problem of integrating data from heterogeneous and frequently evolving
participating databases presented previously must be solved. An experimental implementation of
the solution is produced to illustrate the viability of the solution. A case study [104, 28] in the
Mental Health application domain is then conducted to evaluate the solution. The criteria for
success are formally stated below:
1.

The definition of a framework for integrating data from the autonomous and evolving data
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sources is constructed. The framework should capture the essential processes involved in the
data integration activity.
2.

The creation of the Service Late-binding Enabled Data Integration (SLEDI) solution which
defines the processes and data structures involved in the solution precisely with respect to
the framework discussed in criterion 1.

3.

The schematic heterogeneities of the participating databases defined in section 1.2.3 can be
solved by the Information Provision Unit Describing (IPUD) algorithm created for the data
source describing in the solution.

4.

The organizational and schematic evolutions introduced in section 1.3.1 can be handled by
the evolution handling process constructed in the solution allowing the data integration
system to still function properly despite the evolutions which occurred.

5.

The DAG structured data source descriptions can support the evolution handling process
hence reducing the maintenance effort of the data integration system caused by the
evolution.

6.

The DaaS approach and service late binding technique can help to mitigate the maintenance
costs of the data integration system caused by the evolution introduced in section 1.3.1

The above criteria set out the goals this research is targeted at and are used in chapter 9 as the
references for the discussion of the success of the research.

1.6 Evaluation Criteria
The primary objective of this work is to define a data integration solution featuring automatic
assisted evolution handling to integrate heterogeneous databases compliant with a simple
application domain ontology. It should be capable of being successfully applied to real world
applications with the data integration requirements described previously. The experimental
implementation and case study are discussed in chapter 7 and 8 which presents an extensive
evaluation of the solution constructed in this thesis. In addition to the criteria of success
introduced in the previous section, the following criteria are also used in the evaluation:
z

Computational costs of evolution handling

z

Scalability

z

Expandability

z

Programming language independency

z

Application domain independency

The above criteria cover a wide range of aspects which can help to explore the strengths and
weaknesses of the solution in order to determine where the solution can be better applied.
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1.7 Contribution
The main contribution of this work is a new solution: Service Late binding Enabled Data
Integration (SLEDI) for integrating data from schematic heterogeneous databases where the
databases are frequently evolving. It follows the virtual data integration approach and is realized
through data as a service and service late binding technique. The participating databases are
integrated through describing themselves by following mainly the GAV approach regarding
simple application domain ontology. The descriptions are then represented as DAG structured
data and realized as metadata maintained in the data service. End users raise queries against the
application domain ontology without concerning the participating databases and the queries are
answered through invocating the data services. The evolution of the participating databases is
handled by automatically conducting modifications to the metadata based on a set of pre-defined
processes. The solution is targeted at relational databases and three main research issues within
the data integration problem are addressed:
1.

Data source describing: each participating database of the data sources is described by the
IPUD algorithm which organizes the data the database is willing to share into a set of
Information Provision Unit (IPU). Each IPU is described through a Global Definition (GD)
and a Local Definition (LD) where GD represents what data this IPU provides with respect
to the application domain ontology and LD represents how the data can be constructed
through a conjunctive query over the database schema. All the IPUs of the database are then
embodied into a data service for others to utilize.

2.

Query processing: the user queries are answered by examining the GDs of the IPUs to find
the relevant participating databases that provide the results data through accessing the
metadata of the data services. The data services are then invoked to construct the results data
only at run time thus hard wired queries can be avoided.

3.

Evolution handling: a set of processes are defined regarding various types of evolution to
identify the IPUs that are affected by the evolution and the corresponding modifications
required. Thus automatic assisted evolution handling can be conducted on the data services
descriptions based on the processes.

The solution is set in the context of a framework describing the data integration activity. This
captures the essential data structure and processes involved in the activity for both virtual and
materialized data integration approaches. A formal model of the framework expresses its data
structures in set theory, and SLEDI is compared to other related work throughout the thesis. An
extensive evaluation of the solution and where the solution may be applied in the real world data
integration applications is presented.
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1.8 Thesis Structure
The thesis constitutes nine chapters
Chapter 1 introduces the context and motivation of the research, discusses and states the problem
the research is focusing on, and sets out the research aims and criteria for success.
Chapter 2 discusses the current approaches for solving the data integration problem in detail. The
evolution problem of the data integration, Service-Oriented Computing and its implementation
technologies are introduced.
Chapter 3 develops a framework modelling the data integration activity to capture the essential
data structures and processes. An overview of the SLEDI solution is presented; the processes and
components involved are introduced in general.
Chapter 4 constructs the IPUD algorithm to describe the participating databases into a set of IPUs.
The global definitions and local definitions of the IPUs are represented as structured data and the
IPUs are accommodated into IPSs. The IPU and IPS are formally presented using set theory and
the corresponding constraints are defined.
Chapter 5 introduces the algorithm of answering user queries. The service plan for answering a
user query is generated based on the available data services and the query rewriting. The results
data of the user queries are constructed through executing the service plans.
Chapter 6 describes the evolution handling algorithm based on a set of processes. Various types
of evolution are identified and represented, the automatic assisted evolution handling are
illustrated in detail.
Chapter 7 represents an experimental implementation of SLEDI using web service technology. A
case study is also presented.
Chapter 8 presents the comprehensive evaluation of the SLEDI based on the case study. The
criteria outlined in section 1.5 and 1.6 are used for the evaluation.
Chapter 9 summarizes the work accomplished with a general discussion. The success of the
research is considered in terms of the criteria presented in section 1.5 and ideas for further work
are suggested
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1.9 Summary
Chapter 1 has introduced the work presented in this thesis. The motivation and context of the
research have been explained with reference to other related researches in the field. Three major
research issues have been identified within the data integration problem: data source describing,
query processing, and evolution handling. Evaluation criteria have been presented and the
structure of the thesis has been outlined.
Chapter 2 discusses the background of the current approaches for solving the data integration
problem in detail. The evolution problem of the data integration, Service-Oriented Computing
and relevant implementation technologies are introduced.
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Chapter 2 Background
2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 presented the brief overview of the context and motivation of this work. The research
problem was formally defined and three key research issues have been identified. Criteria for
evaluating both the solution and the research were presented. The structure of the thesis was also
outlined.
This chapter examines the background of the SLEDI solution presented in this thesis. The current
issues of the data integration problems and the software evolution problems are further
investigated. The approaches and technologies for solving the data integration problems together
with the research methods and application domain are discussed in detail to provide the context
of this research.

2.2 Data Integration
Cost effective operation is critical for all business. As many organizations store their information
in distributed databases, it is a common requirement to synthesize the information from these
different databases within the organization to provide a unified view to support the executive
operations. Take the Mental Health domain as an example; information of patients is held by
many different entities (primary care practices, hospitals, mental health trust and community
health services). The end users (e.g. doctors) need to have a unified view of the data from all the
participating entities to have the comprehensive and latest information about the patients in order
to provide better services. From a software engineering point view, the need is to integrate data
from distributed and autonomous data sources to provide a unified database so that the end users
can raise queries against the database.
As introduced in section 1.2, the data integration problem has attracted a great deal of research
and the solutions [57, 08, 31] can be broadly categorized as virtual data integration and
materialized data integration. The former has been followed by the Federated Database
Management System (FDBMS) and the latter leads to Data Warehousing.

2.2.1 Federated Database Management System (FDBMS)
The Federated Database Management System provides a unified access to heterogeneous data
from diverse and distributed databases [76, 40]. It is an integrated collection of the component
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databases. These component databases share their data through adding interfaces allowing others
to access them. The FDBMS serves as a middle layer stands between the end users and the
component databases and provides transparent access for the end users to access and manipulate
the components databases to various degrees. The user can enjoy heterogeneity transparency by
translating different data formats from component databases into a common or canonical model
(CDM). Other heterogeneities exist in the hardware and operation systems, the data access and
manipulation methods and the programming languages of the component databases can also be
shield by the FDBMS. The FDBMS can also provide the distribution transparency by masking
the distributed nature of the component databases and the network communication details. The
general architecture of the FDBMS is illustrated below:

Figure 2-1 the FDBMS architecture
FDBMS can be categorized as loosely coupled and tightly coupled based on who administrates
the FDBMS and how the components are integrated.
z

Loosely coupled FDBMS: a FDBMS is loosely coupled if the user takes the responsibility
of creating and maintaining the federation and there is no central control enforced by the
federated system and its administrators. The loosely coupled FDBMS may also be referred
to as multidatabase system or interoperable database system [76]

z

Tightly coupled FDBMS: a FDBMS is tightly coupled if the federation and its
administrators take the responsibility of creating and maintaining the federation, managing
the FDBMS by enforcing actively central control on the component databases. A tightly
coupled FDBMS is said to have single federation if it only creates and maintains one
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federation schema.
In both loosely and tightly coupled FDBMS, sharing of any part of a component database or
invoking a capability (i.e., an operation) of a component DBS is controlled by the administrator
of the component DBS. [40]
FDBMS integrates components and provides a single interface for end users to query. The
common process of the user query process involves two steps:
1.

User queries over the federation schema are decomposed into smaller fragments called
subqueries based on the information of the component databases in the federation. The
subqueries are then sent to corresponding component databases to obtain the results.

2.

The FDBS communicates with the component databases through their interfaces. The
interfaces are responsible for translating the subqueries into local queries which the
component database can process directly. An interface may be a simple mechanism which
only delivers the sub queries if both the user queries and local queries are based on the
same common data model. Or the interface may be complex to do further filtering,
transforming and aggregating operations on the data apart from query translating.

One of the key limitations the FDBMS faces is that the users have to explicitly specify the
component databases in the queries. Hence if a new component database joins in or existing
component database drop out, the user queries have to be explicitly changed. The approach may
also suffer lower performance as the user query has to be decomposed and delivered to the
components databases to be answered. Furthermore, each component database must build its own
interface. As a result, the changes inside the component database such as schematic changes may
lead to the interfaces have to be reengineered to keep the DBMS working properly [51].

2.2.2 Data Warehousing
Data Warehousing integrates data from component databases into a single repository called the
data warehouse which is available for querying and analysis [20, 44]. Under this approach, the
data integration problem is tackled by Extracting the data from component databases,
Transferring the data into a common data model, and Loading the data into the warehouse (i.e.
the ETL process). Since the model and semantic difference has already been solved during the
ETL process and the user queries are processed against the single repository (i.e. data warehouse),
this approach enjoys the higher availability and better query performance. The general
architecture of Data Warehousing is illustrated as below:
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Figure 2-2 the Data Warehousing architecture
The main idea behind this approach is to integrate the data in advance of the query processing.
Hence there is no need for query translation and subqueries delivery and executions in remote
component databases. The ETL takes care of the processes such as data format converting,
information filtering, merging and summarizing. As the component databases might change after
the data warehouse was built, the ETL also needs to detect the changes and propagate the
changes into the data warehouse.
In the Data Warehousing approach, the component databases always retain their autonomy. As
the data in the data warehouse are the replication of the data in the component databases, they
can be manipulated asynchronously without affecting each other. One of the key limitations of
the Data Warehousing approach is that it has to specify in advance what data should be extracted
and integrated from which component databases. After the data warehouse has been built, it is
relatively complex to change the original design (e.g. change the specification about what data
should be integrated and from which component databases). Furthermore, the physical
replication of data introduces potential inconsistencies. The data in the data warehouse may be
out of date; hence the changes in the component databases must be explicitly propagated.
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2.3 Software Evolution
2.3.1 Software Evolution Process
Software maintenance and evolution activities are pervasive challenges for many software
systems. The activities are characterized by their huge cost and slow speed of implementation
and their inevitability [54]. Software maintenance is defined in IEEE Standard [43] as:
“The modification of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance
or other attributed, or to adapt the product to a modified environment”
Lientz and Swanson surveyed and categorized maintenance activities into four classes:
z

Adaptive: changes in the software environment

z

Perfective: new user requirements

z

Corrective: fixing errors

z

Preventive: prevent problems in the future

The survey showed that around 75% of the maintenance effort was on the first two types and
many subsequent studies suggest a similar magnitude of the problem [12, 61]. These studies
show that the core problem is addressing the Environment and the User requirement changing.
Bennett and Rajlich suggest these changes should be explicitly addressed and referred to as
software evolution and proposed a staged model to better describe the software maintenance and
evolution activities in the software system’s lifecycle [12, 11].
The staged model divides the lifecycle of the software system into five stages: Initial
development, Evolution, Servicing, Phase-out and Close-down. The software architecture and the
knowledge acquired during the development are two main outcomes of the initial development
stage. The architecture of the software will persist during its lifetime and the knowledge is a
crucial prerequisite for the stage of evolution. Hence the main challenge in the evolution stage is
to make the software architectures permit the software system to evolve in controlled ways and
raise the abstraction level in the way the evolution is expressed, reasoned about and
implemented.
During the service stage, the change of the system component may cause it no longer properly
interact with other components. In this case, secondary changes must be made in the neighboring
components, which may trigger further changes. This process is referred to as change
propagation [101]. The subsequent stages are phase-out and close-down. In the former stage, the
software may be still in production, but no servicing is being undertaken. In the later stage, the
software used is disconnected and the users are directed towards a replacement.
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The evolution handling activities may be conducted through making changes onto the software
system during different phases such compile-time and run-time. The changes made at
compile-time are also referred to as static evolution handling which concerns the source code
hence may result in system shut down, recompile and restart. The changes made at run-time are
also referred to as dynamic evolution handling which normally does not require stopping of the
system. The static evolution may cause high cost and the dynamic evolution may require an
appropriate level of control over the change to prevent the system crashing or behave erroneously
[17, 65].

2.3.2 Data Integration System Evolution
Data Integration System faces the evolution challenge just as other software systems do. As
introduced previously, the evolution problems addressed in this research are defined through
analyzing the requirements of integrating data from autonomous and evolving relational
databases. And the evolution problems can be categorized into organizational, schematic and
system level evolutions. The following table provides examples to demonstrate the different
types of evolution problems. It is assumed the participating databases are organized into groups
and each database schema contains a set of relations.
Evolution

Examples

Category
Organizational

A participating database moved from a virtual group (e.g. Durham) to another

Evolution

virtual group (e.g. Newcastle)
A new virtual group adds in or drops out

Schematic

An attribute changes its name or data type

Evolution

An attribute is split into two or more attributes
Two or more attributes are combined into an attribute
A relation changes its name
A relation adds or removes its attributes
A relation is split into two or more relations
Two or more relations are combined into a relation
A database adds or removes its relations
New databases join in or existing databases drop out

System
Evolution

level

A database changes its name
A database changes its description (e.g. URL)
Table 2-1 Database Evolution

When the data integration system is built by following the traditional approaches such as
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FDBMS and Data Warehousing, the described evolution may cause static evolution handling
onto the system every time the evolution occur. It can be too costly when the amount of
participating databases is big and the evolution occurs frequently. Consequently, dynamic
evolution handling requires support under these circumstances.

2.3.3 Evolution Support
Generally, FDBMS and Data Warehousing lack the support of dynamic evolution handling. Data
Warehousing builds a static centralized repository; hence the evolution handling may be
conducted through changing the source code of the ETL process and repopulating the repository.
In the tightly coupled federations, since the end users have to explicitly specify which
participating databases are involved in the user queries and the federation schema is mostly
constructed by manual and static schema integration. The evolution handling may include
rebuilding the federation schema and changing the user queries. In the loosely coupled
federations, the query translation is normally realized through hard-coded programs based on
query based schema matching of the federation schema and the schemas of the participating
databases. Thus the evolution handling may include revising the programs which can result in
high costs. As a consequence of this, all three solutions for data integration require large amounts
of maintenance work for handling the databases evolution introduced above, especially the
schematic evolution. Further comparison of the solutions can be found in the next chapter.

2.4 Service Based Concepts and Technologies
2.4.1 Software as a Service and Data as a Service
Although the supply-side approach of developing software works well for the systems with rigid
boundaries, it cannot meet the requirement of systems in a constantly changing environment. The
new demand-side approach has been proposed to fill the gap: Software as a Service (SaaS) [52,
84]. Under this approach, the system is a service that is composed of smaller ones. The smaller
services are only bound at the time of execution and discarded afterwards. Hence the software is
procured and paid for on demand, as and when needed.
The IBHIS project promotes the SaaS into Data as a Service (DaaS) through proposing a
Service-Oriented data integration architecture (SODIA) [106, 85]. Through publishing the
participating databases as Data Services that are dynamically determined and bound at the time
of execution, a dynamically unified vision can be established on demand over a set of distributed,
autonomous and heterogeneous participating databases which may frequently evolve.
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2.4.2 Service-Oriented Computing and Architecture
Service-Oriented Computing addresses the relevant research issues of the software application
development methods to achieve the SaaS. From the SaaS point of view, a Service is not only a
mechanized process; it involves humans managing supplier-consumer relationships [52]. SOC
focuses on more technical issues by treating the services as autonomous, platform-independent
entities that can be described, published, and discovered; using services which support the
development of rapid, low-cost, interoperable, evolvable and massively distributed applications.
[79, 70]
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) focuses on addressing the requirement of loosely coupled,
standards-based, and protocol-independent distributed computing from the software architecture
point of view [26]. By using a set of statements that describes software components and assigns
the functionality of the system to these components, the SOA describes the technical structure,
constraints and characteristics of the components and the interfaces between them. The
architecture is the blueprint for the system and therefore the implicit high-level plan for its
construction [69, 49]

2.4.3 Grid computing and Web Service
The technologies such as Grid computing and Web Service can be used to develop software
following the SOA. Grid computing addresses the research issues of the infrastructure that can
synthesize multiple regional software and hardware facilities into a Grid to create a universal
source of computing power [29, 72]. It intends to develop and promote the standards and
specifications to support a wide range of applications. Some specifications and implementations
which focus on the data integration problem in a distributed environment have been developed
such as Open Grid Service Architecture Database Access and Integration (OGSA-DAI) and Web
Service Data Access and Integration (WS-DAI) [35, 01]
Web Service is developed and promoted by The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to help on
building SOA based software systems [94, 70]. It is currently the most promising technology that
the IT industry as a whole has enthusiastically embraced [25, 90]. Web Service is based on three
roles of Service Provider, Service Registry and Service consumer, and consists of a set of
standard protocols such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI). The typical
scenario of the interactions among the three roles is illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure 2-3 Web Service roles and interactions
A service provider hosts a web service and uses WSDL to describe the service, and then publish
the service description into the service registry. The service consumer may then access the
service registry to discover the service description and invoke the service based on the
description. The interactions are realized through SOAP messages exchanging.
The protocols are designed to be independent of any particular programming implementation and
to be built on top of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) which has already been largely
employed as a basic building block across many application domains. The protocols also
accommodate the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to use the current Internet infrastructure
for supporting information exchange. These characteristics speed up the software development
by reusing the current software and the infrastructure assets with little extra investment.

2.4.4 RDF and SPARQL
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a language promoted by W3C for representing
resources, particularly the metadata about resources in the World Wide Web [73]. It provides a
common framework for identifying things using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and
describing resources in terms of simple properties and property values, thus simple statements
about resources can be represented as a graph of nodes and arcs. The application designers can
leverage the availability of common RDF parsers and processing tools to exchange information
between different applications. Consequently, the information created by one application may be
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made available to other applications to achieve higher interoperability.
Since RDF is in a data form of directed labeled graph, the SPARQL query language [82] is
designed and promoted by W3C for querying RDF data. The SPARQL defines syntax for
specifying queries as required and optional graph patterns, along with their conjunctions and
disjunctions. Hence the queries may be evaluated through traversing the RDF data to find out the
sub graphs which match the patterns. Although the properties in RDF can be used to describe the
relationships between resources, the RDF itself does not provide mechanism for doing so. The
RDF Schema (RDFS) [74] is promoted by W3C as a semantic extension of RDF which defines a
set of vocabulary to describe groups of related resources and the relationships between them.
Based on the RDFS, richer vocabulary or ontology languages such as OWL [66] can contribute
to capture meaningful generalization about data in the Web.
The specifications such as RDF and OWL introduced above can be used to describe web
resources and their relationships. The data in other formats, apart from web resources, such as
relational data may be transformed into RDF data through middleware. Hence applications can
also be developed to exploit the semantics contained in the RDF data.

2.4.5 Service Based Data Integration Solution
Data Integration Solution following the DaaS may achieve higher flexibility. By publishing the
participating databases as Data Services, user applications can interact with the databases through
the standard service interface without having to know the details of the databases. The evolution
of the databases may be handled through changing the corresponding data service without
affecting other parts of the data integration system. However, some gaps still exist for the current
web service technology to fully achieve dynamic discovery and binding processes in a large-scale,
open and ever-changing computational environment [85]. The main challenge is using automated
means to accurately discover and bind services with minimal user involvement.
For tackling this challenge in DaaS, the semantics of both the data services and user requests
need to be explicitly stated. Although the WSDL explicitly specifies how a service consumer can
invoke the service, it does not contain high level semantic information about the service such as
what data the service provides. Thus the information needs to be added in addition to the WSDL
to support the service discovery and binding at run-time. The UDDI also lacks the support of the
additional information. Consequently, the SLEDI solution proposed in this research realizes the
additional information as metadata complemented by WSDL to form a meaningful description of
the participating databases. The details will be introduced in the following chapters.
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2.5 Case Study Method
Research methodology is essential for any research. As a method of conducting academic
research, among other empirical methods such as experiments and survey, case studies have been
extensively applied and examined in social science research topics [102]. Among the definitions
of the case study method from different researchers with different perspectives, Yin has given a
technical definition of the method. He suggests that the definition is constituted as a twofold. The
first part begins with the scope of a case study [104]:
“A case study is an empirical inquiry that
z

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when

z

the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”.

Yin has pointed out that early works treated the case study not as a formal research method and
only used it as complementary to other methods. A common misconception had been established
that because the case study method only examines a single example in details in the longitude
dimension; it cannot provide reliable information about the broader class thus is only appropriate
for the exploratory phase of a research. In fact, the case study method can be used for the purpose
of descriptive and explanatory of the research as well. [103]
Flyvbjerg also specified the five common misunderstanding from the early works about the case
study method in his research [28]. Including
1.

theoretical

(context-independent)

knowledge

is

more

important

than

practical

(context-dependent) knowledge
2.

the results from case studies cannot be generalized to apply to a class of phenomenon as
they are based on a single case

3.

the case study is appropriate only for the hypotheses generation. Other methods are more
suitable for hypotheses testing

4.

there is a tendency to confirm preconceived notions of the researchers as the case study
contains a bias toward verification

5.

it is often difficult to summarize and develop general propositions based on specific case
studies

These five propositions were discussed and examined in the research. The conclusion was drawn
that all of them are not necessarily true and the disadvantages of the case study method that
claimed in the propositions can be avoided.
The case study method can provide a systematic approach for the empirical research by carefully
selecting the case, examining the phenomenon, collecting the data, analyzing the information and
reporting the results. As a result of applying the case study method, the researchers may gain a
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sharpened understanding of why the instance of the phenomenon happened in the way as it did,
and what might become salient and need to be examined extensively in future research.
Consequently, the case study method is suitable to both hypotheses generating and testing [28].
As a research method, the case study can be adopted by the software engineering field from
social science. Some pioneering researches for this adoption have been conducted to examine
how to apply the case study appropriately in software engineering [48, 47]. Kitchenham, Pfleeger
and Pickard [48] suggest that the case study method can help industry evaluate the benefits of
methods and tools and provide a cost-effective way of ensuring that employing the methods and
tools provides the desired results. Although the case study method may not achieve the scientific
rigor of the formal experiments, it can provide sufficient information for judging if specific
technologies will benefit the certain organization or project.
The choice of the method depends on the size and nature of the organization or project the study
will be conducted on, and whether the technology or tools being studied are in advance or after
the fact [48]. The experiments method may be used for comparing several competing
technologies or tools in order to conclude which one to choose. The case study method may be
employed for assessing a new technology or tools by applying it to a pilot project in order to
conclude the effects of it. The survey method may be favoured for examining a technology or
tool that has already been implemented across a large number of projects in order to conclude the
benefits of using it.
The experiments method requires full control hence is difficult to conduct when the degree of
control is limited. Because the experiments method is normally used for small scale research in a
laboratory, it can be a problem when trying to increase the scale from the laboratory to a real
project. On the other hand, the case study method can avoid the scale up problem. This
characteristic makes it particularly useful for industrial evaluation of software engineering
methods and tools. Consequently, the case study method is preferable for helping the researchers
to understand the improvement that a new technology or tool can bring to a class of objects by
assessing the technology or tool through applying them to a pilot project.

2.6 Mental Health Application Domain
The Mental Health application domain provides a perfect example of the research of integrating
data from autonomous and evolving data sources as it demonstrates the characteristics of the
research by its natural requirements [106, 33]. In the mental health domain, the patient
information may be stored in many autonomously managed data sources such as local surgeries,
hospitals, social services, etc. Each data source may realize the patient information in different
database schemas and employ different DBMS to manage the databases in their own IT systems
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as shown in the following figure:

Figure 2-4 Data integration in the mental health application domain
Integrating the data from the data sources is a common requirement in the domain. For example,
patient records may be held by different data sources when the patient has been living in different
locations and treated by different hospitals and social services. Thus it is required to integrate the
data from the data sources to construct a comprehensive view of the patient information in order
to provide a better service for the patient. The mental health researchers may also require data
integration based on their own criteria to do their research such as the epidemiology, the effect of
a specific medicine or treatment, etc.

Figure 2-5 Data integration example
The databases in the data sources may present various heterogeneities as they are autonomously
managed. As the example illustrated in figure 2-5, the patient record is realized as one relation in
DS1 and as two relations in DS2. Diagnosis of patient in DS1 is represented as simple text and as
integer code in DS2. Furthermore, the autonomous nature of the data sources may result in
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continuing evolution of the participating databases and data sources may join in and drop out at
their convenience. Thus the database schemas may evolve continuingly in various ways as
introduced in section 2.3.2. The DBMS, software and hardware environment of the databases
may also evolve due to upgrading of the IT system of the data sources. Consequently, the data
integration solution should be able to solve the heterogeneity and evolution problems to provide a
unified view hence end users can focus only on their own information needs.

2.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced the current approaches for solving the data integration problems. The
issues of the software evolution and data integration system evolution are then presented. The
service based concepts and technologies, the case study research method and the mental health
application domain are also introduced. This background provides the clear view of the setting of
the research presented in this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents a descriptive framework to model the activity and representation of the
process of integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources. The framework provides
the context for the novel solution (i.e. SLEDI) created in this research which will be described
through the next chapters. The services and processes of the SLEDI are also briefly discussed.
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Chapter 3 Data Integration Framework
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 introduced the background of current solutions for solving data integration problems.
The evolution problems the data integration may encounter were presented. The case study
method of research and the mental health application domain were briefly discussed.
This chapter introduces a descriptive framework to characterize the data integration activity from
the abstract level, hence the virtual and materialized approaches can both fit into it. The new
solution for integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources, the Service-Late
Binding enabled Data Integration (SLEDI), is presented. The constituted services and the
processes of the SLEDI are described and the characteristics of the solution are briefly discussed
with respect to the framework.

3.2 Data Integration Activity Framework
As discussed in section 1.3, in order to combine data from multiple data sources to provide an
information provision service to end users, the activity of data integration is required. This
section presents a descriptive framework for the data integration activity. It specializes in
integrating data from distributed, autonomous and evolving data sources. The framework unifies
the virtual and materialized approaches and is used later in this thesis for a discussion of the cost
saving which might be achieved when using automatic assistance for handling the evolution
occurred in data sources.
Initially, it is assumed there are a set of distributed data sources. The data sources manage their
data autonomously and are constant evolving. The data integration activity intends to combine
the data from the data sources into a single centralized database (i.e. the integrated data store IDS)
and provides an information supplying service to end users. This is shown in figure 3-1
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Figure 3-1 Basic Framework describing the data integration activity
The data integration activity can be characterized as the creation, access, and maintenance of the
IDS, which is achieved by the processes: data integrating, information supplying, and evolution
handling respectively. The three processes works together to fulfill the requirement of the data
integration. This is shown in figure 3-2

Key
Activity
Process
Information Store
Information Flow

Data Integration Activity
Data Source
(DS1)

Data integrating

Information Supplying
Data Source
(DSn)

Evolution Handling
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Integrated
Data Store
(IDS)

Figure 3-2 The Framework of data integration activity
1.

Data integrating: the role of the data integrating process is to select the data from the data
sources, harmonize the heterogeneities among those data and combine the data together to
create the unified data store (i.e. IDS). It is the preliminary step in the data integration
activity and builds up the IDS hence other processes can be conducted based on the IDS

2.

Information supplying: the role of this process is to communicate to the end users to fulfill
their information needs. It takes the description of the information needs from end users (e.g.
queries raised by end users); processes it and conducts appropriate operations against the
IDS; it then constructs the results and sends the results back to the end users (e.g. results for
answering the queries).

3.

Evolution handling: this process is triggered when evolution in data sources occur. It
investigates the evolution occurring and take actions against the IDS accordingly. Hence
maintaining the coherence between the IDS and data sources. As a consequence, the end
users’ information needs can be processed based on the latest state of the data sources.

The framework in Figure 3-2 captures the general requirements of a data integration activity.
Since the framework models the requirements from a highly abstract level, both the materialized
and virtual approaches for conducting the data integration activity can be fitted into the
framework. Hence the comparison can be made between different approaches and the strength
and weakness of the approaches and the cost related issues can be discussed within the
framework
In the materialized approach, the IDS is a materialized data store. The data integrating process is
carried out by first selecting the data from data sources and harmonizing the heterogeneities.
Then the integrated data is transported into the IDS. Although some addition and alteration may
be made to the data during this process, the data in the IDS are mainly replications of the data in
the data sources. The information supplying process examines the descriptions of the information
required from end users and meets the requirements by directly manipulating the actual data in
the IDS. When evolution occurs in the data sources, the evolution handling process analyses the
evolution and takes appropriate actions against the actual data in the IDS in order to propagate
the evolution from data sources into the IDS.
In the virtual approach, the IDS is a virtual data store, which means instead of the actual data, it
is the descriptive information about the data which is contained in the IDS. This information
represents how the data in the IDS can be formed from the data sources and normally is realized
by formally specifying the mappings between the actual data in the data sources and the IDS (e.g.
queries over the data sources). The data integrating process is performed by investigating the data
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sources, and then creating the formal declarations to describe the mappings. The information
supplying process first evaluates the information requirements and then interrogates the
descriptive information in the IDS to generate the operation plan. Finally it executes the plan
against the data sources to accomplish the requirements. The evolution handling process analyses
the evolution occurring; and then reviews the descriptive information in the IDS and makes
appropriate modification to it in order to maintain the coherence between the IDS and the data
sources.

3.3 The Service Late-binding Enabled Data Integration Solution
As discussed in chapter 1.3, the focus of the work in this thesis is integrating data from
autonomous and evolving data sources. All the data sources involved employ relational DBMS to
manage their data and the evolution addressed are the schematic, organizational and system level
evolution occurring in the data sources. This thesis presents a new solution: the Service
Late-Binding Enabled Data Integration (SLEDI) which takes the virtual approach and employs
the concept of Software as a Service [52] and Web Service technology [94], using Late Binding
techniques [13, 106] to achieve the required data integration.
To meet the design purpose, the SLEDI must not only have the ability to integrate the data from
the data sources to provide the information supplying service to end users, but also have the
potential to decrease the maintenance costs while the data sources are evolving. Conceptually, the
SLDEI constitutes four types of services: Information Provision Service (IPS), Broker Service
(BS), Evolution Handling Service (EHS) and Registry Service (RS). In practice, each type of
service might be implemented by multiple instances. Based on the services, the SLEDI
accomplishes the data integration activity through three processes: Data Source Describing,
Query Processing and Evolution Handling. Each process may involve one or more type of
services to achieve its purpose. The general architecture of the Services is shown in Figure 3-3
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Figure 3-3 the General architecture of the SLEDI

3.3.1 Overview of the Services
1.

Information Provision Service: Each data source shares its data through the Information
Provision Unit (IPU) mechanism. An IPS aggregates all the IPUs of a data source and
reveals its service description metadata which includes the Global Definition of the IPUs to
describe what information the IPS provides. It accepts invocation calls from the Broker
Service. Finally, it generates results by consulting the Local Definition of the IPUs and
accessing the actual data to respond the invocation calls.

2.

Broker Service: this Service accepts the information requirement descriptions (e.g. queries)
from end users. It analyses the descriptions and interacts with the Registry Service to
discover the appropriate IPSs which provide the information required. Then, it filters out
these IPSs and produces a service execution plan based on them. It then executes the plan by
invoking the IPSs and collects and combines the results of the service invocations into a
final result. Finally, it sends the results back to the end users.

3.

Evolution Handling Service: this Service accepts the descriptions of the evolution occurring
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in the data sources. It analyses the descriptions to locate the IPSs which are affected by the
evolution. It then modifies the IPSs accordingly to reflect the evolution, hence maintaining
the virtual IDS to be consistent with the latest state of the data sources.
4.

Registry Service: this Service provides a central repository as a registry that all the IPSs,
EHS and BS can be published onto. The service publication is realized by storing the
description of the services into the repository and the Registry Service provides an interface
allowing the services to publish, search, retrieve and update the services descriptions in the
registry. Hence the services can be discovered by accessing the repository and invoked by
parsing the service descriptions.

As the research focus is integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources, the SLEDI
is designed to provide a solution for building data integration systems with flexibility. The data
sources can connect into and disconnect from the data integration system by simply adding or
removing the IPSs. The descriptions of IPSs provide an interface for data sources to specify what
data they provide and how the data can be formed. As the description is realized in structured
metadata instead of a hard wired programme, the evolution handling can be achieved through
employing automatic assistances to modify the metadata without human interventions thus
decreasing the maintenance costs of the system. The interoperability the Web Service provides
further enhances the flexibility of the SLEDI. Moreover, the EHS and BS may have multiple
instances in the implementation of the SLEDI to achieve a better performance.

3.3.2 Overview of the Processes
As a solution for data integration, the SLEDI can also be fitted into the framework which has
been introduced in section 3.2. The processes of data integrating, information supplying and
evolution handling of the framework are carried out in the SLEDI by the processes of data
source describing, query processing, and evolution handling respectively.
1.

Data source describing: Each data source first determines the data in its databases it is
willing to share. Then the data is organized into a set of Information Provision Units (IPU).
An algorithm named Information Provision Unit Describing (IPUD) is created for producing
the IPUs. Each IPU is described by a Global Definition and a Local Definition. The global
definition is specified by an expression over the application domain ontology and the local
definition is represented by an expression over local database schema. The global definition
provides a description which can be understood across the application domain hence
insulating the schematic heterogeneities among the data sources. All the IPUs provided by a
data source are then aggregated into an IPS and the definitions of the IPUs are realized as
service description metadata of the IPS. Then data sources publish the IPSs through the
Registry Service for other services to discover and invoke.

2.

Query processing: end users describe their information requirements through raising queries
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over the application domain ontology. The queries are then processed by the Broker Service
and each query is transformed into a service plan; the Broker Service then executes the plan
by sending invocation calls to the appropriate IPSs. Each IPS responds to the invocation by
generating results from local database and sending them back. Finally, the Broker Service
composes the results into the final answer to fulfil the requirements.
3.

Evolution handling: every evolution occurring in the data sources is described and sent to
the Evolution Handling Service. This analyses the evolution descriptions, interacts with the
Registry Service and the IPSs to identify the IPSs which are affected by the evolution. It
then examines and automatically modifies the affected IPSs accordingly. Under some
circumstance, the modification may be achieved with human interventions.

The three processes work together to establish the data integration system which is realized by
the four types of services. Hence the required data integration activity can be accomplished to
fulfill the information needs from end users.

3.4 The processes of the SLEDI
This section illustrates the constituted processes of the SLEDI in more detail. Each process is
delineated by describing the requirements it intends to fulfill, the detailed processes of which it
consists, the algorithms and operations involved and its realization over the services.

3.4.1 Data Source Describing
In this research, all the databases involved in the data sources are assumed to be relational
databases. As introduced in chapter 1, all the data sources in this research are in the same
application domain. A canonical data model (also referred to as a domain ontology model) is
employed to characterize the salient parts of the application domain. The model is used as the
virtual schema of the IDS hence end users can describe their information requirements by raising
queries against it. The data source describing process intends to build the virtual IDS by
establishing the descriptions of the data sources with respect to the ontology. It is composed of
the following steps
1.

Constructing the domain ontology: a Description Logic based data model is created to
model the application domain ontology. It provides an abstract description of the application
domain by modelling it through concepts, roles and rules. As the data in the data sources are
also representing the information in the application domain, they can be described by
aligning to the application domain ontology. This step is a preliminary step which is
supposed to be accomplished before all other steps and the domain ontology is stored into
the registry for other components to access.

2.

Establishing the IPUs: Due to the autonomy, the data sources may only agree to share some
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parts of their data. An IPU is an information unit which can be described unambiguously by
an expression over the domain ontology. By employing the IPU, each data source can share
its data through a set of IPUs.
3.

Building the definitions of IPUs: the definitions of each IPU consists two parts: the Global
Definition and the Local definition. The global definition is in the form of an expression
over the application domain ontology which semantically describes the information the IPU
provides, hence can be understood by other components across the application domain. The
local definition is in the form of a conjunctive query over the local database schema which
specifies how the data of the IPU is formed from the data sources.

4.

Constructing the IPSs: All the IPUs a data source provides are aggregated into an IPS. The
global and local definitions of the IPU are converted into structured metadata. A service
metadata model is designed to accommodate the metadata together with other descriptive
information to describe the IPS.

5.

Publishing the IPSs: As described in chapter 1, there is an organizational structure among
the data sources; a set of DAGs are employed to represent the organizational structure. Then
all the IPSs of the participating data sources are published into the registry together with the
DAGs. Hence other components can discover and access the IPSs.

The data models, algorithms and the detailed processes of the data source describing are further
described in the next chapter.

3.4.2 Query Processing
After the processes of data source describing for all the participating data sources are
accomplished, the IDS is successfully built. Then the description of information requirements
from end users (e.g. queries) can be processed. In this research, each user query consists of two
parts: the targeting data source set and the query content. The targeting data source set specifies
the set of data sources the query intends to query against. And the query content describes the
information requirements by an expression over the domain ontology. In this research, the
expression is in the form of a union of conjunctive queries (the definition of the logical form
conjunctive query can be found in [88]). Each conjunctive query constitutes the concepts, roles
and rules from the application domain ontology. The process of query processing for a user query
consists of the following steps:
1.

Targeting data sources filtering: the targeting data source set specified in the user query is
processed to identify the targeting data sources. Then the IPSs of the targeting data sources
are filtered out into a list.

2.

Query rewriting: the query content of the user query is rewritten into a set of subqueries.
Each subquery is in the form of conjunctive query so that each of its atomic conjunct refers
to the global definition of an IPU from the IPSs. The query rewriting technique [09, 34] is
employed to generate the maximum contained rewritings to answer the user query.
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3.

Service plan generating: examines each of the subqueries, identifies the IPUs whose global
definition is in the subquery and then generates the service invocation calls to the
corresponding IPSs from the IPUs. Then constructs the service plan of the subquery based
on the service invocation calls.

4.

Service plan executing: executes the service plan by invoking the IPSs. Each IPS responds
to the invocation call by firstly examining the local definition of the IPU specified in the
invocation call, then constructing the local queries against the local database schema.
Finally it executes the local queries to construct the results data for the invocation call from
the data source.

5.

Result constructing: collects the results data of the service invocation calls of every
subquery, combining the results data to form the answer to the subquery. As a consequence,
the answer for the user query can be finally constructed by integrating the results data from
each of the subqueries.

The above steps are accomplished by cooperation among the Broker Service, IPSs and the
Registry Service. The details of query processing are further discussed in chapter 5

3.4.3 Evolution Handling
As one of the central issues in this research, evolution handling is designed to deal with the
evolution occurring in the data sources to decrease the maintenance costs. By describing the data
sources through the IPU mechanism, the impact the evolution have on the IDS can be reflected
through the IPUs and, more specifically, on the definitions of the IPUs. Because these definitions
are realized through the structured metadata, automatic assistance can be employed to traverse
and modify the metadata accordingly to handle the evolution. The evolution handling process is
composed of following steps:
1.

Identifying the evolution: The evolution covered in this research are the schematic,
organizational and system level evolution as discussed in chapter one. Evolution data
models are created to accommodate the detailed data for describing each type of the
evolution. Thus the evolution can be identified and further actions can be determined based
on the detailed data.

2.

Constructing the modification processes: establishing the specification to describe the
processes of modifying the local definitions of the IPUs with respect to each distinct type of
evolution.

3.

Identifying the affected IPUs: investigating the descriptions of the evolution occurring.
Identifying the IPUs which have been affected by the evolution based on the evolution
description and the local definition of the IPUs. Then the affected IPUs are filtered out into a
list.

4.

Modifying the affected IPUs: analysing the evolution descriptions and the definitions of the
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IPUs in the list. Modifying the IPUs based on the processes defined in step 2.
The above steps are accomplished by cooperation among the Evolution Handling Service, IPSs
and the Registry Service and the details of the evolution handling are further discussed in chapter
6

3.5 The services of the SLEDI
As introduced in section 3.3, the SLEDI is based on the Web Service technology and late binding
techniques and is realized by four types of Service. This section explains the mechanism and the
working process of each type of service.

3.5.1 Information Provision Service
The IPS in the SLEDI has got two roles to play. The first role of the IPS is to expose the global
definition of its IPUs to declare what information the IPS supplies. Thus other services can
discover the IPSs which fulfill their needs. The second role of the IPS is to generate the data
which represent the information it supplies from the data source it belongs to. It accepts the
invocation calls from and sends the results data back to the Broker Service. In this research, each
data source is assumed using a single relational database which is represented by a relational
schema (i.e. local database schema) and provides exactly one IPS. The IPS contains all the IPUs
the data source provides; it accepts invocation calls from the Broker Service and the Evolution
Handling Service and does not invoke other services. The IPS consists of the following
components:
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Figure 3-4 Information Provision Service
1.

Service metadata: the service metadata accommodates the description of IPS which includes
its name, address, exposed methods with parameters, global definition and local definition
of the IPUs. The metadata apart from the local definition of the IPUs are exposed through
publishing onto the Registry Service for other services to access.

2.

Data generator: at each time the IPS is invoked by the Broker Service, the data generator
takes the parameters from the Broker Service as the input. It then extracts the IPU specified
in the parameters and retrieves the local definition of the IPU from the service metadata.
Next, it composes the local queries and executes the queries against the data source to
generate the results data. Finally the IPS sends the results data back to the Broker Service.

Each data source accommodates the IPS it provides at its own site and publishes the descriptions
of the IPS into the registry.

3.5.2 Broker Service
The role the Broker Service plays is to communicate with end users, accepts the information
requirements descriptions from end users and delivers the results back. It is composed of the
following components.

Figure 3-5 Broker Service
1.

Query convertor: the query convertor consists of a series of operations which take one query
at a time from end users. The query is in the form of an extended conjunctive query over the
application domain ontology. The query convertor firstly analyses the query and acquires the
organizational structure information through accessing the Registry Service to construct the
targeting IPS set. Then it rewrites the query into a set of subqueries based on the global
definition of the IPUs contained in the IPS set through employing the query rewriting
technique. Subsequently, it outputs the set of subqueries for further processing.

2.

Service planner: the service planner takes the set of subqueries produced by the query
convertor as the input and processes one subquery at a time. Since each atomic conjunct of a
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subquery refers to the global definition of an IPU. Each subquery is then segmented and
converted into a list of service invocation calls. Once all the subqueries are processed, the
service planner collects all the lists of service invocation calls to construct a service plan.
3.

Service plan executor: the service plan executor takes the service plan as the input and
processes one list at a time. For each list, it invokes each of the service invocation calls in
the list sequentially by sending the call to the corresponding IPS and acquiring the results
data. Once all the service invocation calls in a list are invoked, the results data of the list can
be composed. After all the lists are processed, the final results data can be produced and sent
back to the end user to answer the user query.

The Broker Service is the only type of service in the SLEDI which communicates with the end
users. It accomplishes the task of fulfilling the user information requirements through interacting
with the IPSs and the Registry Service. In practice, another layer might be appended on top of the
Broker Service in order to employ applications to provide a more user friendly interface for the
end user to interact with. The Broker Service might also be realized by multiple instances to
distribute the workloads of information supplied in order to achieve a better performance.
Although the Broker Service is only invoked by end users in SLEDI, all its instances are required
to register through the Registry Service. Hence other applications or systems may discover and
interact with it to achieve higher flexibility.

3.5.3 Evolution handling service
The role the evolution handling service plays is to tackle the evolution occurring in the data
sources to mitigate the maintenance costs of the system caused by the evolution. Initially, it is
assumed at every time the evolution occurring, the data source takes the responsibility to identify
the evolution and invoke the EHS to propagate the evolution into the IDS. The evolution
description is passed to the EHS through the invocation call. The EHS responds to the invocation
call by processing the evolution descriptions; it then locates the IPS whose IPUs are affected by
the evolution. Then it modifies the service metadata of the IPS. The modification process might
involve invocations to the Registry Service to be accomplished. The EHS consist of the following
components:
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Figure 3-6 Evolution Handling Service
1.

Locator: the locator accepts one evolution description at a time as the input. For each
evolution description, the locator detects the evolved local database specified in the
evolution description to find the IPS the local database (i.e. data source) provides. Then for
each IPU contained in the service metadata of the IPS, the locator analyses its local
definition against the evolution description to determine whether the IPU is affected by the
evolution. Subsequently, for each evolution description, the locator generates a list
containing all the affected IPUs as the output.

2.

Modifier: the modifier takes the output of the locator as its input. For each IPU in the list, by
parsing the evolution description and consulting the predefined modification processes, the
service metadata of the IPS corresponding to the IPUs are modified accordingly. The
modifier then determines whether further modification onto the registry is required. If this is
the case, the modifier invokes the Registry Service to conduct the modification.

Conceptually, only one EHS is required in the IDS, it accepts the evolution description from the
participating data sources and applies the modifications onto the service metadata of
corresponding IPSs. In practice, the evolved local data source which invokes the EHS also
accommodates the IPS that may require modification. Thus each data source may implement an
instance of EHS to enhance the efficiency of the evolution handling.

3.5.4 Registry Service
The Registry Service contains a data repository (i.e. registry) which consists of services
descriptions and the domain ontology. An interface is exposed to interact with other services. It
accepts invocation calls, accesses the registry and sends the results back to other services.
Through the interface, all the services can publish and maintain their descriptions into the registry.
Based on the Web Service technology, the descriptions are realized in a standard and neutral way
to achieve better interoperability across heterogeneous environments. The Registry Service
consists of the following components:
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Figure 3-7 Registry Service
1.

Registry: the registry is a conceptual data store and might be realized by different data
management technologies. In this research, the registry is implemented as XML data.

2.

Interface: the interface interacts with other services by exposing a set of methods for other
services to invoke. It accepts one invocation call at a time as the input; it then analyses the
information received from the invocation call such as the method specified and the
parameters passed over and finally it conducts appropriate operations against the registry
and sends the results back in response to the invocation call.

The Registry Service only accepts invocation calls and does not call other services. It might be
realized in multiple instances in practice to distribute the workload to achieve a better
performance.

3.6 Characteristics of the SLEDI
After the creation of the data integration activity framework, various characteristics of the SLDEI
can be discussed by comparing it with other solutions of the data integration with respect to the
framework. The solutions include the federated database system and the data warehousing which
have been introduced in previous chapters and the comparisons are made from different aspects
including the complexity, flexibility, scalability and the performance. The summary of the
comparisons is shown in the Table 3-1 followed by a brief discussion. Technical details of the
three main processes are provided in chapters 4, 5 and 6 respectively, whilst details of the
comparison are provided in chapter 8.

Federated Database

Data

System

warehousing
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SLEDI

Tightly

Loosely

coupled

coupled

Virtual

Virtual

Materialized

Virtual

Complexity

Medium

High

Very High

Low

Flexibility

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Scalability

Medium

High

Low

Very High

Complexity

Medium

High

Low

Very High

Flexibility

Medium

High

Low

Very High

Performance

High

Medium

Very High

Low

Complexity

High

Medium

Very High

Low

Flexibility

Medium

High

Low

Very High

Scalability

Medium

High

Low

Very High

Integrated data store
Data Integrating
Process

Information
Supplying
Process

Evolution
Handling
Process

Table 3-1 Characteristics of the SLEDI
In the Federated database system, the data integrating process is achieved by creating federate
schemas to specify the relationships between the virtual IDS and the data sources. The tightly
coupled federated database normally only contains one federated schema and the loosely coupled
one may contain multiple federated schemas. The information supplying process is realized by
processing the user queries over the federate schemes into the queries referring to the data
sources. And the evolution handling process is accomplished by maintaining the federate
schemas. Compared to other solutions, building the federated schemas is a medium complex
process and may not have good scalability since the set of data sources is getting larger, the
federate schemas are getting more complex. The query answering is based on the processing of
the federated schemes hence might delivers medium performance and may not be very flexible.
The maintenance of the federated schemas may become complex when the scale and frequency
of the evolution occurring in the data sources are getting higher, and can be infeasible in the
worst cases.
In Data Warehousing, the data integrating process is achieved by extracting the data from data
sources and transferring them into the materialized IDS. The information supplying process
evaluates the user queries directly against the IDS. And the evolution handling process is
achieved by maintaining the IDS. Compared to other solutions, building the IDS can be very
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complex and hard to scale, as data sources may require complex processes to extract their data
and more data sources mean more processes. However, Data Warehousing may provide the best
performance for the supply of information as user queries are processed directly against the
materialized IDS. The evolution handling in Data Warehousing has got the highest complexity, as
evolution may result in building new complex processes to refresh the data in the IDS and can
quickly become infeasible when data sources frequently evolve.
In SLEDI, the data integrating process is achieved by building application domain ontology at an
abstract level, and then each data source specifies the information it provides with respect to the
application domain ontology through the IPU mechanism. The information supply is realized by
processing the user queries and producing a service execution plan to generate the results. The
evolution handling is achieved by maintaining the definition of the IPUs which are
accommodated as service metadata of the IPSs. Compared to other solutions, creating the IPSs
provides lower complexity and is relatively easy to scale, as more data sources simply means
more IPSs to publish. The query processing is relatively complex as it first needs to determine the
IPSs who provide the answers, and then extract the data from data sources to generate the final
results data hence may result in lower performance. Nevertheless, the evolution handling is
relatively easy to achieve, as evolution may only affect the descriptive information in the service
metadata of the IPSs and automatic assistance might be employed, hence the maintenance costs
can be decreased.

3.7 Summary
This chapter presents a descriptive framework for data integration activity. The new solution:
Service Late binding Enabled Data Integration (SLEDI) is introduced. The constituent
components of the SLEDI are presented to set up the context for the next few chapters. A brief
discussion of the characters of the SLEDI is presented.
Chapter 4 introduces the process of data sources describing. The process is the first stage of the
SLEDI. It virtually integrates data from autonomous data sources into the IDS. The IPUD
algorithm is presented which describes data sources through the IPU mechanism. The IDS is then
built through assembling the IPUs into IPSs and organizing the IPSs according to the
organizational structure.
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Chapter 4 Data Sources Describing
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 provided a descriptive framework for the data integration activity and an overview of
the SLEDI method. The services and processes of the SLEDI were introduced and the characters
of the SLEDI were briefly discussed with respect to the framework.
This chapter introduces the process of Data Sources Describing with its three basic steps:
Application domain ontology construction, IPU creation and IPS assembly. The IPUD algorithm
is presented for describing data sources through the IPU mechanism. The details of using global
definition and local definition of IPU to integrate the data from autonomous data sources are
explained. This is followed by the description of assembling the IPUs into IPSs with respect to
the organizational structure, hence the IDS is formally built up. The formal model of the IPU
definitions, IPS and the IDS are presented by using set theory.

4.2 Overview of the Data Sources Describing
As introduced in Chapter 3, one of the design purposes of the SLEDI is to integrate data from the
autonomous data sources into an Integrated Data Store (IDS). As a result, end users can interact
with the IDS to meet their information requirements. In the SLEDI method, the data integration
is achieved by building the IDS through the process of Data Sources Describing. The process is
the first stage in establishing the data integration system hence other processes can be conducted
against the IDS. From the point view of the end users, there is only one single integrated data
source: the IDS. Because the SLEDI adopts the virtual approach of data integration, the IDS is a
virtual database where all its data actually reside in the data sources. Hence the IDS has two
objectives:
1.

It provides a unified vision to represent the integrated data thus end users can describe their
information requirements through raising queries against the vision

2.

It provides the mappings to specify the relationship between the unified vision and the data
sources. Consequently, the user queries can be answered by extracting the data from the data
sources based on the mappings.

In order to achieve the above objectives, the unified vision of the (virtual) IDS is required to not
only have the ability to represent the application domain but also to provide a platform for end
users to raise queries. The mappings between the unified vision and the data sources are required
to be specified in a well defined way thus users can get the answers to their queries by employing
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automatic assistance to find the relevant data sources and obtain the results data from them. More
importantly, the mappings provide a solution for solving the various heterogeneity problems
existing in the participating data sources as defined in section 1.2.3.
In this research, a domain ontology model is employed to represent the unified vision and the
mappings are realized through the mechanism of the Information Provision Unit (IPU). Through
formulating the Global Definition and the Local Definition of each IPU, the mappings are
formally specified to establish the correlation between the application domain ontology (i.e. the
unified vision) and the database schemas of the data sources. An algorithm termed Information
Provision Unit Describing (IPUD) is designed which adopts the approaches of the
Global-as-View (GAV) and parts of the Local-as-View (LAV) to create the definitions of the IPU.
Because the SLEDI follows the approach of Software as a Service, the IPUs are finally realized
through the Information Provision Service (IPS). After all the data sources are processed, the
IPSs produced are grouped together with respect to the organizational structure of the data
sources and published into the registry for other parts of the system to utilize.
The process of Data Source Describing can be divided into three elementary steps: Application
Domain Ontology Construction, IPU creation and IPS assembly. After the application domain
ontology is constructed, the IPU creation can be achieved by using the IPUD algorithm to create
IPUs from the data sources. Consequently, the IPSs can be established from the IPUs and
assembled according to the organizational structure of the data sources. The application domain
ontology is denoted as Onto, a data source is denoted as DS, the local schema of a DS is denoted
as DSLS, and the organizational structure of the data sources is denoted as Org. The IPU and IPS
produced from a data source is denoted as IPU(DS) and IPS(DS) respectively. The IPUD algorithm
hence can be formally defined as a function:
IPUD : (DSLS, Onto) → {x : IPUi(DS) (1≤i≤n)}
And the process of Data Source Describing for a set of data sources {DS1, … , DSn} can be
formally defined as a function:
Data Source Describing : ({x : DSj (1≤j≤n)}, Onto) → (Org, { y : IPS(DSj) (1≤j≤n)})
The elementary steps, the IPUD algorithm, the data models and the processes involved in the
Data Source Describing are delineated in details in the following sections.

4.3 Application Domain Ontology
As discussed in section 1.3.3, although different data sources might store their data in
schematically heterogeneous relational schemas, the real world objects described by these data
are in the same application domain. Indeed, if the objects represented by different data sources do
not overlap each other, the data integration will become too difficult. Obviously, a canonical
model capturing the salient parts of the application domain can provide a standard representation
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of the objects, hence each data source is able to describe the data they provide with respect to the
canonical model without having to concern other data sources. In this research, a domain
ontology model is created to represent the application domain ontology thus playing the role of
the canonical model.

4.3.1 Knowledge Representation
4.3.1.1 Representation Formalisms
To fulfill the requirement of explicitly and precisely representing the application domain, the
technique of Knowledge Representation can be employed. Knowledge Representation is a
research field that mainly concerns the formalism for describing a domain of discourse [15]. By
defining a symbol system and assigning semantics to it, the formalism provides a high level
description of the domain. Hence the explicit knowledge the symbols represents can be searched
and the implicit knowledge can be further inferred based on the reasoning methods the formalism
supports. The formalisms may be roughly divided into two categories: logical-based and
non-logical-based [04]. The logical-based formalism is developed based on the intuition that the
facts of the domain can be represented by predicate calculus hence can be unambiguously
interpreted. On the other hand, the non-logical based formalism is thrived from more cognitive
notions which simulate the experience of memory recall and task execution of humans.
The Semantic Networks [53] and Frames [63] are two examples of the non-logical-based
formalisms which follow the network-shaped cognitive structures. Although they can represent
the sets of individual objects and relationships among them, they suffer from lacking precise
semantic characterization. This can result in systems with identical components and relationship
names behaving totally differently to each other [04]. For tackling this problem, the network
structure can be assigned semantics by relying on First-order logic; hence the research in the area
of Description Logic began by following this approach.

4.3.1.2 Description Logic
Description Logic (DL) is a family of knowledge representation formalisms [04, 15] which can
be used to define formal languages for representing knowledge and reasoning about it. The
network structure based knowledge can be expressed in DL such as assigning a group of
individuals into a class and categorizing the classes into taxonomy. A complex class can be
formed from atomic classes by declaring its definition formulae in first-order logic. Equipped
with model-theoretic semantics, logical reasoning may be achieved by assigning the proper
inference procedures.
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DL languages represent the knowledge of an application domain by first defining the relevant
concepts of the domain (i.e. its terminology), and then using these concepts to specify properties
of objects occurring in the domain. The elementary descriptions in DL languages are atomic
concepts and atomic roles. Complex concepts can be further constructed from them by using
concept constructors inductively. The main characteristic that distinguishes different DL
languages is the concept constructors the languages supports. The notations for denoting the
atomic concepts, atomic roles and the concept constructors used here follow the conventional
syntax and rules [05]. The letters A and B are used for denoting atomic concepts, the letter R for
atomic roles, and the letters C and D for concept descriptions:
C, D

→
A

|

(atomic concept)

⊤

|

(universal concept)

⊥

|

(bottom concept)

¬A

|

(atomic negation)

C ⊓ D |

(intersection)

∀R.C

|

(value restriction)

∃R.⊤

|

(limited existential quantification)

The above syntax forms the basic description language AL (attributive language). Other
languages with more expressive power can be added by extending the constructors the language
supports. For example, in the ALN DL language, the cardinality restriction is added to describe
the roles:
≥ nR

(at least cardinality restriction)

≤ nR

(at most cardinality restriction)

The semantics of DL languages can be formally assigned by introducing the interpretations I that
consist of a non-empty set ∆I (the application domain) and an interpretation function. Every
atomic concept A is assigned a set AI ⊆ ∆I, and every atomic role R a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I
× ∆I. Intuitively, the ∆I are all the individuals in the application domain. AI is the set of all
individuals which are the instances of the concepts A, and RI is the set of all the pairs of
individuals with the atomic role relation holding in each pair. The interpretation function can be
extended to concept descriptions by the following inductive definitions [05]:
⊤I = ∆I
⊥I = Ø
(¬A)I = ∆I \ AI
(C ⊓ D)I = CI ⊓ DI
(∀R.C) I = { a ∈∆I | ∀b.(a,b) ∈ RI → b ∈ CI}
(∃R.⊤) I = { a ∈∆I | ∃b.(a,b) ∈ RI }
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(≥ n R) I = { a ∈∆I | |{b.(a,b) ∈ RI}| ≥ n }
(≤ n R) I = { a ∈∆I | |{b.(a,b) ∈ RI}| ≤ n }
Under the definition above, the concept C is said to be subsumed by the concept D if CI⊆DI and
C is said to be equivalent to D when CI=DI. Since the semantics of concepts identifies DL
languages as fragments of the first-order logic, the subsumption relationships between concepts
can be reasoned out even if they are not explicitly specified.

4.3.2 Domain Ontology Representation
The ALN DL language, though simple, provides a richer modeling framework compared to the
pure relational approaches. In addition, the ALN DL is equipped with reasoning services for
checking concept and rule subsumption, hence has been chosen in the PICSEL project for
representing the domain ontology [34]. In order to keep the focus of this research on solving the
evolution problems, the domain ontology representation in this research is also based on ALN DL
and extended with extra characters. Therefore the query rewriting algorithm of the PICSEL can
be employed in this research, which will be discussed in details in the next chapter. The domain
ontology model consists of two components: the Terminology and the Rule.

4.3.2.1 Concept Description
As discussed above, the DL lends itself well to naturally conceptually modelling the application
domain by grouping the individual objects and categorizing their relationships. In this research,
because of the autonomous nature of the data sources, the same objects might be realized in
different forms of data (e.g. different data types). As one of the objectives of the domain ontology
is to provide an interface with which the end user can interact, it is required that the domain
ontology also presents a canonical specification about how the objects are realized in data. In
other words, the domain ontology is not only required to provide an agreement across the
application domain at a semantic level but also at syntactic level.
By extending the interpretation I described in section 4.3.1.2, we refer to the non-empty set ∆I as
the semantic spaces and further introduce another non-empty set ∆D as the syntactic spaces and a
set of predicates PD over ∆D. The elements of ∆D are purely data symbols and the elements of PD
are ordinary predicates with arity n. Another function f I is introduced to assign each element in ∆I
with an element of the ∆D, f I : ∆I × ∆D. Thus each individual object in the application domain is
denoted by a specific data symbol from the ∆D. The predicates in PD discussed in this research are
ordered relations (e.g. ≤, <) which are used to describe the possible partial order associated with a
subset of ∆D. For each concept A, syntactic space AD ⊆ ∆D indicates the data symbols used to
denote the instances of A in the application domain. The subset AD might be described by a data
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type and associated with ordered relations. Consequently, each concept is equipped with a
semantic space to describe its semantic meaning by a possible complex ALN DL statement and a
syntactic space to provide a canonical format of the data to denote its instance objects.

4.3.2.2 The Terminology
Similarly with the PICSEL project, the Terminology component of the domain ontology model
consists of a set of statements which can be categorized into two types: the concept definition and
the concept inclusion. The concept definition is in the form of Concept := Expression and the
concept inclusion is in the form of Concept ⊑ Expression or Concept1 ∩ Concept2 ⊑ ⊥[34].
The Expression is an ALN DL concept description hence the constructors allowed are
intersection, value restriction, cardinality restriction and atomic negation as described in section
4.3.1.2. In this research, for the concept definition statements, any concept is allowed to appear at
the left hand side of the statements at most once, and the concepts do not appear in the left hand
side for any of the statements termed as Atomic Concepts. A concept C is considered depending
on the concept C’ if C’ appears in its definition expression. A set of the statements is said to be
acyclic if there is no cycle in the concept dependency. Only atomic concepts are allowed in the
concept inclusion statements. As only acyclic concept definition is considered in this research,
the set of concept definition can be unfolded by iteratively substituting every concept with its
definition. Thus every concept definition can be unfolded and put in a normal form of a
conjunction of basic forms: A (atomic concept), ¬A, (≥ n R), (≤ n R), or the complex
form∀R1∀R2…∀RK.D, where D is a basic form.

4.3.2.3 The Rule
Since the terminology statements are DL based, only concept (unary relation) and role (binary
relation) can be expressed. The domain ontology model is extended with the Rule component to
express the ordinary relation (n-ary relation). The Rule is also constituted by a set of statements.
Each statement is in the form of Horn Rules: R(ȳ) :- ∀x̄ P1(x̄1)∧…∧Pn(x̄n) where the left hand
side is the consequence and the right hand side is the antecedent. The x̄1, …, x̄n, ȳ are tuples of
variables or constants which are all included in x̄. The relations P1, …, Pn may be concepts, roles
and ordinary relations. We require that any variable appears in ȳ must also appear in x̄
1∪

…∪x̄n. The relations which do not appear in any consequence of the Rule statements are

called base relations. The base relation P(x̄) is a concept-base if P is a concept from the
terminology and P(x,y) is a role-base if P is a role. A relation R is said to depend on a relation P if
P appears in the antecedent of a statement where R is the consequence. A set of rule statements is
recursive if there is a cycle in the dependency relationship among the relations. In this research,
we only consider non-recursive rule statements; every base relation must be either a concept-base
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or a role-base and the consequence of a rule must be an ordinary relation. Hence every statement
can be rewritten into a normal form so that the antecedent only includes concept-bases and
role-bases. We also employ the unique name assumption that for every pair of distinct variables
appearing in a rule statement, there is inequality that x ≠ y.
After augmenting the domain ontology model with the Rule component, the interpretation I is
also extended. It assigns every constant a with an object αI(a) ∈∆I, and every relation of arity n
with a relation of arity n over the ∆I. Thus an interpretation I is a model of a rule statement
R(ȳ) :- P1(x̄1)∧…∧Pn(x̄n) if whenever α is a mapping from the variables to the ∆I such that α(x̄i)
∈Pi I for every base relation of the antecedent, then α(ȳ) ∈R I. Consequently, an interpretation I
is a model of a domain ontology if it is a model of each of its Terminology and Rule components.

4.3.3 Domain Ontology Model
After the introduction of the domain ontology which has been given in the previous section, the
formal model of the domain ontology can be defined.

4.3.3.1 The Terminology
Concepts and roles are the central elements in the domain ontology. Role has three properties.
The first property Name is to identify it in the domain ontology. The second and third properties
con1 and con2 refer to the subject concept and the filler concept associated by the role
respectively. Concept is described by four properties: Name, Level, Semantic space, and Syntactic
space. The Name is a string which can be used to identify the concept. The Level is either atomic
or composite. Any concept which is not an atomic concept is labelled as composite in its level
property. The Semantic space is a concept definition or concept inclusions to describe the
semantic meaning of the concept. As discussed in 4.3.2.2, concept definition can only appear in
the semantic space of composite concepts and concept inclusions can only appear in the semantic
space of atomic concepts. The concept definition is represented by a statement in the normal
form of an ALN DL expression, and the normal form is a conjunction of the various basic forms.
The concept inclusion can be represented by either an ALN DL expression or by a contradiction
of two atomic concepts. The Syntactic space is a string to denote the data type of the data for
representing the instance objects of the concept. The model of the terminology is described
below:
Role : (nrole : Name, con1 : Concept, con2 : Concept)
Name : String
Concept : (nconcept : Name, l : Level, sem : Semantic Space, syn : Syntactic Space)
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Level : String
∀X : Level X ∈ {“atomic”, “composite”}
Semantic Space : Concept Definition | Concept Inclusion
Concept Definition : ALN-Expression
ALN-Expression : {bf : Basic Form}
Basic Form (ft : Form Type, f : Form)
Form Type : String
∀Y : Form Type Y ∈ {“atomic”, “atomic negation”, “cardinality restriction”, “value
restriction”}
Form (otr : Operator, ord : Operand)
Operator : String
∀Z : Operator Z ∈ {“null”, “¬”, “>=” , “<=”, “=”, “∀” , “Ø”}
Operand : { ord: Positive Integer | Concept | Role | Form}
There are four types of basic form. Each type employs a different set of operators and operands
to construct its specific representation hence each is defined individually.
Form (otr = “null”, ord : Concept) (when ft = “atomic”)
Form (otr = “¬”, ord : Concept) (when ft = “atomic negation”)
Form (otr = “>=” | “<=” | “=”, ord : (n : Positive Integer, r : Role)) (when ft = “cardinality
restriction”)
Form (otr = “∀”, ord : ( r : Role, f : Form) (when ft = “value restriction”)
Concept Inclusion : ALN-Expression | Contradiction
Only when the subject concept is an atomic concept, the concept inclusion might be assigned into
its semantic space. As the contradiction considered here is only required to indicate the object
atomic concept which has no intersection with the subject atomic concept, the contradiction is
defined below.
Contradiction : (otr : Operator, ord : Concept) (otr = “Ø”)
Syntactic Space : (dt : Data Type)
Data Type : String
∀X : Data Type, X ∈ {“string”, “decimal”, “integer”, “date”, “Boolean”}
The syntactic space only has one property data type, the data type is used to specify the type of
data associated with the concept for denoting the instance of the concept in the application
domain. The data types defined above can be extended in practice.
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After the concepts and roles have been formally defined, the Terminology of the domain
ontology can be defined.
Terminology : ({con : Concept}, {rol : Role })

4.3.3.2 The Rule
As introduced in 4.3.2.2, the Rule contains a set of statements with each statement in the form of
Horn Rules. Each statement consists of two parts: the antecedent and the consequence. The
consequence is an ordinary relation with a variable list and the antecedent is the conjunction of a
set of base relations. The Rule is formally defined below:
Rule : {sta : Statement}
Statement : (conse : Consequence, ante : Antecedent)
Consequence : (nconse : Name, {vconse : Variable})
Variable : (vname : Name, dt : Data Type)
Antecedent : (nante : Name, {br : Base Relation})
Base Relation : (rtp : Relation Type, (con : Concpet | role : Role | conse : Consequence),
{(vbr : Variable) | (const : Constant)})
Constant : (dt : Data Type, value : String)
Relation Type : String
∀X : Relation Type, X ∈ {“concept” , “role” , “ordinary” }
For each of the distinct relation types, the base relation is represented differently hence is defined
separately below
Base Relation : ( rtp=“concept”, con : Concpet, vbr : Variable | const : Constant)
Base Relation : ( rtp=“role”, role : Role, {vbr : Variable} | {const : Constant})
Base Relation : ( rtp=“ordinary”, ordi : Consequence {vbr : Variable} | {const : Constant})
The constants have two properties; the first property indicates its data type and the second
property represents its value in the form of string. As discussed above, some constraints have to
be followed when constructing the Rules. If the relation type is ordinary, the consequence of
other rule statements can be used as the value of the ordi and no recursion is allowed. The
variables appearing in the consequence of any statement must also appear in the base relations of
its antecedent.

4.3.3.3 Domain Ontology Construction
After formally defined the model of the Terminology and Rule components of the domain
ontology, the model of domain ontology can be formally denoted as
Domain Ontology : (ter : Terminology, rule : Rule)
Thus the domain ontology of the application domain can be constructed based on the model. In
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practice, the application domain ontology might already exist with realization in other conceptual
data models such as the Entity-Relationship (ER) model. In this case, a transformation is required
in order to realize the application domain ontology into the model described above. Take the ER
model as an example, a property of an Entity type might be defined as an atomic concept Cp and
the Entity type might then be defined as a composite concept Ce. A role might be defined to take
Ce as its subject and Cp as its filler. In similar fashion, a relationship type might be defined as a
concept and connected by roles to the concepts which represent its participating Entity types.
How to transfer the domain ontology represented by one formalism (e.g. ER model) into another
formalism (e.g. the domain ontology model above) is out of the scope of this research hence will
not be discussed further. However, a very simple example from the mental health application
domain is used here to illustrate the ontology construction:

Figure 4-1 simple example of Patient information
In the above ER model, the patient entity type has four properties: Gender, Patient_ID, Name and
Age; and two subclass entity types: Adult and Child patient. The application domain ontology for
modelling the patient information can be constructed in the following way.
Atomic Concept:
{ PatientID, Name, Gender, Age, Classification }
Role:
{HasPatientID, HasName, HasGender, HasAge, HasClassification}
Composite Concept: {
Adult ⊑ Classification;

Child ⊑ Classification;

Adult ∩ Child ⊑ ⊥;

Patient := (=1HasPatientID.PatientID) ⊓(=1HasName.Name) ⊓ (=1HasGender.Gender) ⊓ (=1
HasAge.Age) ⊓ (=1HasClassification.Classification);
AdultPatient := Patient ⊓ ∀HasClassification.Adult;
ChildPatient := Patient ⊓ ∀HasClassification.Child; }
Rule: {… ;
Patient-Info(X_PatientID, X_Name, X_Gender, X_Age) :- Patient(X) ∧ HasPatientID(X,
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X_PatientID) ∧ HasName(X, X_Name) ∧ HasGender(X, X_Gender) ∧ HasAge(X, X_Age);
…}
Table 4-1 application domain ontology example
The domain ontology model provides a mechanism for representing the application domain, but
the design of the content of the domain ontology still relies on the expertise on the application
domain and the data sources. Through exploiting the expressive power of the domain ontology
model, a high quality design of an application domain ontology should be able to express the
application domain precisely to fulfill the users’ information requirements; as well as allowing
the data sources to easily correlate their data with the application domain ontology.

4.4 The Information Provision Unit Describing Algorithm
After the domain ontology is constructed, the first objective of the IDS as discussed in section 4.2
is achieved. The second objective can be achieved through specifying the mappings between
each data source and the domain ontology. The IPUD algorithm for formulating the mappings is
described in detail below.

4.4.1 Overview of the IPUD
In this research, as introduced previously, despite the fact that the participating data sources
might manage their data through employing a distributed database system or even an integrated
database system, all the data are realized in the relational data model. Hence each data source is
represented by a single relational schema referred to as local schema. Because the data sources
are autonomously controlled, they may only expose part of their data to be accessed. The
correlations between the exposed data and the domain ontology are specified formally through
the IPU mechanism. The IPUD algorithm is designed to process one data source at a time which
takes the local schema and the domain ontology as input, and generating the IPUs as the output
(i.e. the mapping between the data source and the domain ontology). Through the IPUD, each
data source first organizes its exposed data into a set of IPUs and then specifies the global
definition and local definition for each IPU to constitute the mapping. The process of using IPUD
to describe a data source is depicted in Figure 4-2
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Figure 4-2 Data Source Describing by IPUD

4.4.2 The Information Provision Unit
For the purpose of correlating each data source with the domain ontology, the mapping is
required to describe formally the relationship between the elements in the local schema and the
elements in the domain ontology. The ways of specifying the mapping can be broadly categorized
into two approaches: Local-as-View (LAV) and Global-as-View (GAV) [55, 37]. In the LAV
approach, each element of the local schema is associated with an expression over the domain
ontology, the concept the element represents corresponds to the concept the expression represents.
On the contrary, in the GAV approach, each element of the domain ontology is associated with an
expression over the local schema. Each approach has its advantages and drawbacks. While the
LAV approach appreciates its high expressivity and flexibility of representing the content of the
data source relatively to the domain ontology, the user query processing may encounter high
complexity. Compared to the LAV approach, on the other hand, the GAV approach suffers limited
flexibility for representing the data source but enjoys the simplicity for the user query processing
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[60]. For example, when the user query is based on function-free Horn rules such as Datalog, the
query processing for GAV can be done by simply rules unfolding. In this research, the mapping is
built by following the GAV approach and augmented with some features of the LAV approach in
order to exploit the simplicity of user query processing while appreciating the flexibility for
describing the data source.
As the data sources are autonomously managed, each data source is required to firstly determine
the data they are willing to share. Then describe the data through the Information Provision Unit
(IPU). Each IPU is described through a global definition and a local definition. The global
definition is formulated by the elements from the application domain ontology to describe what
data this IPU provides at the application domain level; and the local definition describes how the
data can be formed from the data source by using the elements in the local schema. A data source
can generate as many IPUs as needed to describe its exposed data. Since the IPU acts as a middle
layer between the application domain ontology and heterogeneous participating data sources, the
various heterogeneity problems defined in section 1.2.3 may be solved through the IPU
mechanism. The details of the global definition and local definition are explained in the
following sections.

4.4.3 Global Definition
The global definition of an IPU constitutes a compulsory content part and an optional constraint
part. The content is expressed by a rule which associates a source relation with a base relation
from the domain ontology in the form of V(x̄) :- P(x̄). The source relation V(x̄) (also referred to
as the head of the content) represents the data the IPU provides in the form of a relation. The
base relation P(x̄) (also referred to as the body of the content) indicates the element from the
domain ontology whose instance can be found in the source relation. The base relation is either a
concept or a role in the domain ontology which itself may be associated with an (possibly
complex) ALN DL expression. We require that the variables in the head and the body of the
content are identical hence the source relation V(x̄) can only be either a unary or a binary
relation.
The content specifies the mapping between the data the IPU provides and the application domain
ontology by following the GAV approach. For the purpose of providing higher flexibility in
describing the data source, the global definition is augmented with the constraint for fine-tuning
of the characterization of the data the IPU provides. Two types of constraints are employed in this
research: the terminological constraints and the integrity constraints. The terminological
constraints are expressed in the form of V(X) ⊑ C where C is a concept expression over the
domain ontology. The V(X) and C are referred to as head and body of the terminological
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constraints respectively. The head is required to be identical to the source relation of the content
part. And the integrity constraints are expressed in the form of V1(x̄1)∧…∧Vn(x̄n) ⊑ ⊥where
the Vn(x̄n) (1≤i≤n) is the source relation or negation of the source relation of the content of the
IPUs the same data source provides. The V1(x̄1) is also required to be identical with the source
relation of the content part.
After the introduction, the formal model of the global definition of the IPU can be defined:
Global Definition : (nante : Content, [br : Constraint])
Content : (conthe : Head, contbo : ContentBody)
Head : (hdn : Name, {vhd : Variable})
ContentBody : (cbbr : Base Relation) (where rtp ∈{“concept”, “role”} ∧ vbr = vhd)
Constraint : (cstra : Terminological Constraints | Integrity Constraints)
Terminological Constraints : (tche : Head, tcbd : ALN-Expression) (where tche = conthe)
Integrity Constraints : (ich : Head, { icbd : Head }) (where ich = conthe ∧ icbd ∈{conthe})
Through the global definition model, the data an IPU provides is specified with respect to the
domain ontology hence the data can be understood unambiguously across the application domain
without concerning how the data are actually realized in different data sources.

4.4.4 Local Definition
After the global definition is specified, the data an IPU provides is precisely described at the
application domain level. Because of the actual data is stored in the data source, the way in which
the IPU data is generated must be formally specified. Thus each IPU is equipped with a local
definition for achieving this purpose. As the data is realized through the relational data model, the
local definition is formulated as a virtual view of the local schema of the data source. A virtual
view is essentially a named query over the local schema and the data of the view is constructed
through executing the query against the local schema. The virtual view provides the mechanism
for adding a layer between generating the data the IPU provides and the actual realization of the
data in the local schema. Hence each data source can enjoy the flexibility of implementing their
own local schema according to their needs and the data the IPU provides can be derived from the
actual relations of the local schema.

4.4.4.1 Query Languages
For expressing the virtual views, some query languages are commonly used in literatures such as
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relational algebra, relational calculus and conjunctive query [24, 87]. The relational algebra and
relational calculus have identical expressive power while the views expressed by the relational
algebra are more prescriptive oriented and the views in the form of relational calculus are more
descriptive oriented. The conjunctive query is a restricted form of first-order logic query which
provides a logic based approach that can be used to specify the queries over the relational schema.
The expressive power of the conjunctive query is equivalent to the Select-Project-Join queries in
relational algebra [87]. As this research is only considering the read only queries from the end
users, the conjunctive query is chosen and extended with extra features for expressing the views
to fulfill the research needs. Furthermore, because the logic based conjunctive query formulates
the views in a well formed and abstract way, not only can it be translated into different forms of
local queries with respect to the various DBMS systems the data sources might employ (which
will be discussed in details in chapter 5), but it also provides the ground for supporting the
automatic assisted evolution handling (which will be discussed in details in chapter 6).

4.4.4.2 Conjunctive Query
The notations used for describing the relational schemas and conjunctive query in this thesis
follow the syntax in [87]. Let a local schema LS be constituted by a set of relations R1,…Rn.
each relation Ri (1≤i≤n) is constituted by a set of attributes Ai1,…Aim. And each attribute Aij
(1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m) is described by a name and a data type which indicates in which types of data the
instances of this attribute are realized. A logical rule is expressed by assigning a body to a head in
the form of H(ȳ) :- ∀x̄ B1(x̄1)∧…∧Bn(x̄n) where x̄1, …, x̄n, ȳ are tuples of variables or
constants. The variable quantification is omitted thereafter for a shortcut and the rule is regarded
as safe if ȳ ⊆ x̄1∪ …∪x̄n. This safety requirement is to assure that there are no undefined
variables in the head. Each atom of the body Bi (1≤i≤n) is called a subgoal. A conjunctive query
(CQ) is a safe rule which is evaluated by applying all possible substitutions of values for the
variables in the body. If a substitution makes all the subgoals true, it forms a valid instance data
for the head relation. Hence a CQ can be treated as a virtual relation which is derived from its
subgoal relations.
To meet the research needs, the conjunctive query is extended by applying certain constraints.
The subgoals of a CQ are categorized as three different types: ordered relation subgoal,
converting relation subgoal and regular relation subgoal (also referred to as ORS, CRS and RRS
respectively for short). A subgoal Bi(x̄i) is an ORS when it satisfies the following constraints:
1.

Bi(x̄i) is a binary relation (Bi(Xi,Yi))

2.

Xi and Yi are either two variables or one variable and one constant.

3.

the binary relation expresses the relationship between Xi and Yi by the means of orders (i.e.
>, ≥, <, ≤, =)
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A CRS is a unary relation Bi(Xi) where Xi is a variable and assigned with an expression. The
expression is constituted by operands and operators where the operands are either constants or
variables from other subgoals. The operators specify how to construct the instance data of the Xi
from the instance data of the operands such as arithmetic calculation and string operations. A
RRS Bi(x̄i) is neither an ordered relation nor a converting relation, and Bi(x̄i) can be in any arity
and x̄i are all variables.

4.4.4.3 View Definition
A virtual view can be defined as a union of CQs where all the CQs have identical heads. A CQ
can assign each of its RRS with an actual relation from the local schema to derive the instance
data for its head and all the instance data of the view can be derived by the union of the heads of
the CQs. Because the view itself can be treated as a virtual relation which is represented by its
head, it can be assigned as a RRS for other CQs. By allowing the assignment of RRSs to views as
well as actual relations, the arbitrary complex view can be defined through the CQs and their
assignments.
A normal form of CQ assignment is defined in this thesis to facilitate building the view
expression. A CQ assignment is in the normal form if all of its RRS are assigned to the actual
relations in the local schema. And a CQ assignment is in the negation normal form if none of its
RRS is assigned to an actual relation, in other words, all of its RRS are assigned to virtual views.
Because any actual relation can be assigned to a virtual view, any CQ can be rewritten to get the
(negation) normal form assignment by creating extra virtual views. The (negation) normal form
is also applied to the view definition in similar fashion that a view is considered to be in the
normal form if all of the CQs in its definition are in the normal form and it is in the negation
normal form if all of the CQs are in negation normal form. It is required that all the CQ
assignments and views must be in either the normal form or negation normal form. This
constraint does not affect the expressive power of the views and provides the leverage for the
user query processing and the automatic assisted evolution handling which will be discussed in
the next chapters.
A view V is said to directly depend on a view V1 if V1 is assigned to a RRS in the definition of V.
It is required that there is no circle in the dependency relation among the views. Thus a view
definition can be conceptually illustrated as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each vertex
represents an actual relation or a virtual view and each arc represents the direct dependency from
a view to a view or to an actual relation. The view V is referred to as the root which has no
incoming arc and the leaves which have no outgoing arc which are assigned to actual relations in
the local schema:
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Figure 4-3 DAG structure of view expression
All the virtual views involved in a view definition V are categorized as two types: basic and
intermediate. The views in the normal form are considered as the basic views (e.g. V1, V2, V3, in
Figure 4-3), and the views in the negation normal form are intermediate views (e.g. V, V4, in
Figure 4-3). The V is also referred to as the root view which must be an intermediate view. It is
obvious that a view can be evaluated only on the premise that all the views it depends on have
already been evaluated. From the DAG structure point of view, an actual relation is a leaf vertex
and a view is a non-leaf vertex and any vertex must be evaluated before its direct predecessor.

4.4.4.4 The Model
After the introduction of the mechanism of the local definition, the formal model can be defined.
Local Schema : (lsname : Name, {rela : Relation})
Relation : (relname : Name, {attr : Atrributes})
Attributes : (attname : Name, atttype : Data Type)
A view is described by its name, head, type, all the CQs in its definition and a dependency list.
The dependency list contains all the views (or actual relations) which are the direct successors of
the view.
View : (viewname : Name, vhead : Head, vtype : View Type, defi: {cq : Conjunctive Query},
dependency : {dpc: View | Relation})
View type : String
∀X : View type, X ∈ {“basic” , “intermediate” }
Conjunctive Query : (cqname : Name, cqhead : Head, body : {sbg : Subgoal}) (where cqhead
= vhead)
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Subgoal : (sbgname : Name, sbghe : Head, sbgtp : Subgoal Type, sbgas : Assignment)
Subgoal Type : String
∀Y : Subgoal Type, Y ∈ {“regular”, “ordered”, “converting”}
Different types of subgoals and views result in different assignments hence are modelled
separately below:
An RRS of a subgoal of a CQ in a basic view is assigned to an actual relation of the local schema
and each variable of the RSS head is assigned to an attribute.
Assignment : (rela : Relation, {(asvar : Variable, asatt : Attribute)}) (where asvar = sbghe .vhd
∧ asatt = rela. attr ∧ sbgtp = “regular” ∧ vtype = “basic” )
It is worth noticing in this type of assignment, an actual relation does not have to assign all of its
attributes to the variables.
An RRS of a subgoal of a CQ in an intermediate view is assigned to a view and the head of the
RRS is required to be identical with the head of the view.
Assignment : (vie : View) (where sbghe = vhead ∧ sbgtp = “regular” ∧vtype =
“intermediate”)
The assignment of an ORS requires that the head of the subgoal contains exactly one variable and
the assignment describes the correlation of order between the head variable and a variable or a
constant. The variables and constant are required to have identical data type.
Assignment : (ordoperator : Ordered Relation, odopd : Variable | Constant) (where
sbghe.vhd.dt = odopd2.dt)
Ordered Relation : String
∀Y : Ordered Relation, Y ∈ {“>” , “<” , “>=” , “<=”, “=”}
The assignment of a CRS also requires the head of the subgoal contains exactly one variable. The
assignment expresses the operations for constructing the instance of the head variable over a set
of constants or variables. The operators described in this model are binary operators include
arithmetic and string operators; and a unary operator “&“ which transforms the instance of one
variable into the instance of another variable. The operators can certainly be extended in practice.
Converting Operator : String
∀Z : Converting Operator, Z ∈ {“+”, “-”, “*”, “/”, “||” “&”}
Assignment : ( { opn : Operation })
Operation : (convopt : Converting Operator, convopd1 : Variable | Constant, convopd2 :
Variable | Constant ) (where sbghe.vhd.dt = convopd1.dt ∧ convopd1.dt
converopa ≠ “&”)
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= convopd2.dt ∧

Operation : (convopt : Converting Operator, convopd : Variable | Constant) (where
converopa = “&”)
Local Definition : (root : View, inter : {intv : View}, basic: {basv : View}) (where basv.vtype =
“basic” ∧ inter.vtype = “intermediate”)

4.4.4.5 Validation Rules
In order to formulate meaningful local definitions to construct the data of the IPU correctly,
certain constraints have to be applied. The constraints are referred to as validation rules which
are discussed with respect to the model.
1.

For the assignment of ORS and CRS when its converting operator is not “&”, all the
variables and constants are required to have identical data type.

2.

For the assignment of a RRS to an actual relation, the corresponding CQ of the RRS must
belong to a basic view definition and the actual relation must belong to the local schema.
Each variable of the RRS head must be assigned to an attribute of the relation.

3.

For the assignment of a RRS to a view, the corresponding CQ of the RRS must belong to an
intermediate view definition and the RRS head must be identical with the view head it is
assigned with.

4.

For a CQ, the variables in the head of the CQ, the RRS, the ORS and the CRS are denoted
as cqh, rrsh, orsh and crsh respectively. The variables in the assignment of the ORS and
CRS are denoted as orsa and crsa. Thus (orsa ∈rrsh) and (crsa ∈rrsh) and (cqh ⊆ rrsh
∪ orsh ∪ crsh).

5.

For a view, all the CQs in its definition must have identical head and the heads must be also
identical with the head of the view.

6.

For the dependency list of a basic view, the list must contain exactly one actual relation
from the local schema. For the dependency list of an intermediate view, all the elements in
the list must be views.

7.

For a local definition, its root view, intermediate views and basic views are denoted as root,
inter, and basic respectively. Thus (root ∉ (inter ∪ basic)) and (root.dependency ⊆
inter ∪ basic) and (basic ≠ Ø)

8.

For a local definition, the head of its root view must be identical with the head of the content
of the corresponding global definition.

The validation rules have to be complied with during the formulation of the local definitions.
This not only helps to build the local definition which constructing data properly for the IPUs
where the user query processing can rely on, but also provides the base for checking the validity
of the local definitions after the automatic assisted evolution handling has conducted
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modifications onto the local definitions. It is also required that the actual relations involved in the
local definition and the basic views of the local definition must have a bijection mapping
relationship. The exact one to one mapping between the involved actual relations and the basic
views guarantees the views are in the (negation) normal form thus facilitating the automatic
evolution handling. The details will be discussed in the next chapters.

4.4.5 Summary of the IPUD
Once the global definition and the local definition of an IPU are formulated, the IPU is formally
constructed. An IPU is modelled as:
IPU : (iname : String, gd : Global Definition, ld : Local Definition)
After a data source is processed by the IPUD algorithm, all the IPUs with respect to the data it
exposes are produced. Hence the data source is described through the IPUs. Conceptually, as the
IPU specifies the correlation between the data exposed by data sources and the domain ontology,
the data sources are virtually integrated into the IDS. After all the participating data sources are
processed by the IPUD, The IDS is established. As a consequence, the end users can raise queries
based on the domain ontology and the data integration system can answers the queries through
accessing the IPUs in the IDS.

4.5 The Information Provision Service Assembly
4.5.1 Information Provision Service
As the SLEDI is following the SaaS approach, each data source is required to share their data
through a service which is termed as the Information Provision Service (IPS). Conceptually, an
IPS is a data intensive service which follows the general concept of service in SaaS. It uses
metadata to describe itself thus other components can understand what data the IPS provides and
how to interact with the IPS by processing the description. Because the global definition of all
the IPUs of a data source unambiguously specifies what data the data source provides, the IPS
can accommodate the global definition of the IPUs into its service description metadata.
Although in practice a data source may construct more than one IPS and distributes all of its
IPUs among them for efficiency, conceptually, a data source provides one IPS which includes the
global definition of all its IPUs in its service description metadata. In other words, each
participating data source is represented by exactly one IPS.
By following the concept of service, the IPSs are implemented at the data source sites and
publish their descriptions into the registry for other components to access. When an IPS receives
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invocation calls, it accesses the local data source to generate the results data based on the local
definition of the IPUs and sends the results data back to respond to the invocation calls. From the
IPUs’ perspective, their global definition is realized through the metadata in the IPS description
and their local definition is maintained at the data source site for IPS to utilize. Thus an IPS can
be described by the following model:
IPS (ipsdescription:( ipsname : String, {(ipuname : IPU.iname, gd : IPU.gd) }), ls: DSLS,
{( ipuname : IPU.iname, ld: IPU.ld)})

4.5.2 Organizational Structure
For the participating data sources in a data integration system, apart from what data they provide,
they may also be described by other aspects such as where the data sources are geographically
located or which group the data sources belong to. These aspects help to organize all the
participating data sources into an organizational structure. The structure provides leverage for
fine-grained control for the end users hence the end users can specify precisely which of the data
sources they are willing to query against. Consequently, instead of searching all the participating
data sources for answering every single user query, only the specified data sources are considered
which narrows down the search space for query processing.
Which aspects are used for describing the data sources are much depends on the practical
situation of the data integration system which may be different from case to case. Take an
example from the Mental Health application domain; a clinic provides primary care service and
locates at Durham which further belongs to County Durham. In this example, there are two
different classifications involved. One describes the data source of the clinic from the aspect of
what type of health service it provides (i.e. Primary care service) and another from where it is
located geographical (i.e. Durham). In this research, a generalized data structure is designed for
representing the organizational structure which fits into different practical situations. Each data
source is represented by its corresponding IPS and each aspect used to describe the data sources
is represented by a classification which is conceptually modelled as a DAG as illustrated below:
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Figure 4-4 Organizational Structure expression
The root represents the classification; other non-leaf nodes represent the virtual groups to
describe the different classes specified in the classification and the leaf nodes represent the data
sources (IPSs). Each group is described by a name and a list contains all of its direct successors,
each of its direct successors may represent a sub-group or a data source belonging to the group.
Hence the organizational structure can be represented by the following model:
Organizational Structure : {clas : Classification }
Classification : (rootname : String, {group : Group})
Group : (gname : String, {gcontent : Group | IPS})
Applying the model to the example above, the two aspects correspond to two classifications
respectively. From the geographical aspect, the clinic is represented by an IPS which belongs to
the group “Durham” which further belongs to another group “County Durham”, and the root of
the classification represents it as “geographical classification”; From the mental health service
type aspect, the IPS belongs to the group “Primary Care Service”, and the root of the
classification is described as “mental health service type classification”. An organizational
structure of a data integration system may have as many classifications as needed.

4.5.3 Registry
As introduced in section 2.5, the Registry is a central component of the software systems which
are implemented by employing the SOA. The role the registry plays is to provide a repository to
accommodate the description of the services hence facilitating the communications between the
services in the system. The Registry in the SLEDI follows the general concept of the registry in
the service architecture and is extended with extra features to fulfill the research needs. First of
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all, all the IPSs provided by the participating data sources of the data integration system are
required to publish their descriptions in the registry. And then, the application domain ontology
and the organizational structure of the data sources are also accommodated in the registry. As a
consequence of this, when the queries from end users are processed, by simply accessing the
registry, the relevant IPSs can be filtered out by searching the domain ontology and the
organizational structure. Then through traversing the description of the IPSs, a service plan can
be generated to produce the results data for the queries. The details of query processing in SLEDI
will be discussed in the next chapter. The registry is modelled as a triple:
Registry : (onto : Domain Ontology, org : Organizational Structure, {ipsdescription :
IPS.ipsdescription})
Through describing the data sources by IPS and aggregating the description of the IPSs, the
domain ontology and the organizational structure into the registry, the IDS is formally built and
the data from the autonomous data sources are virtually integrated. The IDS is modelled as
IDS : (reg : Registry, {ips : IPS})

4.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the process of data sources describing which virtually integrates data
from autonomous data sources into the IDS. The IPU mechanism which constitutes its global
definition and local definition is introduced in detail. The IPUD algorithm is presented for
describing the data sources through the IPU mechanism. The process of IPS assembly is then
explained and the formal model of the IPU, IPS and IDS is described.
Chapter 5 introduces the information supplying process of the SLEDI: query processing. Query
processing is responsible for answering user queries with results data. The detailed process of
rewriting the user queries into resulting queries with respect to the IPUs and constructing the
results data through generating and executing service plans are described.
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Chapter 5 Query Processing
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 presented the first stage of the SLEDI: establishing the IDS through data source
describing. The IPUD algorithm was introduced which virtually integrates data from the data
sources by describing the data sources through IPU mechanism. The IPUs are then assembled
into IPSs which are provided by the data sources at their own sites.
This chapter describes the process of query processing. The process addresses the information
needs from end users through answering user queries. Each user query is formulated based on the
application domain ontology and the organizational structures of the participating data sources,
and is answered through firstly rewriting the query into resulting queries according to the global
definition of IPUs, and then the resulting queries are answered through generating and executing
service plans with respect to the IPSs. Finally, the results of the service plan executions are
combined into the final results data and sent back as the answer of the query to the end users.
Although query processing is not the focus of this research, it needs to be described to form the
entire structure of the SLEDI.

5.2 Overview of Query Processing
As introduced previously, the data integration problem addressed in this thesis combines data
from autonomous and evolving data sources in order to provide the information supplying
service to end users. The service is delivered by the process of query processing which is an
important constituent part of the SLEDI method. Through query processing, end user describe
their information needs as queries, then query processing takes one user query at a time as input
and produces a result for the query as output to fulfill the information needs. Hence query
processing can be formally described as:
Query Processing : User Query → Result
For the purpose of describing user information needs in a data integration system, the user
queries are required to be expressed in a formal way. Generally speaking, the formalism
employed for representing the user queries much depends on the formalism used for representing
the data sources the end user intends to query against. In this thesis, as described in the previous
chapter, the IDS have already been successfully built thus the application domain ontology and
the organizational structure provide the base for end users to express their queries. From the
perspective of end users, they pose queries directly against the IDS and the query processing of
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the SLEDI is responsible for processing the queries, accessing the actual data in the data sources
and producing the results data to answer the queries.
The detailed process of the query processing in SLEDI can be characterized through three
consecutive sub-processes: Data Source Filtering, Query Rewriting and Result Generating, with
each sub-process involving one or more elementary steps. The sub-processes and the steps are
illustrated and briefly explained below:

User Query

Key
Sub-process

Data Source Filtering

Query Rewritting

Step
Data

Ordinary Expansion

Information Flow

Terminal Expansion

Result Generating
Service Plan Generation

Service Plan Execution

Result Construction

Result
Figure 5-1 Query Processing Mechanism
1.

Data Source Filtering: this sub-process accepts the user query and parses the query
preliminarily. As there may be many data sources involved in the data integration system
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and a user query may only involve querying against a subset of all the data sources, this
sub-process is responsible for filtering out the targeting data sources the user query is
interested in by analyzing the information of the targeting data source set specified in the
user query. As the consequence, the output of this sub-process is a set containing all the
targeting data sources and the reformed query in which the elements of the query only refer
to the application domain ontology.
2.

Query Rewriting: this sub-process takes the targeting data source set and the reformed query
from the previous sub-process as its input. It rewrites the query into resulting queries as its
output. As introduced in the previous chapter, each data source exposes its data through
IPUs and each IPU has a global definition. The global definition can be considered as a
virtual view defined over the application domain ontology. This sub-process is responsible
for rewriting the query expressed with respect to the application domain ontology into the
resulting queries with respect to the global definition of the IPUs. The technique of
answering query using views is employed to find the rewriting (i.e. the resulting queries) of
the input query. In other words, the input query can be answered by using the answers of the
resulting queries. Because the global definition is formed by mainly following the GAV
approach, this sub-process is achieved by two consecutive elementary steps:
z

Ordinary Expansion: this step expands the input query by accessing the Rule
component of the application domain ontology. If an element of the query is the head
of a rule, it is substituted by the body of the rule. The substitution is carried out
recursively as a standard backward chaining unfolding until all the elements of the
query are traversed. As the result, the output of this step is the ordinarily expanded
query where all the elements are either a concept or a role defined in the Terminology
of the application domain ontology.

z

Terminal Expansion: this step takes the ordinarily expanded query from the previous
step as its input for continuing expanding. All the elements of the query are traversed
and expanded by considering the Terminology of the application domain ontology and
the global definition of the IPUs provided by the data sources in the targeting data
source set. As a result, the terminally expanded query is obtained in which every
element of the query is the global definition of an IPU. The terminal expansion
represents all the ways of deriving the answers of the original user query from the
views. Thus the user query is rewritten into a set of resulting queries with respect to the
IPUs.

3.

Result Generating: this sub-process takes the terminal expansion of the user query from the
previous sub-process as its input and generates the final result for the query as its output.
After the query rewriting is accomplished, finding the result for the original user query is
transformed into finding the result for the resulting queries in the terminal expansion. And
the result of each resulting query can be obtained from the IPUs in the query. As introduced
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in the previous chapter, the IPUs are accommodated through the IPS mechanism. The
acquisition of the results data of the IPUs can be realized through the service invocation
calls against the corresponding IPSs. As the consequence, the final result can be constructed
by composing the results data sent back from all the service invocation calls. This
sub-process can be characterized by three consecutive elementary steps: Service Plan
Generation, Service Plan Execution and Result Construction.
z

Service Plan Generation: this step takes the terminal expansion as input. For each IPU
in a resulting query in the terminal expansion, a service invocation call is generated
regarding to the IPS which accommodates this IPU. After all the IPUs in a resulting
query are traversed, the generated invocation calls can be used to find the results data
for the resulting query hence produce a partial service plan for the original user query.
This procedure is carried out iteratively until all the resulting queries in the terminal
expansion are processed. As the result, all the partial service plans generated constitute
the Service Plan for answering the original user query.

z

Service Plan Execution: this step takes the Service Plan produced from the previous
step for execution. For each service invocation call in the plan, the invocation is
dispatched to the relevant data source site which hosts the IPS the invocation refers to.
Then the IPS is responsible for producing the results data to respond the service
invocation call. As introduced in the previous chapter, the results data can be produced
based on the local definition of the IPUs of the IPS. Because a local definition is
represented as a view over the local schema of the data source, the local query can be
formulated to produce the results data. As all the data sources involved in this research
are assumed to employ the relational data model, the results data is in fact in the form
of a relation. Consequently, this step executes the Service Plan and generates the results
data for every invocation call in the plan.

z

Result Construction: this step gathers the results data from all the invocation calls of
the plan and composes them to produce the Final Result to answer the original user
query. Because the results data of an invocation call is a relation, the results data of
different invocation calls can be combined by applying relational operations. After all
the results data of the invocation calls of a partial service plan are combined together,
the results data of the partial service plan is acquired. This procedure is then performed
iteratively until the results data of all the partial service plans are attained.
Consequently, the Final Result of the Service Plan can be constructed in a similar
fashion. Finally, the Final Result is sent back to the end user as the answer of the
original user query to meet the information needs.

The elementary steps, sub-process, the formalisms and operations involved in query processing
are elucidated in detail in the following sections.
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5.3 Data Source Filtering
As introduced in the previous section, a user query may specify a certain set of data sources the
query is targeted at. The data source filtering sub-process intends to exclude the data sources
which are certainly not interested in the query. Thus these data sources will not be considered in
the subsequent sub-processes. As a result, only a subset of all the data sources is selected and
brought to the following sub-processes for further processing. Hence the search space is
narrowed down and the efficiency of the query processing may be enhanced.

5.3.1 User Query
In this research, since the application domain ontology and the organizational structure provide
the base for end users to express their information needs, the formalism for expressing the user
query constitutes two parts: The first part provides the interface so that the user can specify the
data sources the query is interested in by exploiting the organizational structure. And the second
part is for the user to describe the information they require by utilizing the application domain
ontology. Through formally denoting the first part as Q(org) and the second part as Q(onto), the
user query can be formally denoted as:
User Query : (Q(org), Q(onto))
As introduced in section 4.5.2, the participating data sources of the data integration system are
classified by the organizational structure which is realized through a set of classifications. Each
classification describes the data sources from an aspect. A classification is modelled as a DAG
with the data sources being denoted as leaf nodes and the virtual groups being denoted as
non-leaf nodes. Hence through stipulating the name of classification and groups, end users can
specify the data sources they are willing to query against. In this thesis, the targeting data
sources set specified by the Q(org) is expressed through a set of atomic targets. An atomic target
specifies the data sources through a pair of names where the first name indicates the
classification and the second name indicates the virtual group. And the targeting data sources set
is formed through the union of the atomic targets. As a result, the Q(org) is formally denoted as:
Q(org) : { atar: Atomic Target }
Atomic Target : ( Classification root name: String, Group name: String )
This model provides the flexibility which allows the end users to apply fine-grained control for
specifying the targeting data sources for each user query.
As introduced in section 4.3.2, the elements which constitute the application domain ontology are
concepts, roles and rules which are represented as unary, binary and n-ary relations respectively
(all the relations are also referred to as domain relations). These relations provide the basic
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materials that end users can manipulate to describe their information needs through the query
content (i.e. Q(onto)). Thus the conjunctive query is chosen as the formalism for expressing the
Q(onto). Because the global definition of an IPU can be considered as a view over the same
relations, the technique of answering queries using views can be applied to find the answer of
Q(onto) which will be discussed in detail in the next section.
In this thesis, Q(onto) is formed as a union of conjunctive queries over the application domain
ontology which is in the form of: Q(x̄) :- ∪i∈[1..k] P1i(x̄1, ȳ1)∧…∧Pmi(x̄m, ȳm) where the Pji’s
are domain relations. The variables of x̄ = x̄ 1∪ …∪x̄ m are distinguished variables; the
variables of ȳ ⊆ ȳ1∪ …∪ȳm are existential variables. The distinguished variables represent
the instance data that users are interested in knowing and the existential variables are used to
constrain the distinguished variables. It is assumed without loss of generality that inequalities x ≠
y are implicit for every pair of distinct variables that appear in the query.
Classically, a query is interpreted relatively to a database db containing a finite set of stored data.
The data represents information instances of the application domain ontology onto which consists
of the terminology T and rules R. Given a model I of db and onto, a conjunctive query Qi(x̄) :P1i(x̄1, ȳ1)∧…∧Pmi(x̄m, ȳm) over db and onto is interpreted as the set QiI of tuples ō made of
elements of the interpretation domain ∆I such that when substituting ō for x̄, the formula ∃ȳ
P1i(ō1, ȳ1)∧…∧Pmi(ōm, ȳm) evaluate to be true in I. (distinct variables are mapped to distinct
elements). A union of conjunctive queries Q(x̄) is interpreted as the set QI of tuples ō made of
elements of ∆I such that the formula Q(ō) evaluates to be true in I. In other words, the answer of
a query Q(x̄) over a database db and onto is the set of tuples ā such that:
db, onto╞ ∪i∈[1..k] ∃ȳP1i(ā1, ȳ1)∧…∧Pmi(ām, ȳm)
The Q(onto) is formally denoted as:
Q(onto) : {q: Query}
Query : (qhead: Head, {cj: Head }) (where cj.hdn ⊆

(onto.ter.con.nconcept ∪

onto.ter.rol.nrole ∪ onto.rule.sta.cones.nconse))

5.3.2 Filtering
Through the Q(org), the targeting data sources the user query aims to interrogate are explicitly
specified. Hence these data sources can be determined by parsing the Q(org) and examining it
against the organizational structure. The sub-process of the data source filtering takes the
responsibility of identifying the data sources and organizing them as a set (i.e. targeting data
source set). Because each participating data source is represented by an IPS (see section 4.5.1),
the elements of the set are IPSs. After the sub-process is accomplished, the Q(org) is no longer
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needed in the following sub-processes of the query processing thus can be eliminated from the
user query. As a result, the sub-process of data source filtering can be formally denoted as:
Data Source Filtering : User Query → (Targeting Data Source Set, Q(onto))
Targeting Data Source Set : { ips : IPS }
The targeting data source set can be constructed through determining the indicated data sources
of the atomic targets. An atomic target can be calculated by identifying all the data sources
(directly and indirectly) belonging to the group specified by it. After all the atomic targets are
calculated, the targeting data source set can be generated based on the results. It is worth
mentioning that user query may leave its Q(org) part empty to indicate that all the participating
data sources are required for the query. Under this circumstance, all the data sources will be
selected. The following steps are taken for constructing the targeting data source set:
1.

Let O be an empty set representing the targeting data source set

2.

Select all the atomic targets of the Q(org) and place them in a set T

3.

Select all the classifications of the organizational structure and place them in a set Org

4.

If T = Ø, for every element of Org, traverse all the groups of the element recursively to find
all the IPSs. Store the IPSs into O and remove duplicates.

5.

If T ≠ Ø, for every element of T
i. Let atr be the current element of T
ii. Attempt to find the element cla in Org whose root name is identical with the
Classification root name of atr.
iii. If cla is found, attempt to find the group gr whose gname is identical with the Group
name of atr.
iv. If gr is found, traverse all the gcontent of gr recursively to find all the IPSs. Store
the IPSs into O and remove duplicates.
v. Repeat from i for the next element.

An example used here is to illustrate how the sub-process of data source filtering works. Let us
assume there are four participating data sources organized by their geographical locations, the
organizational structure of which is depicted in the following figure:
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Figure 5-2 Sample Organizational Structure
A user query intends to query all the data sources located in Durham area specifies its Q(org) as
(Geographical Location, Durham), the targeting data sources set can then be constructed
through firstly determining all the groups belong to Durham (i.e. Shincliff and Gilesgate) and
then finding out all the data sources belong to groups Shincliff (i.e. DS2 and DS3) and Gilesgate
(i.e. DS4). Although the example is simple (only have one atomic target in Q(org) and one
classification in the organizational structure), it demonstrated the rational of how data source
filtering sub-process works. In practice, user query may specify any number of atomic targets in
its Q(org) and the organizational structure may include more classifications.

5.4 Query Rewriting
Essentially, the IDS is a database which stores a finite set of information instances of the
application domain ontology. Finding the answer to a user query is in fact finding all the
information instances stored in the IDS so that when substituting the distinguished variables of
the user query with the information instances, the user query evaluates to be true. Since the IDS
is virtual, the information instances stored in the IDS are not directly available, in fact they are
stored in the data sources and abstractly represented by the IPUs. Hence the answer can be
produced by using the information instances the IPUs provide. Because the global definitions of
the IPUs are views over application domain ontology, the answer to the user query can be
obtained by rewriting the user query into resulting queries that only refer to the IPUs. The
technique of answering query using views is employed for the query rewriting.

5.4.1 Answering queries using views
The problem of answering queries using views can be informally described as given a query Q
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over a database schema and a set of views V1,…Vn over the same schema, then find the answer
of Q by only using the views. The problem can be tackled through finding the query Q’ so that
Q’ only refers to the views and the answer of Q’ can be used to answer Q. The Q’ is termed as
rewriting of Q. For the purpose of providing a semantic basis to enable the comparison between
queries and their rewriting, the concepts of query containment and query equivalence are
introduced: [37, 60]
z

Query containment: A query Q’ is considered to be contained in a query Q if for all database
instances D, the computed results data for Q’, denoted as Q’(D) is a subset of the computed
results data for Q, denoted as Q(D). i.e. Q’(D)⊆Q(D)

z

Query equivalence: A query Q’ is considered to be equivalent to a query Q if they are
mutually contained in each other. i.e. Q’(D)⊆Q(D) ∧ Q’(D)⊆Q(D)

Based on the above definition, the equivalent rewriting and Maximally-contained rewriting can
be distinguished. Let Q be a query and V={V1,…Vn} be a set of view definitions. The Q’ is
considered as an equivalent rewriting of the query Q using V if
z

Q’ refers only to the views in V and

z

Q’ is equivalent to Q

In the context of data integration, the Maximally-contained rewriting is also considered. Unlike
the equivalent rewriting, the Maximally-contained rewriting may differ with respect to different
query languages employed in the context. Let Q be a query, V={V1,…Vn} be a set of view
definitions and L be a query language. The Q’ is considered as a Maximally-contained rewriting
of the query Q using V with respect to L if
z

Q’ is a query in L that refers only to the views in V and

z

Q’ is contained in Q and

z

There is no rewriting Q’’∈L, such that Q’⊆Q’’ ⊆Q and Q’’ is not equivalent to Q’

5.4.2 Completeness and Complexity of finding query rewritings
Among many algorithms which have been developed for finding query rewriting using views
with respect to different query languages, some problems cut across all of the algorithms from a
more theoretical perspective such as completeness and complexity [37]. The completeness that a
query rewriting algorithm concerns is, given a set of views V and a query Q, will the algorithm
always find a rewriting Q’ using V if one exists?
The completeness is characterized with respect to the specific query language in which the
rewritings are expressed. In some cases, the limitation on the expressiveness of the query
language (e.g. no union is allowed in the rewritings) may result in no equivalent rewriting being
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able to be found. For the purpose of extracting all the certain answers for the query from the
views, the Maximally-contained rewriting comes up as the alternative. In fact, finding the
Maximally-contained rewriting also depends on the specific query language employed as the
maximal containment is defined with respect to the query language. For example, in some cases,
Maximally-contained rewriting can only be found if the recursive datalog rewriting is considered
[37, 34].
Another related issue is characterizing the complexity of the query rewriting algorithms. The
complexity can be discussed under the specific setting of the query languages the algorithms
apply. Although the complexity may be vary with respect to different query languages, in general,
it is in NP as it is sufficient to guess a rewriting Q’ and check its correctness (i.e. whether Q’ is
contained by Q) [37]

5.4.3 The query rewriting algorithm
As introduced previously, the application domain ontology in SLEDI is realized through the ALN
description logic and non recursive function-free horn rules. The IPU is mapped to the
application domain ontology by mainly following the GAV approach and its global definition is
formulated as either a concept or a role from the application domain ontology. The user query is
in the form of unions of conjunctive query over domain relations. Hence the query rewriting
algorithm used in the PICSEL system [34] is employed in SLEDI. The algorithm is briefly
introduced below:
Through expanding the user query in terms of the global definition of the IPUs, the algorithm
computes a representative set of all the possible rewritings of the original user query with respect
to the available views. Apparently, when the user query is a single concept and the global
definitions are all mapped with concepts, the query rewriting can be reduced to subsumption
checking. The algorithm constitutes the steps of ordinary expanding, terminal expanding and
rewritings verifying.

5.4.3.1 Ordinary Expanding
Ordinary expanding takes the targeting data source set and Q(onto) as input and expands Q(onto)
preliminarily. For the convenience of describing the algorithm, for a subquery Qi(x̄) :- P1i(x̄1, ȳ
i
1)∧…∧Pm ( x̄ m,

ȳ m), the atomic conjunct Pii( x̄ 1, ȳ 1) is referred to as concept-relation,

role-relation and rule-relation if it is a concept, role and rule from the application domain
ontology respectively. The ordinary expanding of a query unfolds all the rule-relations in the
query according to the Rule component in the application domain ontology.
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Let P(x̄) be a rule-relation; it is expanded by iteratively unfolding the rules whose consequent is
in the form P(x̄’) :- P1 (x̄1’, ȳ1’)∧…∧Pk(x̄k’, ȳk’). Let α be the most general unifier of P(x̄)
and P(x̄’), extend such that every variable Yi’ is assigned to a fresh variable that appears nowhere
else. Then the P(x̄) is replaced by P1(α(x̄ 1’),α(ȳ 1’)∧…∧Pk(α(x̄ k’),α(ȳ k’). A step of
expansion of the P(x̄) results in the set of rewritings obtained by unfolding all the rules whose
consequent is unifiable with P(x̄).
The expansion is applied iteratively, since the rules are non recursive. After a finite number of
steps, the ordinary expansion is obtained which is a set of conjunctions with every atomic
conjunct either being a concept-relation or a role-relation (see section 4.3.2.2). This results from
the soundness and completeness of the backward chaining algorithm for non recursive
function-free horn rules that the ordinary expansion characterizes all the ways of deriving the
original query.

5.4.3.2 Terminal Expanding
Terminal expanding takes the targeting data source set and ordinary expansion as its input and
further expands the rewritings with respect to the global definition of the IPUs in the targeting
data source set. For each rewriting P1i(x̄1, ȳ1)∧…∧Pmi(x̄m, ȳm) in the ordinary expansion, if
there exists Pki(z, z’), z’ is said to be a direct successor of z and the transitive closure of the
direct successor is defined as successor. If using nodes represents variables and an arc links a
variable to any of its direct successors, the distinguished variable X is said to be the root of a tree
structure if each node in the tree has no distinguished successor. Then the X can be expanded by
its descriptive support hence producing the compact expansion. For example, x1 has a tree
structure in the rewriting P(x1)∧P1(x1,y1)∧P2(y1,y2)∧P3(y2), the conjunction can be replaced
by its descriptive support [P⊓(≥1P1)⊓∀P1.(≥1P2)⊓∀P1.∀P1.P3)] (x1).

After all the rewritings in the ordinary expansion are expanded inductively, the set of
conjunctions can be brought for final expanding also referred to as Grounding. The atomic
conjuncts in the rewritings are grounded to the concept-relations and the role-relations that can be
obtained from the global definitions of the IPUs in the targeting data source set. For example, let
V(x̄) be the content of the global definition of an IPU (see section 4.3.3), a concept-relation P(z)
can be grounded if
z

Either exists V(x) :- P1(x) or V ⊑ P1 such that P subsumes P1, then P(z) is extended to V(z)

z

There exists V1(x) :- [∀P1.P](u) and V2(x,y) :- P1(u,z), then P(z) is extended to
V1(x)∧V2(x,z)

A role-relation P(z1,z2) can be expanded if
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There exists V(x,y) :- P(x,y), then P(z1,z2) is extended to V(z1,z2)
Finally, the terminal expansion is obtained which consists of a set of rewritings. Each rewriting is
in the form of conjunctive query where the head is identical with the original user query, and
each atomic conjunct in a rewriting is either a global definition of an IPU or a domain relation
which cannot be logically derived from the IPUs. Those domain relations are denoted as
Remainder(x̄, ȳ).

5.4.3.3 Rewritings Verifying
The final stage of the algorithm is Rewritings Verifying. It verifies each rewriting in the terminal
expansion through two phases. Since each global definition has an optional constraint part (see
section 4.4.3), each rewriting is checked against the constraint part to examine whether it is
compatible with the constraints. As a result, the incompatible rewritings are eliminated from the
terminal expansion in the first phase. It is easy to see that rewritings consisting of only global
definitions provide the answers for the original user query. However, the rewritings consisting of
remainder part may still entail the original query. Thus the second phase checks each of the
rewritings to analyse whether they actually entail the original user query. If they do, the
remainder part is deleted and the rest part of the conjunction is kept as a rewriting in the terminal
expansion. Each rewriting is also referred to as a resulting query.
The algorithm is complete in the sense that the resulting queries completely characterize the
rewritings of the original query. The complexity, in the worst case, is exponential in terms of
maximum unfolding depth of the rule-relations and the maximum size of concept expressions in
the query or application domain ontology. Although the query rewriting algorithm is an important
constituent part of the SLEDI system, it is not the focus of this research. Due to the limited space
of this thesis, only a brief introduction of the algorithm is provided as above, the details of the
formal definition and explanation can be found in [34, 59].

5.4.3.4 A Simple Example
A simple example from the mental health application domain is used to illustrate the PICSEL
query rewriting algorithm. The focus of this research is on solving evolution problems in the data
integration, and the query rewriting algorithm is borrowed just for completing the data
integration system. The example does not intend to show all the reasoning details of the
algorithm. Though simple, the example demonstrates some subtle points of how the algorithm is
applied. Assume the application domain ontology contains the following part:
Terminology: {…
Adult ⊑ Classification;

Child ⊑ Classification;
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Adult ∩ Child ⊑ ⊥

AdultPatient := Patient ⊓ ∀HasClassification.Adult;
ChildPatient := Patient ⊓ ∀HasClassification.Child
Doctor ⊑ Category;

SocialWorker ⊑ Category ;

Doctor ∩ SocialWorker ⊑ ⊥

DoctorStaff := Staff ⊓ ∀HasCategory.Doctor;
SocialWorkerStaff := Staff ⊓ ∀HasCategory.SocialWorker
…}
Rule: {… ;
Patient-Info(X_PatientID,

X_Name,

X_Gender,

X_Age,

Patient(X)∧HasPatientID(X,X_PatientID)∧HasName(X,

X_

Classification)

:-

X_Name)∧HasGender(X,

X_Gender)∧HasAge(X, X_Age)∧HasClassification(X, X_Classification)
…}
Table 5-1 application domain ontology
The Terminology declares that a Patient can be either an Adult Patient or a Child Patient. Staff
can be either a Doctor or a Social Worker. The Rule defines an ordinary relation including the
information of patient ID, name, gender, age and classification (i.e. child or adult) of a patient.
A user query is raised in the following way to ask for the name, gender and age of the patients
who have been assigned to a social worker:
Q(X_Name, X_Gender, X_Age) :Patient-Info(X_PatientID, X_Name, X_Gender, X_Age, X_ Classification) ∧ Staff(Y) ∧
HasAssignedPatientID

(Y,

X_PatientID)

∧

HasCategory(Y,

Y_Category)

∧SocialWorker(Y_Category)
Firstly in the query rewriting, the ordinary expansion can be obtained through substituting the
Rule for its definition in the application domain ontology:
Patient(X)∧HasPatientID(X,X_PatientID)∧HasName(X,X_Name)∧HasGender(X,X_Gende
r)∧HasAge(X,X_Age)∧HasClassification(X,X_Classification)∧Staff(Y)

∧HasAssignedPatientID(Y,X_PatientID)∧HasCategory(Y,Y_Category)∧SocialWorker(Y_Cate
gory)
It is worth mentioning here that the existential variables such as X are added into the body of the
query during the expansion. In fact, any fresh variable can be used here.
Since the Y_Category is an existential variable, the Staff(Y)∧ HasCategory(Y, Y_Category)∧
SocialWorker(Y_Category) can be substituted for its descriptive support: SocialWorkerStaff(Y).
Then the user query is further expanded as:
Patient(X)∧HasPatientID(X,

X_PatientID)∧HasName(X,
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X_Name)∧HasGender(X,

X_Gender)∧HasAge(X,X_Age)∧HasClassification(X,X_Classification)∧SocialWorkerStaff(Y)

∧HasAssignedPatientID(Y,X_PatientID)
Assume there are three data sources DS1, DS2 and DS3 and that each data source provides a set of
IPUs. The global definitions of the IPUs are in the following table:
DS1:

Content:{

V11(X):-

ChildPatient(X),

V12(X,Y):-

HasPatientID(X,Y),

V13(X,Y):-HasName(X,Y), V14 (X,Y):- HasGender(X,Y), V15 (X,Y):- HasAge(X,Y), V16 (X,Y):HasClassification(X,Y)}
Constraint:{ V12(X,Y)∧¬V11(X) ⊑ ⊥ ,V13(X,Y)∧¬V11(X) ⊑ ⊥ ,V14(X,Y)∧¬V11(X) ⊑
⊥,V15(X,Y)∧¬V11(X) ⊑⊥,V16(X,Y)∧¬V11(X) ⊑⊥ }
DS2:Content:{V21(X):-SociaworkerStaff(X),V 22(X,Y):-HasAssignedPatientID(X,Y)}
Constraint:{ V22(X,Y)∧¬V21(X) ⊑⊥}
DS3: Content:{ V31(X):- Patient(X), V32(X,Y):- HasPatientID(X,Y), V33(X,Y):-HasName(X,Y),
V34 (X,Y):- HasGender(X,Y), V35 (X,Y):- HasAge(X,Y), V36 (X,Y):- HasClassification(X,Y)}
Constraint:{

V31(X)

⊥ ,V33(X,Y)∧¬V31(X)

⊑

(

∀

HasClassification.Adult),

⊑ ⊥ ,V34(X,Y)∧¬V31(X)

V32(X,Y)∧¬V31(X)

⊑

⊑ ⊥ ,V35(X,Y)∧¬V31(X)

⊑

⊥,V36(X,Y)∧¬V31(X) ⊑⊥ }
Table 5-2 the global definitions of the IPUs
The final expansion can then be obtained by grounding the atomic conjuncts in the query based
on the global definitions. Some grounding is obvious. For example, the atomic conjunct
Patient(X) can be grounded to V31(X) as the global definition shows that V31(X):- Patient(X); the
atomic conjunct HasName(X, X_Name) can be ground to V13(X,Y) or V33(X,Y) and the variable
Y can be substituted for X_Name. However, some grounding may not be straightforward. For
example, the atomic conjunct Patient(X) can also be grounded to V11(X) as it can be deduced
from the global definition and the application domain ontology that since V11(X):ChildPatient(X) and ChildPatient ⊑ Patient, then V11(X) ⊑ Patient(X). After the grounding, the
verification step then takes place based on the constraint of the global definitions hence the final
expansion of the user query is obtained as following:
1) V31(X) ∧ V32(X, X_PatientID) ∧ V33(X, X_Name) ∧ V34(X, X_Gender) ∧ V35(X, X_Age)
∧ V36(X, X_Classification) ∧ V21(Y) ∧ V22(Y, X_PatientID)
2) V11(X) ∧ V12(X, X_PatientID) ∧ V13(X, X_Name) ∧ V14(X, X_Gender) ∧ V15(X, X_Age)
∧ V16(X, X_Classification) ∧ V21(Y) ∧ V22(Y, X_PatientID)
Finally, the user query is rewritten into the union of the resulting queries 1) and 2). The resulting
query 1) combines the IPUs from DS1 and DS2 while the resulting query 2) combines the IPUs
from DS2 and DS3.
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5.5 Result Generating
After the query rewriting sub-process is accomplished, the original user query is reformulated
into a set of resulting queries. The union of the answers of the resulting queries provides the set
of answers which can be obtained from the available data sources for answering the original user
query. Since the resulting queries are in the form of conjunctions where each atomic conjunct is
the global definition of an IPU, the answer of a resulting query can be acquired through
combining the results data extracted from the IPUs in the query. As mentioned previously, each
IPU is accommodated by an IPS. Extracting results data from an IPU can be achieved through
sending a service invocation call to the corresponding IPS. In SLEDI, the result generating
sub-process takes the responsibility of producing the results data. It takes the terminal expansion
from the query writing as input and processes each resulting query sequentially. For each
resulting query, it sets up a partial service plan through generating service invocation calls from
the atomic conjuncts. Then all the partial service plans constitute the service plan. Through
executing the service plan, the results data can be finally composed to answer the original user
query. Hence the sub-process can be formally denoted as:
Result Generating : Terminal Expansion → Result
There are three elementary steps involved: Service Plan Generating, Service Plan Executing and
Result Constructing.

5.5.1 Service Plan Generating
This step takes the terminal expansion from the query rewriting as its input. As described
previously, each resulting query in the terminal expansion is a conjunction of the global
definition of IPUs. Abstractly, the resulting query is in the form of Qi(x̄):-V1i(x̄1)∧…∧Vmi(x̄m)
where the Vii(x̄i) represents the global definition of an IPU. In SLEDI, the global definition of an
IPU is realized through the model of IPU.gd and is accommodated by an IPS through pairing
with the name of the IPU (IPU.iname) as a constituent component of the IPS (see section 4.5).
Thus an atomic conjunct in the resulting query is realized as a triple which consists of the IPS
name, IPU name and a variable list describing x̄i. The terminal expansion and resulting query are
actualized through the following model:
Terminal Expansion : (qhead : Head, {rq : Resulting Query})
Resulting Query : (rqhead : Head, {ipsname : IPS.ipsname, ipuname : IPU.iname, {var :
Variable}})
For each atomic conjunct in a resulting query, since the triple explicitly indicates which IPU
provides the required results data and which IPS accommodates the IPU, a service invocation call
can be generated in a straightforward manner to obtain the results data for the atomic conjunct.
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Thus the model of the service invocation call is:
Service Invocation Call : (ipsname : IPS.ipsname, ipuname : IPU.iname, {var : Variable})
For each resulting query, the action of service invocation call generating is applied iteratively
until all the atomic conjuncts in the resulting query are processed. As a result, a set of invocation
calls are produced. These service invocation calls comprise the partial service plan which can be
used to acquire the results data for the resulting query. Thus the model of a partial service plan is:
Partial Service Plan : (rqhead : Head, {sic: Service Invocation Call})
After all the resulting queries of the terminal expansion are processed, the set of partial service
plans produced constitutes the service plan. Then the service plan is outputted by the step of
service plan generating which can be brought to the following steps for further processing. The
model of a service plan is:
Service Plan : (qhead : Head, {psp : Partial Service Plan})

5.5.2 Service Plan Executing
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Figure 5-3 Service Plan Executing Process
The process of the service plan executing step is illustrated in figure 5-3. This step takes the
service plan as input and carries out the plan through executing each of the partial service plans
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in it. A partial service plan is executed by sending each of its invocation calls to the
corresponding IPSs to acquire the results data. For a service invocation call, the appropriate
targeting IPS can be located through parsing the IPS.ipsname. Then the service invocation call is
sent to the IPS and the IPU.iname is passed over as the parameter. Since each IPS is provided by
a data source at its own site (see section 4.5.1), the IPS constructs the required results data
through accessing the local database of the data source and sends it back to respond to the service
invocation call.
Once an IPS receives a service invocation call, since the parameter IPU.iname clearly specifies
the name of the IPU, the local definition IPU.gd of the IPU can be located by this name. And
then, the local schema DSLS of the data source can be obtained as it is a constituent component of
the IPS (see section 4.5.1). Through interrogating the local definition and the local schema, local
queries can be composed for constructing the required results data. Since the local queries refer
directly to the local schema, they can be executed directly against the local database. Hence the
required results data can be constructed.
As introduced in section 4.4.4.4, the local definition of an IPU defines how the data the IPU
provides are formed from the local database. The local definition is in the structure of a DAG
where the leaf vertices represent actual relations from the local schema and the non-leaf vertices
represent virtual views. The virtual views include root view, intermediate views and basic views
where the root view represents the required results data the IPU intends to provide and all the
direct successors of a basic view are actual relations. As a view can be evaluated on the premise
that all its direct successors are evaluated, the results data of the IPU can be obtained through
evaluating the vertices of the DAG in bottom-up fashion.
The example in section 4.4.4.3 is extended here for illustrating how the results data of an IPU are
produced. Suppose the local definition of an IPU includes the root view V, the intermediate view
V4, the basic views V1,V2,V3 and the actual relations R1(A11, A12, A13), R2(A21, A22, A23), R3(A31,
A32, A33). Suppose the view definitions are as following:
The basic views V1,V2,V3 are defined by one CQ each and each CQ only has one subgoal which
is an RRS to assign the actual attributes and relations to the views:
V1 (X1, X2) :- CQV1 (S1(X1, X2), S1→R1, X1→A11, X2→A12)
V2 (X3, X4, X5) :- CQV2 (S2(X3, X4, X5), S2→R2, X3→A21, X4→A22,X5→A23)
V3 (X6, X7, X8) :- CQV3 (S3(X6, X7, X8), S3→R3, X6→A31, X7→A32,X8→A33)
The intermediate view V4 is defined by one CQ which is abstractly represented as
V4 (X3, X8, X9) :- CQV4
(S5(X3, X4, X5) ∧ S6 (X6, X7, X8) ∧ S7(X3>5) ∧ S8(X5=X6) ∧ S9(X9= X4+ X7))
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The CQV4 is realized by five subgoals as:
S5(X3, X4, X5) :- (S5→V2)
S6 (X6, X7, X8) :- (S6→V3)
S7 (X3) :- (>, 5)
S8 (X5) :- (=, X6)
S9 (X9) :- (+, X4, X7)
Where the RRSs S5 and S6 are assigned to the basic views V2 and V3 respectively. The ORSs S7
and S8 and the CRS S9 altogether put the constrains onto CQV4
The root view V is defined by one CQ which is abstractly represented as:
V(X1, X9) :- CQV(S10(X1, X2) ∧ S11 (X3, X8, X9) ∧ S12(X2=X8))
The CQV is realized by three subgoals as:
S10(X1, X2) :- (S10→V1)
S11 (X3, X8, X9) :- (S11→V4)
S12 (X2) :- (=, X8)
Where the RRSs S10 and S11 are assigned to the basic view V1 and the intermediate view V4
respectively. The ORSs S12 put the constrains onto the CQ
By substituting the subgoals and variables for the corresponding actual relations and attributes
according to the assignments, the conjunctive queries can be transformed into local queries which
can be directly evaluated against the local database of the data source. For example the CQV in
the above example can be transformed into a SQL query as following:
SELECT R1.A11 AS X1, R2.A22+R3.A32 AS X9
FROM R1, R2, R3
WHERE R1.A12=R3.A33 AND R2.A21>5 AND R2.A23=R3.A31
Different data sources may employ different DBMSs to manage their local databases thus they
may support different query languages. Even if all the DBMSs support SQL, the syntax can vary
slightly between DBMS and DBMS. The transformation of a conjunctive query into a local query
is not the focus of this research thus will not be discussed further in this thesis.
After all the basic views are evaluated, they can be treated as actual relations (also referred to as
materialized views in other research [37]). Thus the intermediate views whose direct successors
are basic views can be evaluated in exactly the same way as the basic views. By applying the
view evaluation process iteratively, the root view can be finally evaluated thus producing the
required results data to respond the service invocation call.
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5.5.3 Result Constructing
This step is responsible for generating the results data for the partial service plans and the service
plan from the results data of the service invocation calls. As introduced in section 4.4.3, the data
an IPU provides is in the form of a unary or a binary relation. Thus the results data produced
from a service invocation call are a set of tuples stored as the extension of the relation and the
variable list in the service invocation call specifies the head of the relation. As described in
section 5.5.1, a resulting query is in the form of conjunctive query where the query corresponds
to a partial service plan and each subgoal relation in the query corresponds to a service
invocation call in the partial service plan. Thus the resulting query can be evaluated through
substituting its subgoal relations for the results data relations produced by the corresponding
service invocation calls. As a result, after all the service invocation calls in a partial service plan
are executed, the results data for the partial service plan can be formed through collecting and
composing the results data produced by the service invocation calls.
Since the results data is in the form of a relation, the set of results data of the service invocation
calls of a partial service plan can be stored in a temporary relational database. And the set of the
relation heads constitutes the schema of the database. The corresponding resulting query can be
evaluated through transforming the query into a local query which can be executed directly
against this temporary database in exactly the same way as described in the previous section.
Hence the results data of a partial service plan can be produced which is in the form of an n-ary
relation where the results data is the extension of the relation and the head of the partial service
plan specifies the head of the relation.
As described in section 5.4.3.2, each resulting query is a rewriting of the original user query. The
resulting queries have identical heads to the original user query and the original user query can be
answered by the union of the answers of the resulting queries. Thus after the results data of all the
partial service plans in a service plan are produced, they can be stored in the temporary relational
database. Since all the results data relations have identical heads, they can be combined together
by applying the union operations to the results data relations which may be realized through
composing a local query. As a consequence, the final results data for answering the original user
query can be constructed through executing the local query against the temporary database. The
final results data is also in the form of an n-ary relation and the tuples in the extension of the
relation represent the information instances which can be obtained from the participating data
sources to fulfil the user information needs.
To sum up, the role of information supplying (see section 3.2) in SLEDI is played through the
following process:
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1.

End users specify their information needs as user queries in terms of the application domain
ontology and organization structure.

2.

Through employing the technique of answering queries using views, each user query is
rewritten into a set of resulting queries where each resulting query only consists of the
global definition of the IPUs.

3.

The corresponding service invocation calls, partial service plans and service plans are
generated according to the involved IPUs, resulting queries and the user queries, in a
bottom-up fashion.

4.

The service plans are executed through sending invocation calls to the appropriate IPSs
which stand at the participating data sources sites. The IPSs construct the results data
through composing local queries according to the local definition of the IPUs to respond to
the service invocation calls.

5.

The results data of the service plans and partial service plans are constructed through
collecting and composing the results data produced by the service invocation calls in a
bottom up fashion.

6.

The final results data of the service plans are returned to the end users to answer the user
queries hence to fulfil the users’ information needs.

5.6 Summary
This Chapter has presented the process of query processing in SLEDI which delivers information
supplying service to end users. The procedure of rewriting user queries into resulting queries is
introduced. The operations of converting the resulting queries into service plans, generating
corresponding partial service plans and service invocation calls, executing the plans to obtain the
results data and constructing the final results data are delineated in detail.
Chapter 6 introduces the automatic evolution handling process which is responsible for
modifying the IDS with respect to the various types of evolution. The modification is carried out
through firstly identifying the evolution occurring, and then identifying the parts of the IDS
which are affected by the evolution and finally applying automatic modifications onto the parts.
The details of the process are described.
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Chapter 6 Evolution Handling
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 presented the details of user query processing. The algorithm for user query rewriting
and the process of transforming the queries into service plans were described. Then the
operations of executing the service plans and constructing the results data were introduced.
This chapter delineates the automatic evolution handling process in this research which
completes the description of the SLEDI method. The organizational and schematic evolutions are
addressed. The organizational evolution are identified and then handled by adding a new function
into the user query processing. And the schematic evolution are identified and then handled
through analysing the local definitions of the corresponding IPUs and automatically modifying
the IPUs based on a set of predefined processes.

6.2 Overview of Evolution Handling
As introduced in section 1.3.1, software maintenance is the most expensive stage of the software
life cycle. According to the IEEE standards [43], the maintenance process can be defined as
having seven stages including: Modification Identification, Analysis, Design, Implementation,
Testing, Accept Testing and Delivery. Thus when evolution occurs in a data integration system,
the maintenance programmers may conduct the maintenance work based on their knowledge
through the following processes:
1.

Identifying the evolution

2.

Identifying the components of the systems which are affected by the evolution

3.

Modifying the components accordingly to keep it functioning properly

In the database integration systems where data integrating is accomplished through hard wiring
on the local schemas of the participating data sources, a huge quantum of hard-coded queries
may come into existence when the amount of data sources is large. The evolution occurring in the
data sources may result in having to analyse and rectify all the existing hard wiring queries which
involve a large amount of human effort. This maintenance work can rapidly become
unmanageable when evolution occurs frequently.
Since the SLEDI is designed to integrate data from autonomous and evolving data sources, the
evolution handling is one of the main research issues addressed in this thesis. Hence mitigating
the human effort in the maintenance work is one of the targets the SLEDI intends to reach. As the
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data integrating in SLEDI is achieved by describing the data sources through the IPU mechanism,
automatic assistance can be employed for evolution handling. The evolution handling process is a
simulation of the maintenance work carried out by human effort hence is constituted of the three
processes mentioned above.
The evolution covered in this research can be classified into three different types: organizational
evolution, schematic evolution and system level evolution. Organizational evolution refers to the
changes happening in the organizational structure of the system, the schematic evolution
concerns alterations occurring in the local schemas of the data sources and the system level
evolution refers to the modifications applied onto the narrative information of the data sources
such as the names and URLs for describing the data sources.
As introduced in section 4.5.2, in order to allow fine-grained control from the end users, the
participating data sources are also described by the aspects which characterize them. The
description categorizes the data sources into the organizational structure. Since the data sources
are frequently evolving, the description may change from time to time. As a consequence, to
acquire the results data which reflect the latest state of the system, existing user queries may
require evolution handling as an organizational structure the queries have been composed against
may have evolved. The process of handling the organizational evolution will be described in
detail in section 6.3
The alteration arising in the local schema of the participating data sources can result in a great
deal of maintenance work, especially in the hard wired data integration system. The data
integration in SLEDI is established on the IPU mechanism where each IPU is correlated to the
participating data sources through its local definition. Since the local definitions of IPU are
defined as virtual views over the local schemas and realized through structure data in the form of
DAG (see section 4.4.4.3), the schematic evolution can be handled by employing the automatic
assistance to search the structured data and apply modifications accordingly without human
intervention. The detailed delineation of the process will be described in section 6.4
The narrative information of the participating data sources such as the names and the URLs of
the local databases may also change when the data sources evolve. This system level evolution
may also impact the data integration system and hence requires maintenance work to take place.
Compared to the hard wired data integration system, the SLEDI is based on SOA and all the IPUs
provided by the data sources are accommodated through the IPSs. Thus the maintenance effort
for handling the system level evolution can also be decreased thanks to the characteristic of loose
coupling, autonomy and discoverability of the services that SOA intrinsically supports. The
handling of system level evolution will be covered in the next chapter.
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6.3 Organizational Evolution Handling
As introduced previously, user query can specify the targeting data sources it intends to query
against through the Q(org) with respect to the organizational structure. Then the targeting data
sources can be filtered out based on processing the Q(org) according to the organizational
structure. When organizational evolution occurs frequently, the organizational structure may
come into multiple versions and only the latest version may be accessible. As a consequence, the
version of the organizational structure that some existing user queries are composed against may
not be the current version when the user queries are being answered. The discrepancies between
different versions of the organizational structure may cause obstacles to obtaining the proper
results data for answering the user queries. Hence the evolution handling process is required to
tackle the discrepancies and properly filter out the targeting data sources for answering the user
queries.
In SLEDI, the organizational structure is actualized through a set of DAGs where each DAG
represents a classification to characterize the data sources from an aspect; each non-leaf node of
the DAG represents a virtual group to describe a class in the classification and each leaf node
represents a data source which is classified as an instance of the class where its direct predecessor
represents. Thus the discrepancy between two adjacent versions of organizational structure can
be described as the transformation between two DAGs and the transformation can be correlated
to the evolution occurring which caused the alteration of the organizational structure. As a
consequence, the relationship between the original version of the organizational structure the user
queries are composed against and the current version when the queries are being answered can be
established and automatic assistance can be employed to filter out the targeting data sources
properly despite the discrepancies created by the organizational evolution.
The automatic assisted evolution handling for the organizational evolution is carried out through
the processes of Organizational Evolution Identification and Organizational Evolution Solving.
By analysing the organizational evolution occurring, the process of Organizational Evolution
Identification records each evolution and correlates them with the transformations which
represent the corresponding alterations in the organizational structure. Hence the Organizational
Evolution Identification keeps tracks of all the evolution occurring in the organizational structure
as a set of records. Then the process of Organizational Evolution Solving takes into place,
through examining the Q(org) of the user query which should be answered with respect to the
records, the process can determine whether the user query is affected by the evolution. If not
affected, no further evolution handling action is needed and the user query is answered through
the query answering process which has been described in chapter 5. On the contrary, if the user
query is affected, the evolution solving process rewrites the Q(org) into an equivalent formula
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with respect to the current version of the organizational structure by accessing the records. Then
the rewritten user query is answered by the query answering process. The details of the processes
are described in the following sections.

6.3.1 Organizational Evolution Identification
As introduced previously, Evolution Identification plays the role of identifying the evolution
occurring in the organizational structure. Since the organizational structure is actualized through
the structure of DAG where the root nodes, non-leaf nodes and leaf nodes correspond to the
classifications, virtual groups, and data sources (see section 4.5.2), the organizational evolution
covered in this research as introduced in section 2.3.2 can be described with respect to the
organizational structure hence can be categorized into three different levels, and each level
involves several different types of atomic evolution. They are described in details below:

6.3.1.1 The Types of Organizational Evolution
1)

Data Source Level
z

Data Source Addition: a new data source is added to the organizational structure as a
new leaf node

2)

z

Data Source Rename: a current data source changes its name

z

Data Source Removal: a current data sources drops out of the organizational structure

Group Level
z

Group Addition: a new group is added to the organizational structure as a new non-leaf
node

z

Group Rename: a current group changes its name

z

Group Removal: a current group drops out of the organizational structure

z

Group separation: a current group is split into two or more groups and all the data
sources belonging to the original group are distributed into the new groups.

z

Group Aggregation: two or more current groups are aggregated together into a new
group and all the data sources belonging to original groups are put into the new group

3)

Classification Level
z

Classification Addition: a new classification is added to the organizational structure as
a new DAG

z

Classification Rename: a current classification changes its name

z

Classification Removal: a current classification drops out of the organizational
structure

z

Classification separation: a current classification is split into two or more
classifications and all the groups belonging to the original classification are distributed
into the new classifications.
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z

Classification Aggregation: two or more current classifications are aggregated together
into a new classification and all the groups belonging to the original classifications are
put into the new classification

Although the organizational evolution can appear in various ways, by defining the atomic types
of organizational evolution above, each organizational evolution occurring in the organizational
structure can be represented by one of the atomic organizational evolution. It is worth mentioning
that the atomic organizational evolution defined above separate the concerns of the
organizational evolution into different levels. For example, the separation and aggregation
evolution in the group level only concerns evolution of the virtual groups which require that the
data sources belonging to the groups remain unchanged during these atomic organizational
evolutions. And the atomic organizational evolutions in the classification level follow the same
fashion.
From the process of query processing described in chapter 5, only the data source filtering
sub-process may be affected by the organizational evolution (see section 5.3.2). Since the
sub-process filters out the targeting data sources set through extracting the names of the
classifications and virtual groups in the Atomic Targets specified by the Q(org), and then
traversing the organizational structure to filter out all the data sources which are the successors of
the groups. It is obvious that some of the atomic organizational evolution defined above will not
affect the query processing thanks to the design of the organizational structure. For example, for
the atomic organizational evolution in the data source level, being the leaf nodes of the DAGs, no
matter the addition, rename or removal of the data sources happing, the groups and classifications
remains unchanged thus the targeting data sources will be properly filtered out according to the
current version of the organizational structure. Also for the addition to the group and
classification level, since the newly-added group and classification do not exist in the Q(org) of
any existing user queries, the query processing will not be affected.

6.3.1.2 The Model of Organizational Evolution
Since the Organizational Evolution Identification takes the responsibility of recording the
organizational evolution occurring and correlates them with the corresponding alterations of the
organizational structure, a formal model is created in this research to describe the atomic
organizational evolution and the corresponding alterations. As some of the atomic organizational
evolution will not affect the query processing, only those which may affect the query processing
are recorded. The model is defined below:
Atomic Organizational Evolution : (aoetype : Atomic Organizational Evolution Type, aoe :
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description)
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Atomic Organizational Evolution Type : String
∀X : Atomic Organizational Evolution Type, X ∈ {“Group Rename”, “Group Removal”,
“Group separation”, “Group Aggregation”, “Classification Rename”, “Classification
Removal”, “Classification separation”, “Classification Aggregation” }
Since different types of the atomic organizational evolution may trigger different kinds of
alterations onto the organizational structure, the atomic organizational evolution descriptions
require different models to represent hence are modelled separately below:
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description : (classification : String, group name : String,
altered group name : String) (where aoetype ∈ {“Group Rename” , “Group Aggregation”})
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description : (classification : String, group name : String)
(where aoetype = “Group Removal”)
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description : (classification : String, group name : String,
{ altered group name : String }) (where aoetype = “Group separation”)
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description : (classification : String, altered classification
name : String) (where aoetype ∈ {“Classification Rename” , “Classification Aggregation”})
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description : (classification : String) (where aoetype =
“classification Removal”)
Atomic Organizational Evolution Description : (classification : String, { altered classification
name : String }) (where aoetype = “classification separation”)
And then, the organizational evolution can be modelled as:
Organizational Evolution { ae : Atomic Evolution }
When organizational evolution occurs, the organizational structure is modified accordingly to
reflect the evolution. Since the evolution handling is focused on generating proper answers for
the user queries, how to modify the organizational structure is trivial for this research hence is not
covered. The purpose of the evolution identification is to keep the tracks of all the organizational
evolution ever occurring in the IDS, thus it is assumed that every time organizational evolution
occurs, the process of evolution identification is applied and the Organizational Evolution data
model keeps all the records up to the current version of the organizational structure.
Consequently, further evolution handling actions can be taken based on the records which will be
discussed in detail in the next section.

6.3.2 Organizational Evolution Solving
As discussed in section 6.2, the automatic assisted evolution handling is a simulation of human
effort which consists of the three processes. Through defining the atomic organizational
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evolution and representing them in the data model above, the organizational evolution have been
identified. Thus the next stages are identifying the parts of the IDS which are affected by the
evolution and modifying them accordingly. These targets are achieved by the process of
organizational evolution solving in this research. And the process consists of the following steps:
1.

Assess whether the user query is affected by the organizational evolution through parsing
the classification and groups specified in the Q(org) and accessing the evolution records

2.

Taking appropriate actions based on the assessment in the previous step. If the query is not
affected, pass the query to the query processing to acquire the results data. If the query is
affected, rewrite the Q(org) into a corresponding formula through accessing the evolution
records and the current version of the organizational structure before passing the query to
the query processing.

Since the user queries may require evolution solving before going to query processing, the
evolution solving is introduced as the first process into the query processing. This means every
user query which requires an answer will first be processed by the evolution solving process and
the process is realized through the following steps:
1.

Let R be the organizational evolution records built up in the organizational evolution
identifying

2.

Let AT be the atomic targets list in the Q(org) of the user query

3.

If AT ≠ Ø, for each element atr in AT, attempt to find the element r in R that the
classification of the atomic organizational evolution description of r is identical with the
Classification root name of atr. If r is found, let ty be the atomic organizational evolution
type of r
i. If ty ∈ { “Classification Removal”, “Group Removal” }, reject the user query
ii. If ty ∈ { “Classification Rename” , “Classification Aggregation” }, rewrite the
Classification root name of atr as the altered classification name of the atomic
organizational evolution description of r
iii. If ty ∈{ “Group Rename” , “Group Aggregation” }, if the Group name of atr is
identical with the group name of the atomic organizational evolution description of r,
rewrite the Group name of atr as the altered group name of the atomic
organizational evolution description of r.
iv. If ty = “classification separation”, let grp be the Group name of atr and ACN be the
list of the altered classification name of the atomic organizational evolution
description of r. For each element ac in the ACN, add a new element atrn in AT,
then set the value of ac and grp into the Classification root name and Group name
of atrn respectively. Then delete the atr from AT
v. If ty = “Group separation”, if the Group name of atr is identical with the group
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name of the atomic organizational evolution description of r, let AGN be the list of
the altered group name, For each element ag in the AGN, add a new element atrn in
AT, then set the value of classification of r and ag into the Classification root name
and Group name of atrn respectively. Then delete the atr from AT
4.

output AT as the rewritten Q(org) of the user query

As the organizational evolution records keep track of all the organizational evolution occurring,
through comparing the classifications and groups specified in the Q(org) with their counterparts
in the records, the process of organization evolution solving can determine whether the user
query is affected by the evolution. Through traversing the records, the equivalence in the current
organizational structure of the classifications and groups specified might be found. In the case of
rename and aggregation in the classification and group level, the classifications and groups
specified in the Q(org) are replaced by their corresponding counterparts in the current version of
the organizational structure. In the case of separation in the classification and group level, since
each classification and group specified in the Q(org) may correspond to two or more
classifications and groups, extra atomic targets are added to the Q(org), as appropriate. And
under the circumstances of classification and group removal, the original user query is rejected
since the targeting data sources the user query intendeds to query against are no longer available.
As a consequence, the Q(org) of the user queries are modified accordingly with respect to the
current version of the organizational structure and the semantics of the user query are preserved.
The process of the organizational evolution solving can be modelled as a function:
Organizational Evolution Solving :
User Query (Q(org), Q(onto))

→

User Query (Q(org)rewriting, Q(onto))

6.4 Schematic Evolution Handling
As introduced in section 1.3.1 and section 6.2, the schematic evolution refers to the evolution
occurring in the local schema of the participating data sources. Schematic evolution handling is
one of the central evolution issues the SLEDI is designed to tackle, as the alterations arising in
the local schema may result in large amount of maintenance work. Compared to the hard wired
data integration approach, The IPU mechanism of SLEDI not only provides a solution for
integrating the data from the participating data sources, but, more importantly, it also builds the
foundation for introducing automatic assistance to handle the schematic evolution. Hence human
effort involved in the maintenance work may be mitigated.
In SLEDI, the participating data sources expose the data they are willing to share through the
IPU mechanism. The IPU consists of Global Definition and Local Definition where the Local
Definition describes how the data that IPU provides are constructed through specifying the
virtual views over the local schema of the participating data sources. Thus when schematic
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evolution occurs in the data sources, alterations may arise in the local schema, and, as a
consequence, the virtual views specified by the local definition of the IPUs might become invalid,
thus the IPUs may not be able to construct data properly over the evolved local schema. Since the
virtual views are realized through DAGs, by introducing automatic assistance to examine the
schematic evolution and the DAGs, the evolution might be handled without human intervention
and the IPUs can be modified accordingly in order to be compatible with the evolved local
schema.
Similarly with the organizational evolution handling, the schematic evolution handling of SLEDI
is delivered through the process of Schematic Evolution Identification and Schematic Evolution
Solving. Once the schematic evolution occurs in a data source, the process of schematic
evolution identification identifies the type of the evolution and describes the evolution with the
corresponding alterations in the local schema the evolution caused. Then the process of
schematic evolution solving can search the local definitions of the IPUs the data source provided
to filter out those IPUs whose local definitions are affected by the schematic evolution. After the
affected IPUs are identified, through analysing the schematic evolution and the local definitions
of the IPUs, appropriate actions are taken to automatically modify the affected IPUs in order to
make them still semantically and syntactically valid for the IDS. In some circumstances, human
intervention may be required and some affected IPUs may have to be disposed of. The processes
are delineated in detail in following sections.

6.4.1 Schematic Evolution Identification
As introduced previously, the first step of evolution handling identifies the evolution occurring,
thus further actions can be determined based on it. The schematic evolution identification
identifies the types of schematic evolution occurring in the data sources with the corresponding
alterations onto the local schemas the evolution caused. Since there are no materials to define a
complete delineation of the possible schematic evolution for the time being and the database
schemas involved in this research are relational schemas, the schematic evolution covered in this
research are defined from the manipulations provided by the relational DBMS for the
administrators to conduct onto the database schemas. Thus the schematic evolution can be
categorized into three different levels and each level involves several types of schematic
evolution.

6.4.1.1 The Types of Schematic Evolution
The three levels of schematic evolution are Attribute Level, Relation Level and Database Level
which refer to the evolution causing alterations to the attributes, relations and databases of the
local schema respectively. They are listed below:
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Attribute Level:
z

Attribute Addition: a new attribute is added to a relation

z

Attribute Removal: an existing attribute is dropped from a relation

z

Attribute Rename: an existing attribute changes its name

z

Attribute Domain Change: an existing attribute changes its domain (i.e. data type)

z

Attribute Decomposition: an existing attribute is divided into two or more attributes

z

Attribute Aggregation: two or more attributes are aggregated into one attribute

Relation Level:
z

Relation Addition: a new relation is added to a database

z

Relation Removal: an existing relation is dropped from a database

z

Relation Rename: an existing relation changes its name

z

Relation Decomposition: an existing relation is divided into two or more relations

z

Relation Aggregation: two or more relations are aggregated into one relation

Database Level:
z

Database Addition: a new database source is added to the IDS

z

Database Removal: an existing database source is dropped from the IDS

Through the descriptive definitions above, the various types of schematic evolution are listed
with respect to the alterations they cause onto the database schema. As described in section 4.5.1,
a participating data source of the IDS shares its data through connecting the local definition of
the IPUs with its local schema; hence the results data the IPUs provide can be constructed via
composing the local queries based on the local definitions and executing the queries against the
local database. Once the schematic evolution occurred in the local database, the local schema
may be altered. Thus two versions of the local schemas may come into existence. Since the local
definition is defined with respect to the original version of the local schema, the local queries
may not be able to run against to the currently local schema which is in fact the evolved version.
Although various schematic evolutions are listed above, some types of evolution may not
introduce impact onto the local definitions of the existing IPUs. For example, in the case of an
addition to the attribute and relation level, although the newly-added attributes and relations may
require human effort to integrate them into the IDS by following the algorithm described in
chapter 4, they did not exist when the existing IPUs were constructed, thus all the existing local
definitions would not be affected. The same situation applies to the addition of databases;
although the addition of a database may also affect the organizational structure (see section
6.3.1.1), for all the existing IPUs, no impact would be made. For other types of schematic
evolution, the IPUs may be affected hence may have to be modified in order to work properly.
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6.4.1.2 The Model of Schematic Evolution
Although the schematic evolution discussed above can be intuitively understood by human
maintenance programmers, the lack of precise definition makes it difficult for employing
automatic assistance into the evolution handling. Thus a formal model is created in this research
to describe the schematic evolution. Through correlating each type of the schematic evolution
with the corresponding alteration onto the schema, the schematic evolution can be identified and
further actions can be determined. Similar with the organizational evolution, only those evolution
which may affect the IPUs are modelled:
Schematic Evolution: (ipsname : String, sevt : Schematic Evolution Type, se : Schematic
Evolution Description)
Since each schematic evolution occurs in a specific data source and each data source shares its
data through an IPS, the first property of the schematic evolution model is to specify in which
data source the schematic evolution occurred by indicating the name of the IPS. The second
property indicates the type of the schematic evolution and the third property specifies the details
of the schematic evolution.
Schematic Evolution Type : String
∀X : Evolution Type, X ∈ {“Attribute Removal”, “Attribute Rename”, “Attribute Domain
Change”, “Attribute Decomposition”, “Attribute Aggregation”, “Relation Removal”, “Relation
Rename”, “Relation Decomposition”, “Relation Aggregation” , “Database Removal” }
Different types of schematic evolution cause different alterations onto the schema thus require
different data to describe the details. They are modelled separately below:
1)

Schematic Evolution Description : (re : Relation, att : Attribute) (where sevt=“Attribute
Removal”)

The first property re refers to the relation in the schema which the removed attribute belongs to
and the second property att refers to the attribute which is removed by the schematic evolution.
2)

Schematic Evolution Description : (re : Relation, attori : Attribute, attevo : Attribute)
(where sevt=“Attribute Rename”)

The first property re refers to the relation in the schema where the evolved attribute belongs. The
second and third properties refer to the attribute before and after the evolution respectively.
3)

Schematic Evolution Description: (re : Relation, attori : Attribute, attevo : Attribute,
opn : Operation) (where sevt=“Attribute Domain Change”)

In this research, attribute domain change refers strictly to an attribute which only changes its
domain (i.e. data type) during the evolution; the semantic of the attribute remains unchanged.
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Consequently, every instance of the attribute has two types of representation data; one in the form
of the original attribute and another in the form of the evolved attribute. Thus there is a one to
one mapping between the instances of the original attribute and the evolved attribute. Similarly
with the attribute rename; the first three properties of the attribute domain change refer to the
relation the evolved attribute belongs to, the attribute before and after the change. The fourth
property is an operation (recall section 4.4.4.4). The operation describes how to convert the
instances of the evolved attribute into the corresponding instances of the original attribute.
4)

Schematic Evolution Description : (re : Relation, attori : Attribute, {attevo : Attribute},
{opn : Operation}, {(varop : Variable, attevo : Attribute)} ) (where sevt=“Attribute
Decomposition”)

The attribute decomposition refers to an original attribute decomposed into two or more evolved
attributes where all the original and evolved attributes reside in the same relation and the
instances of the original attribute can be constructed through converting the instances of the
evolved attributes. Similarly with the attribute domain change; the first three properties refer to
the relation, the original attribute and list of the evolved attributes. The fourth property refers to
the list of operations for constructing the instances of the original attribute from the evolved
attributes and the fifth property is a list of pairs where each pair correlates an attribute with the
corresponding variable in the operation.
5)

Schematic Evolution Description: (re : Relation, {attori : Attribute}, attevo : Attribute,
{opn : Operation}, {(varop : Variable, attevo : Attribute)}) (where sevt=“Attribute
Aggregation”)

The attribute aggregating refers to two or more original attributes aggregated into one evolved
attribute. Similarly with the attribute decomposition, all the original and evolved attributes
belonging to the same relation and the instances of the original attributes can be formulated from
the instances of the evolved attribute. The first property refers to the relation, the second property
refers to the list of the original attributes, the third property refers to the evolved attribute and the
fourth property refers to the list of operations for constructing the instances of the original
attributes from the instances of the evolved attribute. Each operation in the list corresponds to
one original attribute. And the fifth property refers to the correlations between the attributes and
the variables in the operations.
6)

Schematic Evolution Description : (re : Relation) (where sevt=“Relation Removal”)

The relation removal only has one property re which refers to the relation removed from the
schema.
7)

Schematic Evolution Description : (reori : Relation, reevo : Relation) (where
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sevt=“Relation Rename”)
The relation rename has two properties where the first property reori refers to the original
relation before the evolution and the second property reevo refers to the evolved relation after the
evolution.
8)

Schematic Evolution Description : (reori : Relation, {reevo : Relation}, {rbv : View}, riv :
View) (where sevt=“Relation Decomposition” ∧ rbv.vtype = “basic” ∧ riv.vtype =
“intermediate”)

The relation decomposition refers to an original relation separated into two or more relations.
More precisely, all the attributes in the original relation are distributed into the evolved relations.
Since all the attributes are preserved through the evolution, the instances of the original relation
can be constructed through applying relational operations over the instances of the evolved
relations. In other words, only those evolutions where the original relation can be rebuilt without
loss of information are considered in this research. As introduced in section 4.4.4.3, the relational
operations over the evolved relations can be described through the view definitions. The model of
relation decomposition consists of four properties. The first property refers to the original relation
before the evolution; the second property refers to the list of all the evolved relations after the
evolution; the third property refers to the list of basic views connected to the evolved relations
and the fourth property refers to the intermediate view which specifies how to compose the
instance data of the original relation from the instance data of the corresponding basic views of
the evolved relations.
9)

Schematic Evolution Description : ({reori : Relation}, reevo : Relation, { reori : Relation,
riv : View }, rbv : View) (where sevt=“Relation Aggregation” ∧ rbv.vtype = “basic” ∧
riv.vtype = “intermediate”)

The relation aggregation refers to two or more original relations aggregated into one evolved
relation. Similarly with the relation decomposition, all the attributes belonging to the original
relations are preserved during the evolution and the instances of the original relation can be
rebuilt from the instances of the evolved relations. The model of relation aggregation consists of
four properties, the first property refers to the list of the original relations; the second property
refers to the evolved relation; the third property refers to the list of pairs of the original relation
and intermediate view, where the intermediate view represents how to construct the instance data
of the original relation it corresponds to from the instances data of the basic view of the evolved
relations; the fourth property refers to the basic view correlating to the evolved relation.
10) Schematic Evolution Description : () (where sevt=“Database Removal”)
The database removal refers to the evolution of the entire database removed from the IDS. Since
every data source only uses one database, the database removal results in all the IPUs the data
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source provides are not available any more thus need to be removed. As the corresponding IPS of
the IPUs are already specified in the ipsname, no further detailed data is required in the model of
the evolution description.
When the schematic evolutions occur in data sources, the corresponding database schemas are
altered accordingly. How to amend the local schema properly according to the schematic
evolution is trivial for this research hence is not discussed. The process of evolution identification
plays the role of recording the schematic evolution occurring with the necessary detailed data in
order to build the basis from which further actions can be taken. Through the formal model
defined above, every single schematic evolution is identified and represented. Each schematic
evolution is considered in isolation with no connection to another. After schematic evolution is
identified, the process of schematic evolution solving takes place. The process analyses the IPUs
of the corresponding data source where the schematic evolution occurred, filters out those
affected IPUs and modifies them accordingly. The detail of the process is described in the next
section.

6.4.2 Schematic Evolution Solving
After the schematic evolution is identified, the impact the evolution have on the IDS can be
examined and the appropriate actions can be taken to handle the evolution. This task is carried
out through the process of schematic evolution solving. Similarly with the organizational
evolution, the schematic evolution identification provides detailed data and the schematic
evolution solving processes the data to accomplish the evolution handling. However, unlike when
all the organizational evolution are identified and recorded together, each schematic evolution is
identified and solved individually and immediately. From the IDS point of view, each schematic
evolution can be considered as an event. Once the event happens, the evolution is identified
immediately and is solved by the process of schematic evolution solving before another
schematic evolution occurs.
As introduced previously, the evolution handling is a simulation of human effort on maintenance
work. Once a schematic evolution is identified, the actions of identifying the affected parts of the
IDS and modifying those parts can be taken. Since the only parts of the IDS which may be
affected by schematic evolution are the IPUs, the process of schematic evolution handling needs
to pinpoint all the affected IPUs and modify them accordingly. The process consists of the
following steps:
1.

Identifying the affected IPUs: Through parsing the data in the formal model which
represents the schematic evolution, the altered attributes, relations and the database relating
to the evolution can be identified. Then all the IPUs connected with the database can be
identified and the IPUs whose local definition is affected by the altered attributes and
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relations can be filtered out.
2.

Modifying the affected IPUs: A set of processes are defined and associated with each type of
the schematic evolution. For each of the affected IPUs filtered out from the previous step,
automatic modification onto the local definition of the IPU is applied based on the processes.
Under some circumstances, the IPUs may have to be disposed of.

In order to precisely delineate the process of schematic evolution handling, some assumptions
about the IDS and the evolution are explicitly made. It is assumed that all the IPUs of the IDS are
valid before a schematic evolution occurs. By means of valid IPU, it refers to the global
definition properly declares what data the IPU provides with respect to the application domain
ontology; and local definition is properly defined with respect to the local schema. The local
definition complies with the validation rules described in section 4.4.4.5 and can be used to
generate local queries to construct the proper results data for the IPU from the local database.

6.4.2.1 Affected IPU Identification
Once a schematic evolution is identified, the process of schematic evolution solving determines
the affected IPUs by taking the schematic evolution data model and the list of IPSs of the IDS
(see section 4.5.1) as input, and then filters out all the affected IPUs as the output. Thus the
identification of affected IPUs can be considered as a function:
Affected IPU Identification: (se: Schematic Evolution, {ips: IPS}) → {ipu : IPU}
The affected IPU identification is carried out through the following steps:
1.

Let ipsen be the ipsname of the schematic evolution se; IPS be the list of all the IPSs; sevt
be the schematic evolution type of se; re be the relation in the schematic evolution
description of se and AI be an empty list.

2.

Attempt to find the element ips in IPS where the ipsname of ips is identical with ipsen.

3.

If ips is found, put all the IPUs of ips in a list IPU

4.

If sevt ≠“Database Removal” and IPU ≠ Ø, for each element ipu in IPU
i.

Find all the basic views of the local definition of ipu and put them into a list BV
(see section 4.4.4.4)

ii.

For each element bv in the BV, find all the relations in the dependency list of bv
and put them into a list DEP

iii.

Attempt to find the element dep in DEP where dep is identical with re. If dep is
found, put ipu into AI and remove duplicates.

5.

Output AI.

As illustrated above, the relations in the dependency list of the basic views of a local definition
indicates there is a connection between the relations and the IPU which the local definition
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belongs to. Since the schematic evolution data model specifies the relations which have been
altered, through comparing the altered relations and the relations involved in the local definition
of an IPU, whether the IPU is affected by the schematic evolution can be determined. If the
schematic evolution is database removal, no comparison is needed as all the IPUs connected with
the database require removal. After the process of affected IPU identification, the affected IPUs
are filtered out into a list and output for further processing.

6.4.2.2 Affected IPU Modification
After the list of affected IPUs is generated, the modification onto them can be applied. Generally,
since the schematic evolution introduces the discrepancies between the schema the local
definition of the affected IPUs are defined over and the schema the local database currently has
after the schematic evolution, the purpose of the modification is to make the two schemas
consistent again through modifying the local definition of the affected IPUs. As the different
types of schematic evolution alter the local schema in different ways hence cause different impact
onto the local definition of the affected IPUs, the process of affected IPU modification is applied
through a set of predefined processes with respect to the various types of schematic evolution
defined in section 6.4.1.
Although the affected IPU modification intends to modify the local definition of the IPUs to be
consistent with the current local schema in order to continuingly construct proper results data for
the IPUs, it may not be achievable under some circumstances. Recall the validation rules
described in section 4.4.4.5, the rules introduce a set of constraints the local definition of IPU
must apply for generating results data properly. Thus the validity of the local definition of IPU
can be defined:
1.

A Local Definition of IPU is considered valid if it complies with the validation rules and all
of the views in the definition are valid.

2.

A View is valid if it complies with the validation rules and all the conjunctive queries in its
definition are valid.

3.

A Conjunctive Query is valid if it complies with the validation rules and all the subgoals in
its definition are valid.

4.

A Subgoal is valid if it complies with the validation rules and all the assignments in its
definition are valid.

5.

An Assignment is valid if it complies with the validation rules.

Once the assignments, subgoals, conjunctive queries, views and local definitions are not valid
any more after the modification, they have to be disposed of.
The general process of the affected IPU modification is to firstly apply the schematic evolution
onto the relations in the dependency list of all the basic views. By doing so, those relations
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become consistent again with the current local schema after the schematic evolution occurs. And
then, the definitions of the basic views are examined to determine whether they are still valid and
modifications are applied accordingly if they are not valid. If the basic views are not valid after
the modification, they are disposed of. After that, the same examining, modifying and disposal
processes are applied onto all the intermediate views and then the root view. Finally, all the view
definitions in the local definition are either modified to be valid or disposed of, then the
corresponding local definition becomes valid again with respect to the evolved local schema or
can be disposed of.
The process of affected IPU modification takes the schematic evolution data model and the list of
affected IPUs from the affected IPU Identification as its input to perform the modification. In
order to precisely describe the modification process, some clarifications are described below:
1.

Two attributes A and B are said to be identical if the name of A equals the name of B and the
data type of A also equals the data type of B.

2.

Two relations R1 and R2 are said to be identical if the name of R1 equals to the name of R2
and the attributes in R1 are identical with the attributes in R2.

3.

Two variables V and V’ are said to be identical if the name of V equals the name of V’ and
the data type of V also equals the data type of V’.

It is also assumed that once the modifications of the affected IPUs are undertaken, it takes effect
immediately onto the IPSs in the IDS (see section 4.5.1). The unique name assumption is also
applied, which means any item in the IDS such as IPU, local definition, view, variable, attribute
etc. uses a unique name to represent itself. There are no two items using same literals for their
names. The processes of applying the modification are described in details below with respect to
the different types of schematic evolution:
1)

Modification process for attribute removal

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Attribute Removal”, extract the relation re and the
attribute att out from the schematic evolution model; let AI be the list of affected IPUs and
DELVAR and DELV be empty lists, then
1.

For each element ipu in the AI, let ld be the local definition of ipu; rv, IV, BV be the root
view, the list of intermediate views and the list of basic views of ld respectively.

2.

If BV ≠ Ø, for each element bv in BV, let CQ be the list of conjunctive queries of bv and R
be the dependency list of bv.

3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with re, attempt to find attribute att’ in r
where att’ is identical with att. If att’ is found, remove att’ from r.

4.

If CQ ≠ Ø, for each element cq in CQ, let SBG be the list of subgoals of cq. And for each
element sbg in SBG, let sbgtp be the subgoal type of sbg and asi be the assignment of the
sbg.
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i. For every sbg whose sbgtp = “regular”, if the relation re’ in the asi is identical with
re, attempt to find the attribute att’ of re’ which is identical with att. If att’ is found,
remove att’. In the list of variable and attribute pairs of asi, attempt to find the
attribute att’ which is identical with att. If att’ is found, put the variable asvar which
is paired with att’ into DELVAR and remove duplicates. Then remove the pair of
asvar and att’ from asi.
ii. For every sbg whose sbgtp = “ordered”, attempt to find element v’ in DELVAR
which is identical with the variable v in the head of sbg (sbg has exactly one variable
in its head when sbgtp = “ordered”, see section 4.4.4.4). If v’ is found, remove the
sbg and the corresponding cq.
iii. For every sbg whose sbgtp = “converting”, let OP be the list of operation of asi. For
each element op in OP, attempt to find element v’ in DELVAR which is identical
with any of the variables in op. If v’ is found, remove op. If OP = Ø , remove the sbg
and the corresponding cq.
5.

Until all sbg in SBG are processed, check whether the corresponding cq is valid against the
validation rules. If cq is not valid, remove the cq from CQ.

6.

Until all cq in CQ are processed, check whether the corresponding bv is valid against the
validation rules. If bv is not valid, put the viewname of bv into DELV and remove duplicates.
Then remove bv from BV.

7.

If IV ≠ Ø, for each element iv in IV, let ICQ be the list of conjunctive queries of iv and DPL
be the dependency list of iv.

8.

If DPL ≠ Ø, for each element dpl in DPL, attempt to find the element viewname’ in DELV
which the viewname’ is identical with the viewname of dpl (dpl can only be view when iv is
an intermediate view, see section 4.4.4.4). If viewname’ is found, remove dpl from DPL.

9.

If ICQ ≠ Ø, for each element icq in CQ, let ISBG be the list of subgoals of icq. And for each
element isbg in ISBG, let isbgtp be the subgoal type of isbg and iasi be the assignment of
the isbg.

10. For every isbg whose isbgt = “regular”, let vie be the view in iasi and attempt to find the
element viewname’ in DELV which the viewname’ is identical with the viewname of vie. If
viewname’ is found, remove icq from CQ.
11. Until all the icq in CQ are processed, check whether the corresponding iv is valid against the
validation rules. If iv is not valid, put the viewname of iv into DELV and remove duplicates.
Then remove iv from IV.
12. Repeat from step 7 iteratively until no more iv can be removed.
13. Attempt to find an identical match between the elements in DELV and the viewname of
views in the dependency list of rv. If found, remove the corresponding view from the
dependency list.
14. Check whether the conjunctive queries in the rv are valid against the validation rules and
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remove the invalid ones.
15. Check whether the rv is valid against the validation rules. If not valid, remove the ipu and
repeat from step 1 until all the ipu in the AI are processed.
The process above solves the attribute removal through firstly removing the attributes from the
basic views of the local definition for each of the affected IPUs. Then it validates the basic views
against the validation rules and invalid basic views are removed from the local definition. If the
corresponding variables of the removed attribute are involved in CRS or ORS in a basic view, the
view is considered as invalid as the semantics of the view are changed. After the basic views are
validated, each intermediate view can be validated as soon as all the views which are its direct
successors have been already validated. Through validating the views iteratively, the root view
can be finally validated. If the root view is not valid, it cannot construct results data properly
from the evolved local schema and the IPU is removed.
2)

Modification process for attribute rename

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Attribute Rename”, extract the relation re, the original
attribute attori and evolved attribute attevo from the schematic evolution model; let AI be the list
of affected IPUs then,
1.

For each element ipu in the AI, let ld be the local definition of ipu; BV be the list of basic
views of ld.

2.

If BV ≠ Ø, for each element bv in BV, let CQ be the list of conjunctive queries of bv and R
be the dependency list of bv.

3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with re, attempt to find attribute att’ in r
where att’ is identical with attori. If att’ is found, replace att’ with attevo.

4.

If CQ ≠ Ø, for each element cq in CQ, let SBG be the list of subgoals of cq. And for each
element sbg in SBG, let sbgtp be the subgoal type of sbg and asi be the assignment of the
sbg.

5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, if the relation rela in the asi is identical with re, in
the list of variable and attribute pair of asi, attempt to find the attribute asatt which is
identical with attori. If asatt is found, replace asatt with attevo.

6.

Check whether bv is valid against the validation rules. If not valid, remove bv.

7.

Validate all the views in ld iteratively and remove the invalid views, then repeat from step 1
until all the ipu in the AI are processed.

Recall section 4.4.4.3 and section 4.4.4.4; every actual relation in the local schema is connected
to the local definition of IPUs through a basic view. Each relation is mapped to a regular type of
subgoal (i.e. RRS) in the definition of the basic view. Through the list of paired attributes and
variables in the assignment of the subgoal, each attribute is correlated with a variable. Thus the
attribute rename can only affect the definition of basic views as all the direct predecessors of the
basic view use the variables instead of the actual relation and attributes in their definition. The
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above process solves the attribute rename through firstly updating the relations in the dependency
lists of the basic views to be consistent with the evolved local schema. Then it alters the
correlation of the evolved attribute so that the variable correlated with the original attribute is
redirected and correlated with the evolved attributes. And then validate the basic views. Finally
all the views in the local definition are validated and the affected IPUs are updated to be valid
with respect to the evolved local schema.
3)

Modification process for attribute domain change

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Attribute Domain Change”, extract the relation re, the
original attribute attori, the evolved attribute attevo and the operation opn out from the schematic
evolution model; let AI be the list of affected IPUs then,
1.

For each element ipu in the AI, let ld be the local definition of ipu; BV be the list of basic
views of ld.

2.

If BV ≠ Ø, for each element bv in BV, let CQ be the list of conjunctive queries of bv and R
be the dependency list of bv.

3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with re, attempt to find attribute att’ in r
where att’ is identical with attori. If att’ is found, replace att’ with attevo.

4.

If CQ ≠ Ø, for each element cq in CQ, let SBG be the list of subgoals of cq. And for each
element sbg in SBG, let sbgtp be the subgoal type of sbg and asi be the assignment of the
sbg.

5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, if the relation rela in the asi is identical with re, in
the list of variable and attribute pair of asi, attempt to find the pair whose attribute asatt is
identical with attori. If the pair is found, let varori be the variable of the pair and replace the
pair with (varevo, attevo) where the varevo is a new variable has same data type with varori,
i. Add a new element sbgn into SBG, set its sbgtp as “converting”; the variable in its
head as varori; and the operation in its assignment as opn
ii. Replace the convopd of opn with varevo

6.

Check whether bv is valid against the validation rules. If invalid, remove bv

7.

Validate all the views in ld iteratively and remove the invalid views, then repeat from step 1
until all the ipu in the AI are processed.

The model of attribute domain change uses opn to describe the operation for constructing the
results data of the original attribute from the results data of the evolved attribute. The variable in
the head of the opn and the convopd of the opn are mapped to the original attribute and the
evolved attribute respectively. Through adding a new converting type of subgoal into the
conjunctive query which is connected to the relation the evolved attribute belongs to and
replacing the original attribute (and its corresponding variable) with the evolved attribute (and its
corresponding variable), the original attribute in the conjunctive query can be rebuilt over the
evolved local schema. Similarly with the attribute rename, the attribute domain change also only
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affects the basic views. The above process solves the attribute domain change by firstly updating
the relations in the dependency lists, and then rewriting the conjunctive queries to rebuild the
original attributes. Finally the basic views and the local definitions of the IPUs are validated.
4)

Modification process for attribute decomposition

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Attribute Decomposition”, extract the relation re, the
original attribute attori, the list of evolved attributes ATTEVO; the list of operations OPN and
the list of paired variables and attributes VA out from the schematic evolution model; let AI be
the list of affected IPUs.
Since the step 1, 2, 4 and 6 are completely the same as the process for solving attribute domain
change, only the step 3 and 5 are described below:
3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with re, attempt to find attribute att’ in r
where att’ is identical with attori. If att’ is found, for each element attevo in ATTEVO, add
attevo into r and remove duplicates remove attori.

5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, if the relation rela in the asi is identical with re, in
the list of variable and attribute pair of asi, attempt to find the attribute asatt which is
identical with attori. If asatt is found, Let varori be the variable correlated with attori.
i. For each va in VA, if the attribute of va ≠ attori, add va into asi and remove
duplicates. If the attribute of va = attori, let opv be the corresponding variable.
ii. For each element opn in OPN, add a new element sbgn into SBG and remove
duplicates, set its sbgtp as “converting” and the operation in its assignment as opn. If
the variable in the head of opn = opv, set the variable as varori;
iii. Remove the variable and attribute pair in asi where the attribute = attori

Similarly with solving the attribute domain change, the process rebuilds the original attribute
from the evolved attributes through modifying the local definitions by updating the dependency
list of the basic views, adding new converting type of subgoals and correlating the evolved
attributes with the appropriate variables based on the correlations specified in the schematic
evolution description of the attribute decomposition. And finally validates the local definitions.
5)

Modification process for attribute aggregation

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Attribute Aggregation”, extract the relation re, the list
of original attributes ATTORI, the evolved attribute attevo; the list of operations OPN and the list
of paired variables and attributes VA out from the schematic evolution model; let M and P be two
empty lists and AI be the list of affected IPUs then,
As with the attribute decomposition, only steps 3 and 5 of the process are described:
3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with re, add attevo into r and for each
element attori in ATTORI, attempt to find attribute att’ in r where att’ is identical with
attori. If att’ is found, put att’ into M and remove duplicates. Then remove the att’ from r.
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5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, if the relation rela in the asi is identical with re,
i. Attempt to find the element va in VA that the attribute of va is identical with attevo,
if va is found, add va into asi and remove duplicates
ii. For each element m in M, attempt to find the pair of variable and attribute in asi
where its attribute att’ is identical with m. If the pair is found, put it into P and
remove duplicates. Then remove the pair from asi.
iii. For each element p in P, let var’ and att’’ be the variable and attribute of p. Attempt
to find the element va in VA where the attribute of va is identical with att’’. If va is
found, reset att’’ of p as the variable of va.
iv. For each element opn in OPN, add a new element sbgn into SBG, set its sbgtp as
“converting” and the operation in its assignment as opn. Attempt to find element p in
P that the second variable var’’ of p is identical with the head variable of sbgn, if
var’’ is found, reset the head variable of sbgn as the first variable var’ of p.

Similarly with solving the attribute decomposition, the above process modifies the local
definition through updating the relations in the dependency list to be consistent with the evolved
local schema, adding new converting types of subgoals based on the operations specified in the
schematic evolution model. And then correlating the attributes with the appropriate variables
based on the assignments in the original basic views and the schematic evolution description.
Thus the original attributes are rebuilt from the evolved database schema. Finally, the local
definition of the affected IPUs are updated and validated.
6)

Modification process for relation removal

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Relation Removal”, extract the relation re from the
schematic evolution model; let AI be the list of affected IPUs then,
1.

For each element ipu in the AI, let ld be the local definition of ipu; BV be the list of basic
views of ld.

2.

If BV ≠ Ø, for each element bv in BV, let CQ be the list of conjunctive queries of bv and R
be the dependency list of bv.

3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with re, remove r from R.

4.

If CQ ≠ Ø, for each element cq in CQ, let SBG be the list of subgoals of cq. And for each
element sbg in SBG, let sbgtp be the subgoal type of sbg and asi be the assignment of the
sbg.

5.

For every sbg whose sbgtp = “regular”, if the relation re’ in the asi is identical with re,
remove the cq.

6.

Check whether bv is valid against the validation rules. If not valid, remove bv.

7.

Validate all the views in ld iteratively and remove the invalid views, then repeat from step 1
until all the ipu in the AI are processed.

Similar with the attribute removal, the above process solves the relation removal through firstly
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removing the relations in the dependency list of the basic views, updating the basic views and
checking them against the validation rules. Invalid basic views are removed. Then all the views
in the local definition are updated accordingly and validated. If the root view of an IPU is not
valid after the modification, the IPU is removed.
7)

Modification process for relation rename

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Relation Rename”, extract the original relation reori
and the evolved relation reevo from the schematic evolution model; let AI be the list of affected
IPUs then,
1.

For each element ipu in the AI, let ld be the local definition of ipu; BV be the list of basic
views of ld.

2.

If BV ≠ Ø, for each element bv in BV, let CQ be the list of conjunctive queries of bv and R
be the dependency list of bv.

3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element r in R, if r is identical with reori, replace r with reevo.

4.

If CQ ≠ Ø, for each element cq in CQ, let SBG be the list of subgoals of cq. And for each
element sbg in SBG, let sbgtp be the subgoal type of sbg and asi be the assignment of the
sbg.

5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, if the relation rela in the asi is identical with reori,
replace rela with reevo.

6.

Check whether bv is valid against the validation rules. If not valid, remove bv.

7.

Validate all the views in ld iteratively and remove the invalid views, then repeat from step 1
until all the ipu in the AI are processed.

Similarly with attribute rename, the above process firstly updates the relations in the dependency
list of the basic views, and then modifies the basic views through replacing the original relation
in the assignment of regular subgoals with the evolved relations. Then it validates the basic views
and the local definition of the IPUs.
8)

Modification process for relation decomposition

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Relation Decomposition”, extract the original relation
reori, the list of evolved relations REEVO, the intermediate view riv and the list of basic views
RBV from the schematic evolution model; let AI be the list of affected IPUs then,
1.

For each element ipu in the AI, let ld be the local definition of ipu; IV and BV be the list of
intermediate views and the list of basic views of ld respectively.

2.

If BV ≠ Ø, for each element bv in BV, let CQ be the list of conjunctive queries of bv and R
be the dependency list of bv.

3.

If R ≠ Ø, attempt to find element r in R where r is identical with reori, if r is found, remove
r from R. For each element reevo in REEVO, add reevo into R and remove duplicates.

4.

If CQ ≠ Ø, for each element cq in CQ, let SBG be the list of subgoals of cq. And for each
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element sbg in SBG, let sbgtp be the subgoal type of sbg and asi be the assignment of the
sbg.
5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, if the relation rela in the asi is identical with reori,
i. Let viewname’ be the view name of bv.
ii. Remove bv and for each element rbv in RBV, add rbv into BV and remove
duplicates.
iii. Add riv into IV and replace the view name of riv as viewname’.

6.

Validate all the views in ld iteratively and remove the invalid views, then repeat from step 1
until all the ipu in the AI are processed.

The above process solves the relation decomposition through firstly updating the relations in the
dependency list of basic views according to the original relation and the list of evolved relations
represented in the schematic evolution model. Then it removes the basic view connected with the
original relation and adds new basic views correlated with the evolved relations specified in the
schematic evolution description. It then adds the intermediate view described in the description
into the local definition. Since each actual relation is correlated to a basic view (see section
4.4.4.5), each evolved relation is connected to the local definition through adding a new basic
view and the original relation is connected to an intermediate view which is defined over the
added basic views.
9)

Modification process for relation aggregation

If the type of the schematic evolution is “Relation Aggregation”, extract the list of original
relations REORI, the evolved relation reevo, the list of paired original relation and intermediate
view RRIV and the basic view rbv from the schematic evolution model; let AI be the list of
affected IPUs.
As steps 1, 2, 4 and 6 of the above process for solving relation aggregation are completely the
same as the process of solving relation decomposition, only step 3 and 5 are described.
3.

If R ≠ Ø, for each element reori in REORI, attempt to find element r in R where r is
identical with reori, if r is found, remove r from R. Add reevo into R and remove duplicates.

5.

For every sbg whose sbgt = “regular”, let rela be the relation in the asi, attempt to find
element reori in REORI which is identical with rela. If reori is found.
i. Let viewname’ be the view name of bv.
ii. Attempt to find element rriv in RRIV that the relation reo of rriv is identical with
rela. If rriv is found, replace the name of intermediate view riv of rriv with
viewname’ then add riv into IV and remove duplicates.
Add rbv into BV.

As with solving relation aggregation, the process firstly updates the relations in the dependency
list of basic views then adds a new basic view corresponding to the evolved relation. It then
replaces the basic views correlated with the original relations with the corresponding
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intermediate views specified in the schematic evolution model. Hence every original relation is
rebuilt from the evolved relation through the intermediate views.
10) Modification process for database removal
The modification process for database removal is different from the nine processes described
above. Instead of analysing the affected views and modifying them accordingly, the database
removal requires removing all the correlated IPUs from the IDS. Recall the process of affected
IPU identification introduced in section 6.4.2.1; the affected IPU list is empty when the
schematic evolution is “Relation Aggregation”. The modification process is carried out through
the follow steps:
1.

Let ipsname and sevt be the IPS name and the evolution type of the schematic evolution
model respectively; the IPS be the list of IPSs in IDS.

2.

If sevt = “Database Removal”, for each element ips in IPS, attempt to find the name of ips
which is identical with ipsname. If ips is found, remove ips from IPS.

After all the processes for solving different types of schematic evolution are described in detail
above, the modification of affected IPUs can be considered as an automatic process which takes
the schematic evolution model and the affected IPU list as input and modifies the IPUs
accordingly based on the predefined processes. When the schematic evolution is an addition to
the attribute, relation and database level, human intervention is required to integrate the
newly-added attributes, relations and databases into the IDS by following the process described
in chapter 4. Other types of schematic evolution can be automatically handled without human
intervention through the corresponding processes described above, although under the
circumstance of removal to the attribute and relation level, the affected IPUs may finally be
disposed of.

6.4.3 Schematic Evolution Handling Services
As introduced in section 6.3.2, the evolution handling for organizational evolution is realized
through adding a new function right before the first step of the user query processing: the target
data sources filtering. Different from handling organizational evolution, schematic evolution
handling is realized through the evolution handling services as introduced in section 3.5.3.
Conceptually, data sources identify the schematic evolution occurring in them; they represent the
evolution by using the data model described in section 6.4.1.2 and send the model to the
evolution handling service. The service takes the schematic evolution data model as its input and
applies automatic modifications onto the IPUs of the IPSs based on the processes defined in
section 6.4.2.2. The service consists of a Locator and a Modifier, the Locator actualizes the
process of affected IPU identification and the Modifier actualizes the process of affected IPU
modification. In practice, multiple instances of the evolution handling services may be
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implemented for enhancing efficiency.

6.5 Summary
This chapter described the process for automatically handling the organizational evolution and
schematic evolution. The process is a simulation of human effort. Through identifying the
evolution, the affected parts of the IDS can be identified. Since the IDS is built on the
organizational structure and the IPU mechanism which is realized through DAGs, automatic
modifications can be applied based on the predefined processes.
Chapter 7 presents an experimental implementation of the SLEDI, various issues related to the
design and the implementation are discussed, followed by a short evaluation.
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Chapter 7 Experimental Implementation
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 presented the evolution handling in the SLEDI. Through delineating the processes of
identifying and solving the various types of evolution, the description of the SLEDI solution and
all the algorithms were completed.
This chapter presents the experimental implementation of the SLEDI solution. Various technical
issues of the implementation are discussed including the design of each service, the system
architecture and the developing and testing environments.

7.2 Services and Processes of the SLEDI
As introduced previously, the SLEDI follows the DaaS approach. The data models and
algorithms of the three processes: data source describing, query processing and evolution
handling which are described in chapter 4, 5 and 6, are realized through a set of services. This
section illustrates the constituent components of the services and how the three processes are
accomplished through the collaborations among the services.

7.2.1 Services
As introduced in section 3.5, the services of SLEDI conceptually include Information Provision
Service (IPS), Registry Service (RS), Broker Service (BS) and Evolution Handling Service
(EHS). Each conceptual service plays a certain role in the general architecture of SLEDI and
cooperates with the other services to achieve the data integration from autonomous and evolving
data sources.

7.2.1.1 Information Provision Service
Chapter 4 described the IPUD algorithm which organizes the data provided by a data source into
a set of IPUs. Through the global definitions and the local definitions, the IPUs build up a
mapping between the application domain ontology and the local database schema of the data
source. As the IPUs are accommodated by an IPS, an abstract data model is created which
contains the mapping and the local database schema. And the data model is realized as the
metadata of the IPS which is illustrated in the figure 7-1 below:
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Figure 7-1 Metadata of the IPS
The metadata can be regarded as a conceptual data store and may be realized through databases
technologies such as a relational database, xml file and etc. The global definitions explicitly
describe what data this IPS provides, thus need to be exposed for the Broker Service to access.
On the other hand, the local database schema and the local definitions are used to construct
results data to respond to the service invocations sent from the Broker Service hence are only
accessed by the IPS itself. Thus the IPS publishes its service description which contains the
global definitions into the central Registry Service for the Broker service to access.

7.2.1.2 Registry Service
Registry is a central role in SOA (see section 1.3.2). It maintains a central repository for service
provider (e.g. IPS) to describe what service it provides and how others can invoke the service
through the service description. The service consumer (e.g. BS) accesses the repository to
discover the services which satisfy its requirements and interacts with the services through
message exchanging. In SLEDI, the Registry Service contains a registry and an interface where
the registry is a conceptual data store and the interface manages the access activities conducted
onto the registry from other services. The data elements of the registry include Application
Domain Ontology, Organizational Structure, IPS Service Descriptions and Organizational
Evolution which are illustrated in the figure 7-2 below:
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Figure 7-2 Registry of the Registry Service
As introduced previously, the application domain ontology models the salient real world objects
hence provides an explicit representation of the application domain (see section 4.3). The
organizational structure describes how the participating data sources are organized in the
structure of DAG. (See section 4.5.2). The organizational evolution keeps all of the atomic
organizational evolutions which have ever occurred (see section 6.3.1). Thus by accessing the
data elements of the registry, the Broker Service can find the relevant IPSs and communicate
with them to construct proper results data hence answering the queries from end users.

7.2.1.3 Broker Service
The Broker Service plays the role of the user interface of the SLEDI. It firstly accepts the queries
from end users, then accesses the data elements of the registry introduced in the previous section
to discover the relevant IPSs who can provide the answers to the queries. Then it generates the
service invocations by accessing the service descriptions of the IPSs and executes the service
invocations through exchanging the messages with the IPSs. Finally, the Broker Service collects
the results data of the service invocations and combines them together to construct the final
results data to answer the queries.
Conceptually, the Broker Service may have to access all the data elements of the registry for
answering a single user query. This may lead to frequent data exchanging between the Broker
Service and the Registry Service, whilst retaining all the data elements in the registry separates
the data and the processing activities of user query answering. Hence only one copy of the data
elements needs to be maintained in the SLEDI. Furthermore, the Broker Service and the Registry
Service may be implemented through multiple instances and the implementation can be easily
replaced with a different version.
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7.2.1.4 Evolution Handling Service
As introduced in Chapter 6, the organizational evolutions are handled through firstly identifying
the organizational evolutions occurring and recording them into the organizational evolution data
element of the registry. And then, the organizational evolutions are solved through the
sub-process of query processing to rewrite the user queries which are composed against an old
version of organizational structure into equivalent queries with respect to the current version of
the organizational structure. Thus the organizational evolution is actually carried out by the
Broker Service during the query processing.
The schematic evolutions are handled by firstly identifying each schematic evolution which
occurs. The schematic evolution identifying is carried out through the administrator of the data
source to describe the evolution using the data model of schematic evolution (see section 6.4.1.2).
Then, through accessing the metadata of the IPS the data source provides, the IPUs whose local
definition and global definition are affected by the evolution can be located. Finally, the
schematic evolution is solved through applying modifications on the metadata. Hence the
Evolution Handling Service of the SLEDI is actually specialized in solving the schematic
evolution. Each data source hosts an EHS which is invoked by the administrator and
communicates with the IPS and RS to accomplish the schematic evolution handling.

7.2.2 Processes
The data source describing process results in the establishing of the IPSs. The process of query
processing and evolution handling are carried out through the internal processing of the BS, IPSs,
RS and EHSs and the collaborations among them.

7.2.2.1 Query Processing
Chapter 5 introduced the process of query processing consisting of three sub-processes: Data
Source Filtering, Query Rewriting and Result Generating. Since the query processing of data
integration from distributed data sources is a research area covers many research issues, and the
focus of this research is to provide a solution dealing with the evolution of the participating data
sources during the data integration, only the parts which are relevant to the evolution are
considered. The components of the services and the collaborations among the services for
achieving the query processing are illustrated in the Figure 7-3 below:
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Figure 7-3 Service collaborations for query processing
Each sub-process of the query processing is delivered through one or more components of the
services and may involve collaborations among the services as shown above:
1.

Data Source Filtering: this sub-process is realized by the Query Convertor component of the
Broker Service and the collaboration between the Broker Service and the Registry Service.
Once a user query is passed to the Broker Service, the Query Convertor parses the query,
communicates with the Registry Service to find out the information of organizational
evolution and organizational structure, then the IPSs provided by the targeting data sources
specified in the user query are determined.

2.

Query Rewriting: this sub-process is also carried out by the Query Convertor and the
collaboration between the Broker Service and the Registry Service. Through communicating
with the Registry Service, the global definitions in the metadata of the IPSs which are
filtered out in the previous sub-process are collected. Then the user query is further rewritten
into subqueries in terms of the collected global definitions by using the query rewriting
technique.

3.

Result Generating: this sub-process is achieved through the Service Planner and the Service
Plan Executor components of the Broker Service, the Data Generator component of the IPS
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and the collaborations among the Broker Service, Registry Service and the IPSs. After the
subqueries are produced in the previous sub-process, the Service Planner communicates
with the Registry Service to convert each global definition of a subquery into a service
invocation through parsing the service descriptions of the IPS which contains the IPU that
the global definition belongs to. Then the Service Plan Executor sequentially executes the
service invocations by sending messages to the corresponding IPS. When the IPS receives
an invocation, the Data Generator parses the message to determine which IPU the
invocation requires, and then accesses the metadata to find out the corresponding local
definition and the local database schema to compose a local database query. The Data
Generator then conducts the local query onto the database of the data source to generate the
results data and send the results data back to respond to the Service Plan Executor. Finally,
the Service Plan Executor collects the results data of each service invocation and combines
them together to answer the user query.
The conceptual services can certainly be extended by having multiple instance implementations
in practice.

7.2.2.2 Schematic Evolution Handling
Chapter 6 introduced the process of Schematic Evolution Handling which consists of two
sub-processes: Evolution Identification and Evolution Solving. The components of the services
and the collaborations among the services for accomplishing the Schematic Evolution Handling
are illustrated in the figure 7-4 below:
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1.

Schematic Evolution Identification: this sub-process is delivered by the invocation of the
EHS from the data source administrator. Once a schematic evolution occurs in the database
of a participating data source, the administrator describes the evolution using the data model
of schematic evolution described in section 6.4.1.2 and then invokes the EHS by sending
messages containing the description of the evolution and the updated local database schema.

2.

Schematic Evolution Solving: this sub-process is carried out by the Locator and Modifier
components of the EHS and the collaborations among the EHS, IPS and the Registry
Service. Once the EHS is invoked, the Locator parses the message and accesses the
metadata of the IPS to determine the local definitions and global definitions which are
affected by the evolution based on the algorithm described in section 6.4.2.1. After that, the
Modifier conducts modifications onto the metadata by firstly updating the local database
schema and then modifies the affected local and global definitions according to the
algorithm. If a global definition is modified, the Modifier is then sending messages to the
Registry Service to refresh the registry in order to update the IPS description.

Conceptually, the administrator of the data source invokes the EHS for handling the schematic
evolution. The EHS then modifies the metadata of the IPS and may communicate with the
Registry Service if the service description of the IPS is changed. The EHS may be implemented
by multiple instances in practice.
The four conceptual services may be implemented variously in different contexts to better fulfil
the system requirements. One conceptual service may be implemented by multiple services
instances and two or more conceptual services may be combined into a single service instance.
For example, in the experimental implementation of this research, the EHS is segmented into two
parts, one part is combined with the Registry Service and another part is combined with the IPS
to produce Data Service (DS). The details will be illustrated in the following sections.

7.3 Experimental System
Since the SLEDI is a solution for integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources, it
is impractical to implement a complete data integration system based on the SLEDI in a single
research by a single researcher, because it may involve research issues which fall beyond the
boundaries of this research such as the security issues of data integration, query translation, query
optimization and etc. Consequently, an experimental implementation of SLEDI is implemented
for conducting the evaluation of this work. The methods presented in the preceding chapters are
embodied in the experimental system. The system is referred to as Service Late Binding Enabled
Data Integration System (SLEDIS) for convenience.
As introduced previously, the experimental system is in the mental health application domain.
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Since the SLEDI is a service based solution, the experimental system is developed by employing
the SOA architecture and Web Service technologies. Thus the Service-Oriented design and
development method introduced in [68] is used for developing the SLEDIS. The conceptual
services presented in section 7.2.1 can be roughly considered as the result of the service design
phase which explicitly describes the business process each conceptual service intends to
accomplish. The following phase of the development is the service specifying. Through
considering the service coupling, service cohesion and service granularity, it explicitly designates
the structural and behavioral specifications of the services such as input and output messages,
port types and operations. Thus some conceptual services are coupled as a single service and
some processes are combined as a single operation. Consequently, the phase of service specifying
results in the abstract definition of the WSDL of each service. The following parts of the WSDL
are described:
z

definition of all service operations

z

definition of input and output messages of each operation

z

definition of associated XSD schema types used to represent message payloads

7.3.1 Specification of the Services
7.3.1.1 Broker Service
As mention previously, the Broker Service intends to accomplish query processing through three
sub-processes: Data Source Filtering, Query Rewriting and Result Generating, while the
Organizational Evolution Solving is embedded in the Data Source Filtering. During the designing
of the experimental system, the three sub-processes are combined into one operation:
QueryAnswering. Because the communications between services are realized through SOAP
messages, the data types of the input and output messages of the operation are defined based on
XML Schema Definition (XSD). Table 7-1 shows the result of the service specifying of the
Broker Service.
Operation

Input (Request Message)
Message Name

QueryAnswering

QueryRequest

Type
xsd:String

Output(Response Message)
Message Name
QueryResponse

Type
xsd:complexType

Table 7-1 design of the Broker Service
It is observed that the three sub-processes are working sequentially while the input of the Query
Rewriting and Result Generating are dependent on the output of their preceding sub-processes;
hence the sub-processes are unlikely to be accessed by other operations individually. By applying
the principle that a service should be designed with the characteristics of loose coupling,
reusability and autonomy, the operation QueryAnswering is produced through combining the
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three sub-processes. The input and output messages of the QueryAnswering are also defined in
XSD schema. The input message is an xsd:string which is a primitive data type defined by W3C
[98]. The message describes a query raised by end users in the form of a conjunctive query over
the relations in the application domain ontology. The output message is in the format of
xsd:complexType to store the results data for answering the input user query.
One of the problems of a data-intensive service is exchanging the results data of a query between
services. The results data cannot be encapsulated into SOAP directly because the results data is
normally in the form of relation instances like a two-dimensional table, whereas the messages
between the services are in the form of SOAP. Therefore, the results data must be transformed so
that it can be carried by SOAP messages. The DataSet is a data format which is supported by
the .NET Framework and can be used to store the relation instances. More importantly, it can be
serialized into XML format and loaded into the body of SOAP messages. Therefore, the results
data of each query is stored in the format of DataSet and automatically serialized as the
QueryResponse message of the Broker Service. Since the serialization process is automatically
managed by .NET Framework, the details of the xsd:complexType of the output message are not
discussed further.

7.3.1.2 Data Service
As introduced previously, each data source provides an Information Provision Service at its own
site, and the schematic evolution handling process is triggered by the administrator of a data
source and carried out through modifying the metadata of the corresponding IPS. By applying the
same principle used in the design of the Broker Service, a Data Service is designed for each of
the participating data sources. The Data Service combines the functions of the IPS and the
schematic evolution handling process of the EHS. Consequently, the metadata in the IPS is
adopted

into

the

Data

Service.

The

operations

of

InformationProvision

and

SchematicEvolutionHandling are produced to implement the functions respectively. Table 7-2
shows the result of the service specifying of the Data Service.
Operation

Input (Request Message)
Message Name

InformationProvision

InfoRequest

Output(Response Message)

Type
xsd:String

Message Name
InfoResponse

Type
xsd:comple
xType

SchematicEvolutionHandling

SEHRequest

xsd:comple

SEDResponse

xsd:String

xType
Table 7-2 design of the Broker Service
The operation of InformationProvision is similar to the QueryAnswering operation of the Broker
Service. Both of them take a query described in the string data type as the input message and
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return the results data in the format of xsd:complexType for answering the query. The difference
is that the input message of the Broker Service represents the user query whereas the input
message of a Data Service represents a subquery resulting from the query rewriting sub-process
which is carried out by the Broker Service. The InformationProvision operation of a Data Service
is normally invoked by the Broker Service and the QueryAnswering operation of the Broker
Service is usually invoked by an end user.
The operation of SchematicEvolutionHandling is directly derived from the schematic evolution
handling process. The input message is a complex type defined in XSD schema which represents
the schematic evolution description. Due to the limited space of the thesis, only partial definition
of the complex type is shown below, all the trivial details such as name space definitions are
omitted. This style is also applied to other complex type definitions in the rest of this chapter.
<xsd:element name=”SEHRequest”>
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=”SchematicEvolutionType” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=”SchemaEvolutionDescription” type=”xsd:string”/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
The first element of the input message is a string to describe the type of the schema evolution
(e.g. “Attribute Removal”), while the second element of the input message is a string that
represents the schema evolution description (e.g. “(Relation1, Attribute1)”). The output message
is also a string that represents the status of the execution of this operation (e.g. “successful” or
“fail”).

7.3.1.3 Registry Service
The Registry Service is derived directly from the conceptual Registry Service. It maintains its
metadata (i.e. the registry) and provides an Interface for other services to communicate with. The
interface is composed through three operations: GetReg, GetIPSDescription and IPSEvolution.
Table 7-3 shows the result of the service specifying of the Registry Service.
Operation

Input (Request Message)
Message Name

Type

Output(Response Message)
Message Name

Type

GetReg

RegRequest

xsd:String

RegResponse

xsd:complexType

GetIPSDescription

IPSDRequest

xsd:String

IPSDResponse

xsd:complexType
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IPSEvolution

IPSERequest

xsd:complexT

SEDResponse

xsd:String

ype
Table 7-3 design of the Broker Service
As mentioned previously, the metadata of the Registry Service maintains the four data items:
application domain ontology, organizational structure, organizational evolution, and IPS
descriptions. The operation of GetReg is produced for other service to get access to the first three
data items as these data items are normally required to be fully retrieved instead of partially
retrieved. The operation is usually invoked by the Broker Service. The input message of the
operation is a string to specify which data item the Broker Service intends to retrieve. The output
message is a complex type which represents the retrieved data item to respond to the invocation.
The operation of GetIPSDescription is designed for retrieving the location of the IPS and the
global definition of the IPUs which are associated with the IPS. The input message of the
operation is a string to represent the name of the IPS that the Broker Service intends to retrieve.
The output message is a complex type which represents the retrieved IPS description. The details
of the complex type for each data item will be discussed in later sections.
The operation of IPSEvolution is derived from part of the schematic evolution solving process.
As introduced in section 6.4.2.2, the global definition of the IPUs may require modification under
some circumstances. Since the global definition of the IPUs are embedded in the IPS descriptions
and the registry maintains all the IPS descriptions. The IPSEvolution operation is designed for
modifying the IPS descriptions. The input message of the operation is a complex type which is
shown below
<xsd:element name=” IPSERequest”>
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=”IPSName” type=”xsd:string”/>
<xsd:element name=”IPUName” type=”xsd:string”/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
Since the only modification action applied onto a global definition is to delete it (see section
6.4.2.2), the first and the second elements of the input message are both strings to respectively
specify the names of the IPS and the IPU which are associated with the global definition
requiring deletion.
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7.3.2 Architecture of the SLEDIS
The previous section introduced the service design of the SLEDIS by following the
Service-Oriented design method. Since the service design only cover the abstract definition of the
services, this section describes the design of the internal components and process of each services
based on the Object-Oriented design method. Figure 7-5 shows the architecture of the SLEDIS in
terms of its databases, services and the clients. The diagram demonstrates the internal classes and
process of the Broker Service, Data Service and Registry Service. The input and output messages
of each service and the messages exchanging activities are omitted
Broker Service
UserQuery
-Head
-Subgoals
-Targeting Sources
+DataSourceFiltering()
+QueryExpansion()
+ResultConstruction()

GlobalDefinitions
-OrganizationalStructure
-OrganizationalEvolutionDescription
-GlobalDefinitions
+GetOntology()
+GetOrganizationStructure()
+GetOrganizationalEvolutionDescription()
+GetGlobalDefinitions()
+GetIPSName()
+GetIPSLocation()

ResultingQuery
-Head
-Subgoals
+QueryDecomposition()
+ResultConstruction()

AtomicQuery
-Head
-IPSName
-IPUName
+GetResult()

Registry Service

Data Service
Query
-IPUName
-Head
+GetResultData()

LocalDefinition
-IPUName
-RootView
-IntermediateViews
-BasicViews
-LocalSchema
+Retrieve()
+Update()()
+ResultDataCreation()

Metadata

Local
Database

Client (Web page)

View
-Head
-ConjunctiveQueries
-Dependency
+Retrieve()
+Update()
+ViewCreation()
+ViewDeletion()
+ViewModification()
+ViewContentCreation()

OntoAndOrg
-DomainOntology
-OrganizationalStructure
-OrganizationalEvolutionDescription
+Retrieve()

IPSDescription
-IPSName
-GlobalDefinitions
-ServiceLocation
+Retrieve()
+Update()

ConjunctiveQuery
-Head
-Subgoals
-Assignments
+Retrieve()
+Update()
+SubgoalCreation()
+SubgoalDeletion()
+SubgoalModification()
+SQLConstruction()
+SQLExecution()

SchematicEvolutionSolving
-SchematicEvolutionDescription
+SchematicEvolutionSolving()

Figure 7-5 Architecture of the SLEDIS showing classes and databases
This architecture reflects the design of the services in SLEDIS.
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Registry

z

In the Broker Service, the classes of UserQuery, GlobalDefinitions, ResultingQuery and
AtomicQuery encapsulate the sub-processes of Data Source Filtering, Query Rewriting and
Result Generating.

z

In the Data Service, the classes of Query, LocalDefinitions, View and ConjunctiveQuery
encapsulate the results data construction for answering the subqueries delivered to the Data
Service. The SchematicEvolutionSolving class and the LocalDefinition class encapsulate the
part of the schematic evolution solving process which is performed for modifying the local
definitions.

z

In the Registry Service, the OntoAndOrg class and the IPSDescription class provide the
information for the Broker Service to perform the query processing. The IPSDescription
class encapsulates the part of the schematic evolution solving process which is performed
for modifying the global definitions.

In the implementation, a web page is developed to accept user queries and display the results data
obtained from the Broker Service. The Metadata in the Data Service (i.e. the metadata in the IPS)
and the Registry in the Registry Service are implemented in XML data format. The local database
represents the actual DBMS of the data source. The above design of the SLEDIS has also been
influenced by a number of considerations:
1.

Service Reusability: All the Data Services have the unified operations which receive
subqueries delivered from the Broker Service in the format of a string. Hence when
new databases need to be published as Data Services, no programs are required.

2.

Service Loose coupling: The Broker Service implements most of the business logic of
the query processing while maintaining no metadata. Hence the Broker Service can be
implemented by multiple instances and each instance can be easily substituted by a
different implementation.

3.

Optimization of results data construction: Data Service not only maintains the local
definitions, but also builds materialized views to help the results data construction.

7.3.3 Metadata structure and management
As introduced previously, both Data Service and Registry Service have their own metadata which
contains a number of data elements. The metadata are realized in XML format through XML files
and managed at the sites of the corresponding services. The structure of the metadata is
illustrated through the XSD schemas in the following figures. Due to the limited space of the
thesis, only some parts of the metadata structure are depicted in the following figures for
demonstration purpose.
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Figure 7-6 The Rule component of the application domain ontology

Figure 7-7 Global Definition

Figure 7-8 Local Definition
As introduced in chapter 4, the application domain ontology contains the terminology part and
the rule part. The terminology constitutes description logic expressions and is realized through
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Web Ontology Language (OWL). The OWL is a specification developed and recommended by
W3C to represent DL based ontology and RDF/XML based serialization of the ontology. The
details of OWL can be found in [66]. The rule part of the application domain ontology,
organizational structure and organizational evolution is realized as XML format and the XSD of
the rule part is depicted in figure 7-6. Similarly, the global definition and local definition of the
IPUs are also implemented in XML format and the XSD schemas of them are depicted in figures
7-7 and 7-8 respectively.
The software tool XML Notepad 2007 is used to build the metadata. Although various XML
editing software tools are available for helping to build the metadata, they can only provide
simple help with editing the metadata, the content of the metadata must be constructed and
validated manually before being realized into the XML files. The metadata constructing would
need to be rectified if the system were released for large-scale use. However, the current situation
is acceptable for the evaluation purpose.

7.3.4 Development and testing environment
As introduced previously, the experimental implementation system SLEDIS implements the
SLEDI solution to integrate participating databases in the mental health application domain. The
SLEDIS implements the Broker Service, Registry Service, and Data Services and runs on
Microsoft Windows XP professional operating system. The development of the SLEDIS was
undertaken in the following environment:
z

Integrated Development Environment (IDE): Microsoft Visual Studio 2008

z

Programming Language: C# 2008

z

Programming Platform: .Net Framework 3.5

z

Web Service developing toolkit: ASP.Net 2008

z

Web Server: Internet Information Service (IIS) 5.1

z

Database Management System: Microsoft SQL Server 2005

The IDE is supported by the .Net framework which is a software framework released by
Microsoft. It includes a large library of code solutions and a Common Language Runtime (CLR)
infrastructure to manage the execution of the programs written in various programming
languages that .Net framework supports. The IDE was chosen for several reasons:
z

It is currently a major IDE for supporting developing web service based software solutions.

z

It supports a number of programming languages (e.g. C#) for the developer’s convenience.

z

It provides a development and runtime environment which major components of the web
service such as WSDL and SOAP message can be easily realized.

z

Database connectivity is very well supported.

z

Easy testing and debugging are supported by the friendly user interface of the IDE.
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C# is a programming language developed within the .Net initiative by Microsoft hence is well
supported by the .Net framework. It supports multiple programming diagrams such as
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP), hence can be used to realize the design of the services as
introduced in section 7.4.2. ASP.Net is a web application framework developed based on the
CLR to allow programmers to build web related applications such as web sites and web services.
It allows programmers writing ASP.Net code using any of the programming languages supported
by .Net such as C#. Furthermore, ASP.Net supports the processing of the web service
components such as WSDL and SOAP hence allowing easy development and deployment of the
web services.
In addition, the SLEDIS was tested under the following hardware environments:
z

Computer: Two desktop PCs with the same hardware configuration

z

Processor: Pentium 4 (3.20 GHz)

z

RAM: 2 GB

z

Hard Drive: 320GB

The two PCs were connected through a local Ethernet network running at 10 megabytes per
second (10Mbps). One PC was used to host all the Data Services and publish the service
descriptions into the registry. Another PC was used to host the Broker Service and the Registry
Service.

7.3.5 Implementation of the Services
This section introduces the implementation of the services through describing the designed
classes and methods of each service, as illustrated in figure 7-5 in section 7.3.2

7.3.5.1 Registry Service
In a typical scenario of web service interaction, the Registry maintained by the Registry Service
only hosts the service descriptions of the services (i.e. the data services in the case of SLEDI).
The Registry in SLEDI also contains the application domain ontology, organizational structure
and organizational evolution. Thus the Registry Service also needs to provide assistance for other
services to access that information. The following classes are designed:
z

OntoAndOrg: this class represents the data elements of the application domain ontology,
organizational structure and the organizational evolution stored in the Registry. It provides a
method for retrieving the data elements and will be invoked by the Broker Service.

z

IPSDescription: this class represents the description of Data Service stored in the Registry.
It is responsible for retrieving and updating the descriptions. The retrieving will take place
when it is invoked by the Broker Service to obtain location and global definitions of a Data
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Service. The updating will be performed when it is invoked by a Data Service when the
name, location and global definitions of the Data Service require modification.
Only one Registry Service is implemented; other services can perform the actions of service
publishing and discovering through invoking the Registry Service. The invocation is realized
through knowing the service description of the Registry in advance and binding to the service in
hard coded programs.

7.3.5.2 Broker Service
The Broker Service may have multiple instances in practice and the following classes are
designed:
z

GlobalDefinitions: this class represents the data elements retrieved from the Registry
Service. It has two roles to play. The first role is to retrieve the application domain ontology,
organizational structure and organizational evolution for the data source filtering process to
use. The second role is to retrieve the service descriptions of the relevant Data Services
determined by the data source filtering.

z

UserQuery: this class represents a user query received from an end user through the user
interface (a simple web page in this case). It has three methods of performing the processes
of data source filtering, query expansion and result construction.

z

ResultingQuery: this class represents a resulting query produced by the query expansion. It
is responsible for decomposing the resulting query into subqueries and the results
construction of the resulting query.

z

AtomicQuery: this class represents a subquery produced by the resulting query
decomposition, where each subquery corresponds to a global definition. It is responsible for
invoking the corresponding Data Service to obtain the results data of the subquery.

As the case study aims to examine whether SLEDIS can solve the evolution problems, the
parallel query processing is not considered in the implementation. In addition, the query
rewriting algorithm described in chapter 5 is implemented without considering the optimization.
After the resulting queries are produced, each resulting query is decomposed into subqueries
where each subquery corresponds to the global definition of a single IPU and is referred to as an
atomic query. The atomic queries are evaluated sequentially through invoking the Data Service
the IPU corresponds to. The results data of each resulting query is obtained through combining
the results data of all its subqueries into a temporal data table. After the resulting queries are
evaluated in turns, the final results data of the user query can be constructed in the same way.
Although this may increase the data transferred between the Broker Service and the Data
Services, it enables the investigator to check whether each Data Service is able to provide the
correct results data especially in the circumstances of schematic evolution occurring.
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7.3.5.3 Data Service
Each participating database implements one Data Service and all the Data Services have the same
service interfaces and classes, as introduced previously. The following classes are designed:
z

LocalDefinition: this class represents the local definition of an IPU stored in the metadata of
the Data Service. The result data corresponds to the local definition is maintained as a
materialized view in the local database. This class is responsible for retrieving the view data
to respond to the requests from the Query class and updating the view data to respond to the
requests from the SchematicEvolutionolving class.

z

Query: this class represents the atomic query sent from the Broker Service through service
invocation. It is responsible for accessing the corresponding local definition based on the
IPU name specified in the atomic query and sending the results data back to respond to the
service invocation.

z

View: this class represents a view defined in the local definition. It is responsible for
maintaining the definition and the content data of the view.

z

ConjunctiveQuery: this class represents a conjunctive query of a view. It is responsible for
maintaining the definition and the results data of the conjunctive query. The results data is
produced through constructing an SQL query based on the definition of the conjunctive
query and evaluating the SQL query against the local database.

z

SchematicEvolutionovling: this class is responsible for implementing the schematic
evolution handling processes. It locates affected local definitions based on the schematic
evolution descriptions provided by the local database administrator. It then applies the
modifications based on the algorithms described in section 6.4.2.2

As introduced previously, the complete translation of an arbitrary conjunctive query into an SQL
query, which can be evaluated directly against the local databases, can be very complex hence is
not suitable for this single case study. Therefore, each view in the local definition is materialized
and maintained in the local database. As a consequence, each subgoal of a conjunctive query is
assigned to either a schema relation or a materialized view. Thus constructing a
“select-from-where” SQL query from the conjunctive query is much easier to undertake.
Although it requires more space in the local database to store the views and the views may need
to be rebuilt after local definition is modified, the atomic query sent from the Broker Service can
be answered more efficiently as the results data are already maintained in the root view of the
corresponding local definition. Furthermore, it is easier for the investigator to check whether the
views are still providing the correct results data after the schematic evolution handling has taken
place.
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7.4 Test Data
After the experimental system is successfully developed, the SLEDIS can be applied into a
specific application domain to further conduct the evaluation of the solution. As introduced in
section 2.6, the mental health application domain demonstrates the data integration requirements
with the evolution and heterogeneity problems, as defined in chapter 1. The patient information is
held by different data sources such as hospitals and social services. The data sources realize the
information in different database schemas and store the information in their own local databases.
In addition, the data sources are organized by their geographical locations. Applying the SLEDIS
into the application domain aims to allow end users to find the patient information from the
various entities. Thus whether the SLEDI solution can solve the evolution and heterogeneity
problems it is designed for can be examined through the case study which will be discussed in
details in the next chapter.
In order to conduct the case study, the test data from the mental health domain is designed for the
case study. It is assumed that every data source realizes the patient information in its own
database schema. The patient information is represented in the E-R model and illustrated in the
following graphs:
Class

Service-ID

Main
Diagnosis

Address

Care
Service

Diagnosis

1

1

PatientCare

PatientDiagnosis

Patient_ID

1

PatientStaff

Name

Name

1

Patient

1

Staff_ID

Level

Gender

1

Age

PatientTreatment

1

1

Staff

Treatment

Category

Cost

Figure 7-9 The E-R model of Patient Information
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Type

Spell

Figure 7-10 Subclasses of Patient Information

As shown in figure 7-9, the patient information involves five entities, four relationships and a
number of attributes. A patient may attend a care service and the care service may be a hospital or
a social service represented by the attribute “class” of the care service. A patient may be assigned
to a staff who may be a doctor or a social worker. In addition, a patient may be associated with a
diagnosis and a treatment. The diagnosis identifies the illness of the patient through the main
diagnosis and the level of severity. A treatment has an attribute spell to describe the treatment
activities have been taken by the patient in a certain period of time. The patient entity has two
subclasses indicating whether a patient is either an adult patient or a child patient, as shown in
figure 7-10.
The patient information is realized in the application domain ontology and a number of different
local database schemas. The details will be illustrated in the next chapter. Although the test data
is much simpler than the practical situation, it is able to cover the heterogeneity and evolution
problems defined in this thesis thus is enough for the case study. The design of the test data is
influenced by a number of considerations:
z

The information modelled (i.e. the patient information) should be general information in the
application domain which can be understood by the data sources in the domain and may be
managed in the participating databases.

z

Each data source realizes the general information into its own local database schema
differently. The local database schemas should be able to cover all the heterogeneities
defined in section 1.2.3.

z

An evolution plan should be designed to cover various types of evolution defined in this
research and to perform each evolution onto different databases to cover many possible
cases.

z

A set of user queries should be devised to examine whether the relevant Data Service for
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answering the queries can be correctly found and the results data can be correctly
constructed especially after the evolution handling has taken place.
Due to the nature of the evolution problems, the evolutions of the participating databases are
manually conducted. Plain text log files are also used to store the outputs of each process and to
compare them with the pre-defined correct answers in order to obtain the results for the measures.
The details of the test data and the case study will be further discussed in the next chapter.

7.5 Evaluation of the Implementation
This section discusses some of the issues arising from the implementation of the experimental
system SLEDIS. The SLEDI solution itself will be evaluated in the next chapter.

7.5.1 Design Evaluation
The methods of using the Service-Oriented approach for designing the service specifications and
the Object-Oriented approach for implementing the services have been proved effective. The
system architecture has not been changed for any version of the SLEDIS although some of the
methods of the classes have been modified over time. The Service-Oriented approach helps to
clearly specify the operations and messages of the services correctly hence reducing the
modification effort afterwards. The Object-Oriented approach helps to accurately design the
internal structure of each service. Because the SLEDIS is implemented using C# which is an
Object-Oriented programming language, the programming effort are also reduced thanks to the
design. Furthermore, the design also mitigates the programming effort for expanding the system
through adding more data services.
There were some disadvantages, in particular, the implementation of the query processing. The
implementation of the query rewriting sub-process considers little optimization; a resulting query
produced from the query rewriting algorithm generates a ResultingQuery object. The large
number of the objects may use more computing resources. However, it made the program elegant
and easy to check whether the correct resulting queries are produced. In addition, each atomic
query is answered through accessing the corresponding data service and all the data services are
accessed sequentially. It may to some extent increase the network communication costs,
especially when the number of the IPUs provided by a data service and/or the amount of the data
services becomes very large. Nevertheless, since the case study is focusing on the evolution
problem, not on the performance, the current situation is acceptable.
Each data service maintains a number of materialized views according to the local definitions of
the IPUs it provides. It may increase the spatial cost of the local database especially when the
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local definitions of the IPUs involve more views and/or the number of the IPUs is large. However,
it saves the computational cost on the database connections when obtaining the results data of the
IPUs. Furthermore, no validation check on input data is provided, hence the investigator needs to
ensure the input data is valid. However, it was not a problem after a complete set of test data was
produced.

7.5.2 Test and Validation
Each class was tested individually before being integrated into the system. Slight modifications
were made onto the program code of each class during the testing in order to visualize the input
and output data. Since the interactions between the classes are sequential (i.e. the output of a
class is used as the input of another class), the classes were tested in sequence. Consequently,
there were very few problems found during integrating the classes into the system. In addition,
each service was also tested though checking its input and output messages. The checking was
mainly undertaken through verifying whether the output of a class or a service was as expected.
For example, the resulting queries produced from a user query and the data services found
relevant to a resulting query were compared with a manually performed analysis. The modified
views in the local definition conducted by the evolution handling process were compared to the
results produced by hand.
The UserQuery class and the GlobalDefinitions class of the Broker Service, and the
LocalDefinition class of the Data Service were checked through using the debugging tools
provided by the IDE due to their complexity. It helped to display the state of the various fields at
the appropriate points during the executions. Single-step debugging was also used to verify the
correctness of the implementation of the algorithms. SQL queries were also printed out to ensure
the correctness before its execution. Although it is not feasible to test the QueryExpension of the
UserQuery class with a large number of data services, the experiments with the well designed
typical test data are enough to confirm the correctness of the query expansion even with a large
number of data services.

7.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the design of the architecture and the services of the experimental
system (i.e. the SLEDIS). Various technical issues relating to the design and implementation of
the SLEDIS were discussed and a short evaluation of the implementation was also presented.
Chapter 8 presents an extensive evaluation of the SLEDI solution. The algorithms of the SLEDI
are evaluated through verifying the results of the case study. The main focus is on the capability
of solving the evolution and heterogeneity problems. Various other characteristics of the SLEDI
are also discussed.
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Chapter 8 Evaluation
8.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 described an experimental implementation system SLEDIS, various issues related to
the implementation of the system, such as the design of the architecture, the services and the
metadata structure were discussed.
This chapter presents an extensive evaluation which covers various characteristics of the SLEDI
solution. The evaluation is conducted through firstly defining the research questions and
corresponding propositions of the case study and then obtaining the results of the measures to
examine the propositions. The results are then discussed.

8.2 Case Study
For the purpose of evaluating the SLEDI solution presented in this research, a single case study
has been conducted in the Mental Health application domain based on the experimental
implementation system. Case study is a research method which is commonly applied in social
science research and can be adopted in software engineering field [48, 47]. Some pioneering
researches have presented general guidance on how to apply the case study method appropriately
to software engineering research [48].

8.2.1 Context and Analysis Unit
Since the purpose of this case study is to evaluate the SLEDI solution for integrating data from
autonomous and evolving data sources, the objective is to investigate whether the SLEDIS is able
to solve the evolution problems defined in this thesis while integrating data from distributed and
heterogeneous databases. It is assumed there are various entities in the mental health application
domain such as hospitals, social services and etc. Each entity provides partial information about
patients such as their names, addresses, diagnoses and etc. The entities are organized by their
geographic locations and each entity is considered as a data source which publishes its database
as a Data Service (DS) and registers the DS into the registry. Thus, the case study is a single
project case study with a single analysis unit. The context and analysis unit of the case study is:
z

Context: mental health application domain

z

Analysis Unit: the experimental implementation system (SLEDIS)
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8.2.2 Research Questions and Propositions
In order to conduct the case study effectively, the research questions and propositions of the case
study have to be clearly defined. The objective of the SLEDI is to provide a solution which is
able to integrate data from distributed and heterogeneous databases while reducing the
maintenance costs caused by the evolution of the participating databases. The main research
questions of the case study are defined below:
z

How and why the IPU mechanism can integrate distributed databases with the
heterogeneities defined in section 1.2.3

z

How and why the IPU mechanism and the metadata of the IPS can help to solve the
evolution problems defined in this thesis

z

How and why the evolution handling process can help to solve the evolution problems
defined in this thesis

z

How and why the service based solution (i.e. the SLEDI) can help to solve the evolution
problems defined in this thesis

Based on the research questions, the propositions of the case study can be further defined below:
1.

The heterogeneity problems defined in section 1.2.3 can be solved in the data
integration through the IPU mechanism and the query processing.

2.

The IPU mechanism and the metadata of the IPS and BS can reduce the modification
effort caused by the schematic evolution occurring in the participating databases.

3.

The organizational evolution handling in the query processing can reduce the
modification effort made to the user queries caused by the organizational evolution.

4.

The schematic evolution occurring in one participating database will not affect the
metadata of the IPSs provided by other data sources hence the system can still work
properly.

5.

The EHS can reduce the cost of the modification effort caused by the schematic
evolution.

6.

The service late binding based on the SOA and web service can help to reduce the
maintenance costs caused by the evolution defined in the thesis.

Based on the propositions, the measures for verifying the propositions are defined in the six
tables from 8-1 to 8-6 below. Each table corresponds to one proposition.
Measure
Correctness of the result.

Explanation
The correctness of the results data constructed
for answering a user query.
Table 8-1 Measure for Proposition 1
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Measure

Explanation

Number of user queries explicitly specifies the

The number of user queries which explicitly

local database schemas.

specify the actual relations and attributes of the
local database schemas they intend to query
against.

Number of hard coded queries in mappings.

The number of hard coded queries established
for integrating the local database schemas of
the participating data sources.

Table 8-2 Measures for Proposition 2
Measure

Explanation

Number of user queries explicitly specifies the

The number of user queries which explicitly

participating databases.

specify the actual names of the local database
schemas they intend to query against.

Number of the affected user queries.

The number of existing user queries which are
affected by the evolution which occurs.

Table 8-3 Measures for Proposition 3
Measure

Explanation

Number of databases considered.

The number of participating databases which
need to be considered when a single schematic
evolution occurs.

Table 8-4 Measure for Proposition 4
Measure

Explanation

Number of IPUs which require modification

The number of the IPUs whose local definition

effort.

and/or global definition require modification
when a schematic evolution occurs.

Human intervention.

Whether

an

evolution

handling

process

requires human intervention.
The effort of identifying the IPUs affected.

The work to find the IPUs which are affected
by a schematic evolution.

Table 8-5 Measures for Proposition 5
Measure

Explanation

The effort of modification on the IPUs.

The work to modify the IPUs which are
affected by a schema evolution.

Table 8-6 Measure for Proposition 6
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The case study is carried out with the aim of answering the research questions through verifying
the propositions as defined above. Consequently, if the propositions are well supported by the
results of the case study, the SLEDI solution constructed in this thesis is generally considered to
be successful, hence the aim of this research is achieved.

8.3 Overview of the Evaluation
The evaluation begins with one of the most important properties of the SLEDI: the capability of
solving the evolution and heterogeneity problems in the data integration. Since the evolution
problems are set in the context of integrating data from schematic heterogeneous databases as
defined in chapter 1, the capability of solving the heterogeneity problems is evaluated first. Then
the capability of solving evolution problems in the data integration is evaluated, which is the
focus of this research. The issues relating to the query processing are also discussed. The
verification of the propositions is illustrated in detail with the relevant data evidences throughout
the evaluation. Furthermore, some general characteristics of the SLEDI solution such as
scalability, expandability, language independence and application domain independence are also
discussed.
As introduced in section 7.4, a set of test data is designed for undertaking the case study. The
patient information was presented in the E-R model in figures 7-9 and 7-10. Initially, it is
assumed there are four data sources denoted as DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4. The corresponding
databases of the data sources are denoted as DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4. Each data source model the
patient information into its local database schema differently. Although only four data sources are
involved, the local schemas of the data sources are designed to cover all the heterogeneity
problems defined in section 1.2.3. Each data source publishes a Data Service for evaluating the
capability of solving the evolution and heterogeneity problems, and then more data sources are
added hence more data services are published to evaluate the scalability of the system. In
addition, the patient information is also modelled in the application domain ontology and the four
data sources are organized into a hierarchy based on their geographical locations. The realization
of patient information in the application domain ontology is shown below for demonstration
purposes (e.g. using conjunctive query instead of the real xml data to illustrate the Rule
component in the application domain ontology). Due to the limited space of the thesis, only some
parts are illustrated:
Atomic Concepts:
{…PatientID, Name, Gender, Age, Adult, Child, MaritalStatus, Guardian, MainDiagnosis,…}
Roles:
{… HasPatientID, HasName, HasGender, HasAge, HasClassification, HasMartialStatus,
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HasGuardian, …}
Composite Concepts: {…
Adult ⊑ Classification;

Child ⊑ Classification;

Adult ∩ Child ⊑ ⊥;

Patient := (=1HasPatientID.PatientID) ⊓(=1HasName.Name) ⊓ (=1HasGender.Gender) ⊓ (=1
HasAge.Age) ⊓ (=1HasClassification.Classification);
AdultPatient := Patient ⊓ ∀HasClassification.Adult ⊓ (=1HasMartialStatus. MaritalStatus);
ChildPatient := Patient ⊓ ∀HasClassification.Child ⊓ (=1 HasGuardian. Guardian);
…}
Rules: {… ;
Patient-Info(X_PatientID, X_Name, X_Gender, X_Age) :- Patient(X) ∧ HasPatientID(X,
X_PatientID) ∧ HasName(X, X_Name) ∧ HasGender(X, X_Gender) ∧ HasAge(X, X_Age);
…}
Table 8-7 application domain ontology (partial)
The application domain ontology is designed by following the rule introduced in section 4.3.3.3:
that it should be able to represent the general information precisely while allowing the data
sources to easily describe their data.
The local schemas of the data sources are illustrated below:
Local schema of DB1:
Patient(PID(String),

name(String),

gender(String),

age(Int),

main-diagnosis(String),

level(String))
Patient-Assignment(PID(String),

Care_Service_ID(String),

class(String),

address(String),

Staff_ID(String), Staff_name(String), Staff_category(String))
Treatment (PID(String), type(String), Spell(String), cost(Double))
Local schema of DB2:
Patient(Patient_ID(String),

first_name(String),

middle_name(String),

last_name(String),

gender(String), age(Int), guardian(String))
Care-Service(Patient_ID(String), Care_Service_ID(String), class(String), address(String))
Diagnosis(Patient_ID(String), main-diagnosis(String), level(String))
Treatment (Patient_ID (String), type(String), Spell_ID(String), cost(Double))
Spell(Spell_ID(String), Jan(String), Feb(String)…)
Local schema of DB3:
Child-Patient(PID(String), name(String), gender(String), age(int), guardian(String))
Adult-Patient(PID(String), name(String), gender(String), age(Int), Marital_status(String))
Diagnosis(PID(String), main-diagnosis(Int), level(String))
Local schema of DB4:
Patient_info(PID(String),

name(String),

gender(String),
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age(Int),

guardian(String),

Marital_status(String), classification(String))
Diagnosis(PID(String),

main-diagnosis(String),

level(String),

Staff_ID(String),

Staff_name(String), Staff_category(String))
Treatment (PID(String), type(String), Spell_ID(String), cost(Double))
Spell(Spell_ID(String), month(String), Activity(String))
Table 8-8 four typical local database schemas
In addition, DS1 and DS2 are located in Durham which further belongs to County Durham. DS3
and DS4 are located in Newcastle. The organizational structure is illustrated below (recall section
4.5.2). The data service corresponding to each data source is denoted by the name of the data
source here for simplicity:
Classification: (rootname : Geographical Location, (group: County Durham), (group:
Newcastle))
Group : (gname : County Durham, (group: Durham))
Group : (gname : Durham, (Data Service: DS1), (Data Service: DS2))
Group : (gname : Newcastle, (Data Service: DS3), (Data Service: DS4))
Table 8-9 organizational structure
It can be seen from the above local schemas; DS1 may be a clinic which holds the patients
information with the diagnoses information in one relation and does not distinguish between an
adult patient and a child patient. DS2 may be a social service specializing in child services which
only holds child patient information. DS3 may be a research centre which distinguishes between
the adult and child patient information and DS4 may be a hospital which puts the adult patient
and child patient into one relation. The Treatment of a patient is described by the treatment
activities the patient has had (i.e. the spell). In this case study, it is assumed there are 65 kinds of
activities and a patient only has one activity in each month hence the spell of a patient is
represented as a digital code (i.e. 1 to 65) for a month. Though it is much simpler than the
practical situation, it is enough to demonstrate the main features of the SLEDIS. The above test
data are used in the evaluation and the details will be discussed in later sections.

8.4 Capability of solving heterogeneity problems
As introduced in chapter 1, this research aims to provide a solution for integrating data from
heterogeneous and frequently evolving participating databases to provide a unified vision for end
users to utilize. Thus before solving the evolution problems, the heterogeneity problems must be
solved first. For evaluating the capability of solving heterogeneity problems, the experimental
system SLEDIS in the case study should be able to successfully integrate participating databases
with various schematic heterogeneities as defined in section 1.2.3. As introduced in chapter 4, the
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IPUD algorithm based on the IPU mechanism is designed for solving the heterogeneity problems,
hence a research question was defined in section 8.2.2 as follows:
z

How and why the IPU mechanism can integrate distributed databases with the
heterogeneities defined in section 1.2.3.

For answering the research question, a proposition is also defined in section 8.2.2:
Proposition 1
The heterogeneity problems defined in section 1.2.3 can be solved in the data integration
through the IPU mechanism and the query processing
The Proposition 1 is investigated through integrating data from the four pre-designed
participating databases (e.g. DS1, DS2, DS3 and DS4) in the SLEDIS. In principle, various
heterogeneity problems have been covered by the four typical databases and each database
constructs its IPUs without concerning other participating databases. If the heterogeneity
problems in the four typical databases can be solved, then these heterogeneity problems can be
solved by the SLEDI solution no matter how many participating databases are involved. The
heterogeneities problem in a participating database is considered as “solved” if all of the
following statements are TRUE:
z

For each IPU constructed from the database, the head of the root view of its local definition
is identical with the head of the content of its global definition

z

For each local definition, a set of valid view definitions are constructed based on the local
schema of the databases using conjunctive queries.

z

The database can be found by the SLEDIS for answering user queries based on the global
definition of the IPUs it constructed

z

The results data for answering the user queries can be obtained as long as it exists in the
database.

8.4.1 Various Heterogeneity Problems
As introduced in the previous section, there are four data sources where each data source holds
one database. Each database models the patient information in its local database schema
differently in order to cover the various heterogeneity problems. Each data source constructs a set
of IPUs and publishes a data service to accommodate the IPUs. The metadata of each data service
is stored in an xml file residing at the site of the corresponding data service. The local schema of
each database was created individually and populated with a set of data tuples to further
investigate whether the SLEDIS is able to produce correct results data for answering a set of
pre-defined user queries. In order to examine the capability of solving the heterogeneity problems,
it is helpful to discuss whether the four typical local database schemas have covered all types of
the heterogeneities defined in section 1.2.3. The following table shows where each type of the
heterogeneities is covered:
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Heterogeneity type

Covered

Example

Attribute

Naming

YES

The

Level

discrepancy

PatientID

is

modelled

to

an

attribute

PID(String) in DB1 but modelled to an attribute
Patient_ID(String) in DB2.

Attribute

YES

1) The MainDiagnosis is modelled to an attribute

domain

main-diagnosis(String) in DB2 but modelled to an

discrepancy

attribute main-diagnosis(int) in DB3.
2) The same instance of MainDiagnosis is
represented as “schizophrenia” in the attribute
main-diagnosis(String) in DB2 but represented as
“schiz” in the attribute main-diagnosis(String) in
DB4.

Attribute

YES

The Name is modelled to a single attribute

granularity

name(String) in DB1 but modelled to three

discrepancy

attributes:first_name(String),last_name(String) and
middle_name(String) in DB2.

Relation

Naming

level

discrepancy

YES

The ChildPatient is modelled in the relation
Child-Patient in DB3 but modelled in the relation
Patient in DB2

Relation

YES

The Patient-Diagnosis is modelled in the relation

granularity

Patient in DB1 but modelled in two relations

discrepancy

Patient_info and Diagnosis in DB4.

Schema

Abstraction

YES

The AdultPatient and ChildPatient are modelled as

level

level

two

discrepancy

Child-Patient respectively in DB3 but are modelled

separate

relations

Adult-Patient

and

as a single relation Patient_info in DB4 with an
attribute classification(String) to indicate whether
an instance is an adult or a child patient.
Schematic
discrepancy

YES

1) The spell is modelled as two attributes
month(String) and Activity(String) in DB4 while
each treatment activity represented by a code string
(i.e. 1 to 65) corresponds to the month.
2) The spell is modelled as 12 attributes Jan(String),
Feb(String)…

in

DB2

while

each

attribute

represents the corresponding activity code.
3) The spell is modelled as a single attribute
Spell(String) in DB1 while representing the 12
activity codes in one string separated by comma.
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Missing

item

YES

discrepancy

1) The Guardian is modelled as an attribute
guardian(String) in DB4 but it is not modelled as
any attribute in DB1
2) The Treatment is modelled as a relation
Treatment in DB1 but it is not modelled as any
relation in DB3

Relation

YES

The relation Patient_info in DB4 has an attribute

isomorphism

classification(String)

to

indicate

whether

an

discrepancy

instance is an adult or a child patient, but the
relation Patient in DB1 has no indication at all.
Table 8-10 heterogeneity problems coverage

8.4.2 Constructed IPUs
As introduced in chapter 4, the process of data source describing constructs the application
domain ontology to represent the unified vision of the IDS and integrates data from the
participating databases by establishing the mappings between the local schema of the databases
and the application domain ontology. Consequently, the heterogeneity problems among the
databases are solved by the mappings. The mappings are established through using the IPUD
algorithm to construct a set of IPUs, more precisely, the global definitions and local definitions of
the IPUs. As a matter of fact, some of the heterogeneity problems are solved by the global
definitions and local definitions, while others are solved by the query processing.
As the application domain ontology and the local schemas of the participating databases have
been created in the previous section, whether a set of IPUs can be established can be discussed.
Moreover, after the various heterogeneity problems and their examples have been listed in table
8-10, whether and how the heterogeneity problems can be solved can also be discussed based on
the constructed IPUs. The global definitions and local definitions of the IPUs constructed for the
participating databases DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 are listed in the following table:
IPUs constructed from DB1: Global Definitions:
Content: V11(X):- Patient(X), V12(X,Y):- HasPatientID(X,Y), V13 (X,Y):-HasName(X,Y), ……
Constraint: V12(X,Y)∧¬ V11(X) ⊑⊥, ……
Local Definitions: Root Views:
V11(X):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV11; X→PatientID)
V12(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV11; X→PatientID, Y→PatientID)
V13(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV11; X→PatientID, Y→Name)
……
Intermediate Views:
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Basic Views:
BV11(PatientID, Name, Gender, Age, MainDiagnosis, Level):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment
(Patient;

PatientID→PID,

Name→name,

Gender→gender,

Age→age,

MainDiagnosis→main-diagnosis, Level→level)))
BV12(PatientID,

ServiceID,

StaffCategory):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

ServiceClass,

ServiceAddress,

(RRSassignment

ServiceID→Care_Service_ID,

StaffID,

(Patient-Assignment;

ServiceClass→class,

StaffName,

PatientID→PID,

ServiceAddress→address,

StaffID→Staff_ID, StaffName→Staff_name, StaffCategory→Staff_category)))
BV13(PatientID,

TreatmentType,

TreatmentSpell,

TreatmentCost):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

(RRSassignment (Treatment, PatientID→PID, TreatmentType→type, TreatmentSpell→Spell,
TreatmentCost→cost)))
IPUs constructed from DB2: Global Definitions:
Content:

V21(X):-

ChildPatient(X),

V22(X,Y):-

HasPatientID(X,Y),

V23

(X,Y):-HasName(X,Y), ……
Constraint: V22(X,Y)∧¬ V21(X) ⊑⊥, ……
Local Definitions: Root Views:
V21(X):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (Iv21; X→PatientID)
V22(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (Iv21; X→PatientID, Y→PatientID)
V23(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (Iv21; X→PatientID, Y→Name)
……
Intermediate Views:
Iv21(PatientID,

Name,

Gender,

Age,

Guardian):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

BV21,

Subgoal2:

(CRSassignment (Name): (fname+mname+ lname)))
Iv22(PatientID, TreatmentType, TreatmentSpell, SpellCost):-CQ1(Subgoal1: BV24, Subgoal2:
BV25, Subgoal3: (CRSassignment (TreatmentSpell): (Jan+Feb+…)))
Basic Views:
BV21(PatientID,

fname,

mname,

lname,

Gender,

Age,

Guardian):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

(RRSassignment (Patient; PatientID→Patient_ID, fname→first_name, mname→middle_name,
lname→last_name Gender→gender, Age→age, Guardian→guardian)))
BV22(PatientID, ServiceID, ServiceClass, ServiceAddress):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment
(Care-Service; PatientID→Patient_ID, ServiceID→Care_Service_ID, ServiceClass→class,
ServiceAddress→addres)))
BV23(PatientID,

MainDiagnosis,

Level):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

(RRSassignment

(Diagnosis,

PatientID→Patient_ID, MainDiagnosis→main-diagnosis, Level→level)))
BV24(PatientID, TreatmentType, spellID, TreatmentCost):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment
(Treatment,

PatientID→Patient_ID,

TreatmentType→type,

spellID→Spell_ID,

(RRSassignment

spellID→Spell_ID,

TreatmentCost→cost)))
BV25(spellID,

Jan,

Feb…):-CQ1(Subgoal1:
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(Spell,

Jan→Jan, Feb→Feb, …)))
IPUs constructed from DB3: Global Definitions:
Content: V31(X):- ChildPatient(X), V32(X):- AdultPatient(X), V33(X,Y):- HasPatientID(X,Y),
V34 (X,Y):-HasName(X,Y), ……
Constraint: V33(X,Y)∧¬ V31(X) ⊑⊥, V34(X,Y)∧¬ V32(X) ⊑⊥,……
Local Definitions: Root Views:
V31(X):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV31; X→PatientID)
V32(X):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV32; X→PatientID)
V33(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV31; X→PatientID, Y→PatientID)
V34(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (BV32; X→PatientID, Y→Name)
……
Intermediate Views:
IV31(PatientID, MainDiagnosis, Level):-CQ1(Subgoal1: BV33, Subgoal2: (CRSassignment
(MainDiagnosis): (&maindiagnosis)))
Basic Views:
BV31(PatientID,

Name,

(Child-Patient;

Gender,

Age,

PatientID→PID,

Guardian):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

Name→name,

(RRSassignment

Gender→gender,

Age→age,

Guardian→guardian)))
BV32(PatientID,

Name,

(Adult-Patient;

Gender,

Age,

PatientID→PID,

MaritalStatus):-CQ1(Subgoal1:
Name→name,

(RRSassignment

Gender→gender,

Age→age,

MaritalStatus→Marital_status)))
BV33(PatientID,

maindiagnosis,

Level):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

(RRSassignment

(Diagnosis,

PatientID→PID, maindiagnosis→main-diagnosis, Level→level)))
IPUs constructed from DB4: Global Definitions:
Content: V41(X):- ChildPatient(X), V42(X):- AdultPatient(X), V43(X,Y):- HasPatientID(X,Y),
V44 (X,Y):-HasName(X,Y), ……
Constraint: V43(X,Y)∧¬ V41(X) ⊑⊥, V44(X,Y)∧¬ V42(X) ⊑⊥,……
Local Definitions: Root Views:
V41(X):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (IV411; X→PatientID)
V42(X):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (IV42; X→PatientID)
V43(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (IV41; X→PatientID, Y→PatientID)
V44(X,Y):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (IV42; X→PatientID, Y→Name)
……
Intermediate Views:
IV41(PatientID,

Name,

Gender,

Age,

Guardian):-

CQ1(Subgoal1:

BV41,

Subgoal2:

(ORSassignment (Classification=”Child”)))
IV42(PatientID, Name, Gender, Age, MaritalStatus):- CQ1(Subgoal1: BV41, Subgoal2:
(ORSassignment (Classification=”Adult”)))
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IV43(PatientID, MainDiagnosis, Level):-CQ1(Subgoal1: BV42, Subgoal2: (CRSassignment
(MainDiagnosis): (&maindiagnosis)))
Iv44(PatientID,

TreatmentType,

TreatmentSpell,

TreatmentCost):-CQ1(Subgoal1:

BV43,

Subgoal2: BV44, Subgoal3: (TreatmentSpell): Program(month, activity))
Basic Views:
BV41(PatientID, Name, Gender, Age, Guardian, MaritalStatus, Classification):-CQ1(Subgoal1:
(RRSassignment (Patient_info; PatientID→PID, Name→name, Gender→gender, Age→age,
Guardian→guardian, MaritalStatus→Marital_status, Classification→classification)))
BV42(PatientID, maindiagnosis, Level, StaffID, StaffName, StaffCategory):-CQ1(Subgoal1:
(RRSassignment (Diagnosis, PatientID→PID, maindiagnosis→main-diagnosis, Level→level,
StaffID→Staff_ID, StaffName→Staff_name, StaffCategory→Staff_category l)))
BV43(PatientID, TreatmentType, spellID, TreatmentCost):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment
(Treatment, PatientID→PID, TreatmentType→type, spellID→Spell_ID, TreatmentCost→cost)))
BV44(spellID, month, activity):-CQ1(Subgoal1: (RRSassignment (Spell, spellID→Spell_ID,
month→month, activity→Activity)))
Table 8-11 Global and local definitions of the IPUs
Due to the limited space of the thesis, only some of the global and local definitions are shown in
the above table which can be used as examples to demonstrate how the heterogeneity problems
are tackled. It is apparent that the view definitions in the above table (e.g. the definition of the
basic, intermediate and root views) only show one possible construction of the global and local
definitions. Different programmers may construct the view definitions differently for their own
preference. In theory, the IPUD algorithm can be regarded as effective if at least one construction
can solve the heterogeneity problems successfully.
It can be seen from table 8-11, the naming discrepancy in the attribute level and the relation level
were solved through the assignment in the Regular Relation Subgoal (RRS) (see section 4.4.4.2)
in the view definitions. For example, the attributes PID(String) in DB1 and Patient_ID(String) in
DB2 are assigned to the same variable PatientID through the basic views BV11 and BV21
respectively. The relations Patient in DB2 and Child-Patient in DB3 are firstly assigned to BV21
and BV31 and then assigned to the root views V21 and V31 respectively, and then through the
global definitions of the V21 and V31, both of them are assigned to the ChildPatient relation in the
application domain ontology. Hence the naming discrepancies were solved through assigning the
heterogeneous attributes and relations to the corresponding elements in the application domain
ontology.
The attribute domain discrepancy and the attribute granularity discrepancy in the attribute level
were solved through the assignment in the Converting Relation Subgoal (RRS) in the view
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definitions. For example, the attribute main-diagnosis(int) in DB3 is converted into the string data
type and assigned to the variable MainDiagnosis through the intermediate view IV31. The three
attributes: first_name(String), middle_name(String) and last_name(String) in DB2 are firstly
combined into one attribute and then assigned to the variable Name through the intermediate
view IV21. The schematic discrepancy in the schema level was solved in a similar fashion. For
example, through constructing BV24, BV25 and IV22 for DB2 and constructing BV43, BV44 and
IV44 for DB4, the data of patient treatment in the DB2 and DB4 were firstly converted in the same
format as in the DB1 and then assigned to the corresponding local and global definitions.
The relation granularity discrepancy in the relation level was solved through constructing the
local definitions and the corresponding global definitions. Since the actual relations in a local
schema are mapped to a set of virtual relations which are the head relations of the local
definitions and the content of the global definitions (see section 4.4.3), the global definitions
represent the actual relations using the elements from the same application domain ontology.
Consequently, the relation granularity discrepancy was solved. For example, the Patient and
Diagnosis information is realized as one relation in DB1 but as two relations in DB4, Both DB1
and DB4 using a set of virtual relations (i.e. V11(X), V12(X,Y)… and V41(X), V42(X,Y)… ) to
represent the information.
The abstraction level discrepancy in the schema level was solved through the assignment in the
Ordered Relation Subgoal (ORS) in the view definitions and the construction of the local and
global definitions. For example, by constructing two intermediate views, IV41 and IV42, and the
corresponding local and global definitions, DB4 extracts the adult and child patient information
separately from its actual relation Patient_info. The missing item discrepancy and the relation
isomorphism discrepancy in the schema level were not addressed explicitly by the construction
of the local and global definitions. In fact, the two discrepancies are similar as both of them result
from a lack of necessary data in the participating databases. However, they were considered in
the query processing which will be discussed in the next section.
In principle, most of the heterogeneity problems were solved through construction of the local
and global definitions of the IPUs. The correctness of the local and global definitions was tested
before conducting further evaluations onto the system. As introduced in chapter 7, the views in
the local definitions are materialized through constructing SQL queries based on the view
definitions. This enables the investigator to conduct tests onto each local definition individually.
All the views were tested through a set of queries which involved all the attributes in the views
head and no errors were found. Thus the construction of the SQL queries from the view
definitions was considered correct.
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8.4.3 User queries and results
After the correctness of the local definitions was checked, the capability of solving heterogeneity
problems was further evaluated through running a set of user queries against the SLEDIS to
obtain the results data. The correct answers of the queries were manually built as testing oracle
hence the system produced results data can be verified against it. In order to evaluate the
capability thoroughly, the correct answer for each user query includes the result tuples and the
relevant databases. The result tuples refer to all the results data which can be obtained from the
participating databases for answering the user query which are in the form of relation tuples. The
relevant databases refer to the participating databases which can provide result tuples for
answering the user query even if they only provide data on some attributes of the tuples. The
result of the evaluation is shown in the following table:
User Query

Number of Result Tuples

Number of Relevant Databases

Manually

Manually

System Produced

Produced

System Produced

Produced

Q1

4

3

6

4

Q2

3

3

4

4

Q3

3

3

3

3

Q4

2

2

3

3

Q5

3

2

4

2

Q6

2

2

4

4

Q7

4

4

4

4

Q8

4

4

5

5

Q9

3

2

4

3

Q10

2

2

2

2

Table 8-12 Result for evaluating heterogeneity problems solving capability
It can be seen from table 8-12, that the system produced results data tuples of 3 out of 10 user
queries were less than the correct answers. Hence further investigations on the missing tuples and
relevant databases were conducted through comparing the tuples and relevant databases produced
by the system and the correct answers. It is observed that the missing tuples of the system
producing results data are the tuples provided by the missing relevant databases. The missing
relevant databases are the participating databases which do not provide some attributes required
by the user queries. However, this is not surprising due to the PICSEL query rewriting algorithm
adopted in this research as introduced in chapter 5. If a participating database fails to provide one
or more attributes the user query requires, it may not be considered as a relevant database during
the query processing. For example, a user query requires all information of child patient which
has a conjunct Guardian(X), and a participating database provides child information except the
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guardian attribute, thus there is no HasGuardian(X,Y) or Guardian(X) in its global definitions.
Consequently, the conjunct cannot be grounded to the global definitions of the database and the
database is not considered as relevant, it results in other information such as name, age and etc
are not obtained even though the database does provide those information. Therefore, the
manually built correct answers were then modified by following the PICSEL query rewriting
algorithm strictly and the system produced results data which became identical with the correct
answers.
In fact, the above investigation demonstrates how the missing item discrepancy was addressed
during the query processing. The relation isomorphism discrepancy was also addressed in the
same way. For example, DB1 provides the patient information but fails to distinguish between the
adult and child patient, hence it does not have global definitions representing adult or child
patient specifically and it will not be considered as a relevant database if a user query requires
precisely adult or child patient information. Through not considering the participating databases
as relevant, the missing item discrepancy and relation isomorphism discrepancy were solved and
the system can integrate data from the participating databases without errors.

8.4.4 Summary
The results of the test have shown that most types of heterogeneity problems defined in section
1.2.3 were successfully solved by the IPU mechanism, more precisely, by using the IPUD
algorithm to construct the local and global definitions of the IPUs. Some of the heterogeneity
problems were solved by the assignment used in the view definitions and some others were
solved by constructing local and global definitions. It is worth mentioning that there is more than
one possible ways to construct the local and global definitions; programmers may construct the
view definitions based on their own preference with no strict rules on which set of views should
be used for solving which specific type of heterogeneity problem.
The missing item discrepancy and relation isomorphism discrepancy were solved by not
considering the participating databases as relevant during the query processing. This results in the
system may not being able to produce the complete results data in some circumstances. However,
this is due to the adoption of the PICSEL query rewriting algorithm hence is not an issue raised
from constructing local and global definitions. A possible solution is the participating database
may be to add extra attributes with null values and construct local and global definitions to
represent the database providing the attributes, although only null values can be obtained.
Consequently, the databases will be considered as relevant and the results tuples can be obtained
from the database with null value in the extra attributes.
The local definitions and global definitions of the IPUs for the participating databases were
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successfully constructed, and the results data of the testing user queries produced by the system
were verified to be correct. Thus, proposition 1 is well supported, the IPU mechanism is
considered to be effective and the SLEDI has the capability of solving the heterogeneity
problems defined in this thesis.

8.5 Capability of Solving Evolution Problems
After the capability of solving heterogeneity problems had been evaluated, further evaluations
were conducted. As introduced in chapter 1, the main focus of this research is aimed at using the
SLEDI solution to solve some evolution problems of the participating databases in the data
integration. Thus a set of research questions, propositions and measures were defined in section
8.2.2 intending to thoroughly evaluate the capability of SLEDI on solving those evolution
problems which have been defined in chapter 1. This section discusses whether each of the
propositions was supported with reference to the results of the measures. Although the conceptual
services IPS and EHS of a participating database were combined into a single DS as introduced
in section 7.4.1, they were implemented as two different operations. Thus the propositions based
on the conceptual services as listed above can still be evaluated through examining the
corresponding operations.

8.5.1 Proposition 2
The IPU mechanism and the metadata of the IPS and BS can reduce the modification effort
caused by the schematic evolution occurring in the participating databases
The measures for verifying the proposition are:
A.

Number of user queries explicitly specifies the participating databases.

B.

Numbers of user queries explicitly specifies the local database schemas.

C.

Number of hard coded queries in mappings.

D.

Number of the affected user queries.

E.

Number of IPUs which require modification effort.

F.

Human intervention.

In order to avoid bias in the testing, the user queries used for testing were designed by a
colleague of the investigator (i.e. not the same programmer for developing and evaluating the
system)
Number of total user queries in the testing: 10
Number of user queries explicitly specifies the participating databases: 0
Table 8-13 Results of Measure A
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It can be seen from the above table that there is no user query to explicitly specify which
participating databases the query intends to query against. We recall that all the participating
databases are organized into the organizational structure through assigning each database into a
virtual group and organizing the groups into classifications in the DAG structure. A user query
can only specify its targeting databases through designating the names of the classification and
groups in the Q(org) component of the query, even though the user knows exactly the names of
the targeting databases. This allows the end users to specify the targeting databases through the
virtual groups, instead of through the hard coded names of the targeting databases.
The user query will not be affected and no modification work is needed when the schematic
evolution or system level evolution (e.g. changing the name or removal of the database)
occurring in the targeting databases. Compared to the Federated database management system
(FDBMS) which also follows the virtual data integration approach introduced in chapter 2, the
SLEDI provides a more flexible way for end users to raise queries. The user queries in a FDBMS
need to designate all the databases they intend to query against explicitly, thus when evolution
occurs in the databases, user queries may have to be modified accordingly to indicate the evolved
databases. From this comparison, SLEDI reduces the modification work onto the user queries
caused by the database evolution hence proposition 2 is supported by the result of the measure A.
Number of total user queries in the testing: 10
Numbers of user queries explicitly specifies the local database schemas: 0
Table 8-14 Results of measure B
It can be seen that there is no user query to explicitly specify the local schemas of the databases it
intends to query against. We recall that the SLEDI integrates the participating databases through
establishing the mappings between the local schemas of the participating databases and the
application domain ontology. The mappings are realized through the IPU mechanism and the
metadata of the IPSs and BS. End users only see the virtual integrated database and raise queries
as conjunctive queries over the relations in the application domain ontology in the Q(onto)
component of the queries. Hence end users do not need to concern the local schemas of the
participating databases.
This design allows end users to focus on the virtual integrated database instead of a set of
participating databases and to query against the application domain ontology instead of against a
set of local schemas. It is apparent that no modification work onto the existing user queries is
required when the local schemas of the participating databases evolve as the application domain
ontology remains stable. Compared to the loosely coupled FDBMS in which user queries need to
explicitly include the local schemas of the participating databases, SLEDI reduces the
modification work onto the user queries as the schematic evolution occurring in the participating
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database in the loosely couple FDBMS may result in having to modify the existing user queries.
Consequently, the proposition 2 is supported by the result of the measure B.
Number of participating databases: 4
Numbers of hard coded queries in mappings (lines of program): 0
Table 8-15 Results of measure C
As introduced previously, one of the causes of high maintenance costs of the data integration
system is that the data integration is achieved through hard coded queries. In other words, the
mappings between local schemas of the participating databases and the application domain
ontology are realized as hard coded programs. It can be seen from the above table that there is 0
line of program for realizing the mappings. This is because all the mappings (i.e. the local and
global definitions) are constructed as DAG structured data and stored as the metadata of the IPSs
and BS, hence no mappings are coded in the programs. The programs only focus on
implementing the algorithms to access and manage the metadata (i.e. mappings) hence the
evolution occurring in the participating databases may only result in modification to the metadata
and no modification work is required to the programs.
The evolution occurring in the participating databases in a FDBMS may result in a large amount
of modifications since the mappings are realized as hard coded programs. Modifying hard coded
programs can be very complex and requires huge amounts of work, especially when the volume
of the mappings is huge. Compared to the FDBMS, the SLEDI largely reduces the modification
work to the mappings when the local schemas of the participating databases evolve hence
proposition 2 is supported by the result of the measure C.
As introduced in chapter 6, the evolution problems the SLEDI solution is designed to tackle
include three classes: system level, schematic and organizational evolution. Each class covers
various types of evolution occurring in the participating databases. In order to examine how the
evolutions were tackled by the SLEDIS, a set of evolutions were applied to the participating
databases in the SLEDIS to obtain the results of the measure D, E and F. Different types of
evolution may affect different components of the SLEDIS. For example, the schematic evolution
may affect the local and global definitions but the organizational evolution will not. Even the
same type of evolution may still impact SLEDIS differently depends on where the evolution
occur. For example, removal of an attribute may only affect one basic view when it occurs on one
attribute, A, but affect a set of views if it occurs on another attribute, B. In order to conducting
the evaluation thoroughly, the evolution applied onto the SLEDIS not only covers all types of the
evolution, but also triggers all the possible evolution handling processes. The results are listed in
the following tables with respect to the different class of evolution:
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Evolution type

Evolution

User Query

Local definition

Global definition

Human

Applied

Affected

modified

modified

Intervention

Database Name Change

2

0

0

0

Yes

Service Name Change

2

0

0

0

Yes

Service URL Change

2

0

0

0

Yes

Table 8-16 Results of system level evolution
It can be seen that all the types of system level evolution have no impact on either user queries or
on local and global definitions. We recall that the SLDEIS was developed based on the Web
Service technology and the descriptive information of the participating databases were stored in
the xml format registry separately with other information such as organizational structure and
global definitions. Consequently, the system evolution will not affect the user queries and the
local and global definitions. Although the evolution handling requires human intervention, it was
simply done through manually modifying the corresponding data in the xml files representing the
database name, service name and URL, where each modification was completed in no more than
one minute. The advantages of employing the web service technology will be discussed in later
in this section.
Evolution type

Evolution

User Query

Local definition

Global definition

Human

Applied

Affected

modified

modified

Intervention

Attribute Addition

8

0

3

3

Yes

Attribute Removal

8

0

10

10

No

Attribute Rename

8

0

12

0

No

Attribute

Domain

3

0

4

0

No

Attribute Decomposition

2

0

3

0

No

Attribute Aggregation

2

0

3

0

No

Relation Addition

2

0

8

8

Yes

Relation Removal

2

0

12

12

No

Relation Rename

2

0

12

0

No

Relation Decomposition

1

0

5

0

No

Relation Aggregation

1

0

5

0

No

Database Addition

1

0

9

9

Yes

Database Removal

1

0

8

8

No

Change

Table 8-17 Results of schematic evolution
It can be seen from table 8-17 that the schematic evolution may only affect the local and global
definitions and have no impact on the user queries. Some types of schematic evolution result in
the modifications to both the local definitions and global definitions, while some other types only
cause local definitions to be modified. This can be explained by recalling the data source
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describing process introduced in chapter 4; the local definitions are constructed as views over the
local schemas and their heads are identical to the corresponding global definitions. Some
schematic evolution may cause the views to become invalid hence the local definitions need to be
modified in order to make the views valid again, thus the corresponding global definitions remain
stable. On the other hand, some schematic evolution may result in the local definitions not being
valid through modification, thus the local definitions and the corresponding global definitions
have to be removed. Consequently, the number of global definitions modified is always less than
or equal to the number of local definitions modified.
It may be realized from table 8-17 that the number of local definitions modified may be larger
than the number of evolutions applied. This is not surprising since the local definitions are
constructed in the DAG structure and one attribute or relation can be the successor of multiple
views and one schematic evolution may lead to multiple local definitions requiring modification.
There were only 3 out of 13 types of schematic evolution requiring human intervention which
means the majority (10 out of 13 types) of the schematic evolution were handled automatically.
The types of schematic evolution requiring human interventions are the addition of the attribute,
relation or database. Although the newly-added elements may only require the construction of
new IPUs (i.e. the local and global definitions) and have no impact on the existing IPUs, they
need to be integrated into the system and hence will involve some manual effort.
Compared to the FDBMS where mappings between the local schemas and the application
domain ontology are represented by hard coded queries; the SLEDI solution largely reduces the
maintenance effort by representing the mappings through the IPU mechanism and structured
metadata hence automatic evolution handling can be applied. Although there is still a small
amount of schematic evolutions which involve human intervention, most types of schematic
evolution were handled automatically hence the proposition 2 is supported by the result of the
measures D, E and F.

8.5.2 Proposition 3
The organizational evolution handling in the query processing can reduce the modification effort
made to the user queries caused by the organizational evolution
Since proposition 3 is focusing specifically on how SLEDIS handles the impact on the existing
user queries brought about by the organizational evolution, the result of the measures D and F
can also be used for verifying the proposition. The results of the measure on applying the
organizational evolution onto the SLEDIS are listed in the following table:
Evolution type

Evolution

User
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Query

User

Query

Human

Applied

Affected

Modified

Intervention

Group Addition

2

0

0

No

Group Removal

2

8

0

No

Group Rename

2

8

0

No

Group Separation

1

4

0

No

Group Aggregation

1

8

0

No

Classification Addition

2

0

0

No

Classification Removal

2

10

0

No

Classification Rename

2

10

0

No

Classification Separation

1

10

0

No

Classification Aggregation

1

10

0

No

Table 8-18 Results of organizational evolution
It can be seen from table 8-18 that organizational evolution impacted on the existing user queries
under most circumstances (8 out of 10 types organizational evolution). This can be explained by
recalling the user query format introduced in chapter 5 where every user query includes a Q(onto)
component to specify the targeting databases it intends to query against. The targeting databases
were specified through designating the classifications and virtual groups the targeting databases
belong to with respect to the organizational structure. Since the organizational evolution may
introduce alterations to the classifications and/or the virtual groups specified in the Q(onto)
component of the existing user queries, the user queries may be affected and hence require
evolution handling.
Although the existing user queries were affected, it is apparent from table 8-18 that no
modifications to the user queries were needed and no human intervention was required in the
evolution handling. This can be explained by recalling the organizational evolution handling
process introduced in chapter 6. The process automatically modifies the Q(onto) component of
the existing user queries during the query processing based on the organizational evolution
information stored in the registry, hence the Q(onto) becomes consistent again with the latest
version of the organizational structure. Consequently, the targeting databases can still be
determined correctly without modifying the existing user queries.
It may be realized from the table that the number of existing user queries which were affected
may be larger than the number of organizational evolutions applied. This is because the same
classifications and/or virtual groups may appear in multiple existing user queries. The addition of
the classifications and/or virtual groups will not affect the existing user queries as they did not
exist when the user queries were composed hence it is not possible for them to appear in the
queries. The removal of the classifications and/or virtual groups may cause no targeting
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databases to be selected since the classifications and groups may no longer exist. Although it is
not shown in the table, the results data obtained for the existing user queries were verified as
expected with respect to the latest version of the organizational structure at the time when the
queries were answered. Consequently, proposition 3 is supported by the results of the measures D
and F.

8.5.3 Proposition 4
The schematic evolution occurring in one participating database will not affect the metadata of
the IPSs provided by other data sources hence the system can still work properly.
Proposition 4 is focusing on whether schematic evolution occurring in one participating database
will lead to modifications to the metadata of the IPSs (i.e. data services) provided by other
participating databases. A set of schematic evolution were applied onto the participating database
individually one at a time. Observing the metadata of which data services were modified by the
SLEDIS, the result is shown in the following table:
DS1

DS2

DS3

DS4

DB1

Yes

No

No

No

DB2

No

Yes

No

No

DB3

No

No

Yes

No

DB4

No

No

No

Yes

Metadata
modified to
Evolution
Applied to

Table 8-19 Evolution applied and metadata modified among databases
It can be seen from table 8-19 that schematic evolution occurring in one database only leads to
modifications to the metadata (i.e. the local and global definitions) of the data service provided
by this database. The local and global definitions of other participating databases were not
affected at all. Although not shown in the above table, the results data of the user queries were
verified as expected under all the evolution applied. For example, when a database is removed
from the SLEDIS, the data service hence all the local and global definitions the database provides,
are removed. Under these circumstances, the results data obtained for the user queries are the
results data which can be obtained from the other three participating databases left in the
SLEIDS.
This can be explained by recalling the data source describing process introduced in chapter 4;
every participating database describes the data it provides without being concerned with whether
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there are other participating databases involved in the system, what data other databases provide,
or what the relationships are between the data provided by itself and the data provided by other
participating databases. This design leads to the advantage that every participating database only
maps its local schema to the application domain ontology. The relationships among the
participating databases were handled at the query processing stage, not at the data source
describing stage. Hence there is no information about the relationship of the participating
database embedded in the mappings (i.e. local and global definitions). Schematic evolution
occurring in one database can only affect the mappings of this database; other participating
databases will be working as usual. Consequently, proposition 4 is well supported.

8.5.4 Proposition 5
The EHS can reduce the cost of the modification effort caused by the schematic evolution
As introduced in chapter 6, the evolution handling process includes organizational evolution
handling and schematic evolution handling. The organizational evolution handling was
implemented as part of the query processing while the schematic evolution handling was
implemented as EHS. The EHS handles the schematic evolution by modifying the metadata of
the corresponding IPS and the BS (i.e. local definitions and global definitions) through
implementing the 10 pre-defined processes with respect to the schematic evolution type, as
introduced in section 6.4.2.2. This design aims at using programs to automatically modify the
structured metadata instead of human effort to revise the mappings for handling the various types
of schematic evolution. Since proposition 5 is focusing on whether the EHS can reduce the
modification effort of handling the schematic evolution, the investigation was conducted through
examining the time costs for handling the various types of schematic evolution in the SLEDIS.
It can be seen from table 8-17 that most types of schematic evolution were handled automatically
by EHS while the addition of the attribute, relation and database requires human intervention. In
order to make the investigation thorough, the time costs of the EHS for handling each individual
type of schematic evolution were examined. As a set of evolutions were applied for each type as
listed in table 8-17, the average time for handling one schematic evolution of each type applied in
one participating database were calculated. Since the cost of schematic evolution handling which
requires human intervention may vary depending on what are the newly-added elements, only the
costs of automatic evolution handling were counted. The results are shown in the following chart:
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Schematic Evolution
Type

EHS Cost

G

B
0

I

H

C

D

J

F

E

A
0.5

1

1.5

2

Time (Seconds)
Figure 8-1 Time costs of EHS
It can be seen from figure 8-1 that the processes for handling the attribute rename and relation
rename cost the least computational time. This is because the attributes and relations were all
assigned to basic views, as introduced in chapter 4, thus when the name of attributes and/or
relations changed, EHS only needed to modify the assignments in the basic views hence other
parts of the local definitions remained unchanged. The processes for handling attribute domain
change, attribute decomposition and attribute aggregation took slightly more time as the subgoals
of the basic views also needed to be modified. Then, the processes tackling relation
decomposition and relation aggregation took even more time as new basic views were added and
other views in the local definition also needed to be modified. Finally, the processes for handling
attribute removal, relation removal and database removal cost most computational time as the
global definitions also had to be modified. This required communications between the IPS and
BS hence cost more computational time. In summary, the average time for handling one
schematic evolution was always less than 2 seconds, irrespective of the type of the schematic
evolution.
In an FDBMS where the mappings between local schemas and application domain ontology are
realized through hard coded queries, the handling of schematic evolution may require an
understanding of and revising of the hard coded queries. Compared to the FDBMS, the SLEDI
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solution largely reduces the maintenance costs of handling the schematic evolution as most types
of the schematic evolution can be handled through automatically modifying the structured
metadata by the EHS. Since the EHS only takes less than 2 seconds for handling one schematic
evolution, which no human effort can achieve, the proposition 5 is well supported.

8.5.5 Proposition 6
The service late binding based on the SOA and web service can help to reduce the maintenance
costs caused by the evolution defined in the thesis.
As introduced previously, the SLEDI is a service based solution following the DaaS approach
and is designed for reducing the maintenance costs of the data integration system through
applying late binding to the data services. Since proposition 6 is focusing on whether the SOA
and web service technology can help to reduce the maintenance costs, the investigation was
conducted through examining whether the characteristics that SOA and web service intrinsically
support, such as the service autonomy, discoverability, abstraction and loose coupling can
facilitate SLEDI to achieve its design purpose.
As the participating data sources are in autonomous control, the owners of the data sources
require full control over their databases. This is supported in SLEDI through the data source
describing process as the owner of the participating data source plays the role of data service
provider. They only expose the data they are willing to share through the global definitions. In
other words, the external service consumers (i.e. the BS) can only access the data described by
the global definitions instead of accessing the local schema directly hence data source owners
have full control over what data can be accessed. In addition, the permission of accessing the
local databases (e.g. the user name and password) was granted only to the data service, not to the
external service consumers and the data services were situated at the sites of the corresponding
data sources. This means the data source owners retain full control of their local databases and
there is no extra constraint added onto the local databases hence the owners may still run their
own applications on the databases and have complete rights to decide when they want to change
their state such as joining in or dropping out from the system. Consequently, proposition 6 is
supported.
Due to the discoverability of the services supported by the SOA and web service, each
participating data source need only publish their data service descriptions into the central registry.
Then the BS is able to find and access all the relevant data services when answering user queries
through simply accessing the registry. In the handling of the evolutions occurring in local
databases, the service description in the registry may only require modification when the global
definition needs to be modified and the modifications made to the local definitions only will not
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affect the central registry. Hence the maintenance effort was reduced and proposition 6 is
supported.
The abstraction of the service effects on the data services only needs to describe their global
definitions, operations and locations in a standard way (i.e. service description), hence no further
details of the local database and data service implementation were explicitly bound with
participating data sources. Thus the service consumers can access the data services based on the
simplified service descriptions and all the tedious work of achieving service communications was
left to the web service implementation framework to finish, in this case, the .NET framework.
Furthermore, the data sources can easily change the implementation of their data services thanks
to the abstraction. Consequently, the maintenance effort was reduced and proposition 6 is
supported.
The loose coupling of the services leads to each data service being independent of other data
services. The data sources are not concerned with whether there are other participating data
sources involved in the system when they publish their data services hence each data service has
no information about other participating data sources to maintain. Thus the schematic evolution
occurring in one database will not affect the data services provided by other participating
databases which have been verified by proposition 4. In addition, the service consumers are not
coupled with specific data services. Instead, the relevant data services were only located and
accessed during the query processing hence the service consumer will not be affected by the
evolutions occurring in the participating databases which further reduce maintenance effort.
Consequently, the proposition 6 is supported.
Furthermore, based on the characteristics supported by the SOA and web service as described
above, the service late binding applied in SLEDI results in relevant data services for answering
user queries only being located and accessed at run time, instead of at design time. In other words,
the data services only publish their service description in the central registry, and the service
consumers do not know what data services are available and how to access them at design time.
Thus when modifications were made to the data services for handling the evolution, no other
parts of the system were affected, hence the impact on the system brought by the evolution was
largely reduced. Consequently, proposition 6 is supported.
In summary, through supporting the service autonomy, discoverability, abstraction and loose
coupling, the SOA and web service provided substantial help in applying the service late binding
in the design and implementation of the SLEDI solution to largely reduce the maintenance costs
caused by the evolution occurring in the participating databases. Therefore proposition 6 is well
supported.
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8.6 Scalability
As the SLEDI solution is designed for integrating data from autonomous and evolving data
sources, it is important the SLEDI can still perform properly on reducing the maintenance costs
as it is designed for when the number of the participating databases increases. Thus another
important characteristic, the scalability of the SLEDI, was also evaluated during the case study.
The evaluation was conducted through reproducing the four existing participating databases to
join into the SLEDIS and then examining various aspects related to the scalability. As each
participating database shares its data through constructing a set of local and global definitions,
the relationship between the total number of the (pairs of) local and global definitions and the
number of the participating databases was examined first. Then, since the schematic evolutions
occurring in the participating databases were handled through examining and modifying the local
and global definitions, the relationship between the number of affected local and global
definitions and the number of the participating databases was also examined. The number of the
affected local and global definitions was obtained through firstly applying a set of pre-defined
schematic evolutions to the participating databases in the same way as introduced in the table
8-17, and then calculating the average number of the affected local and global definitions of one
participating database when all the schematic evolutions were applied. The results are show in
the figure 8-2 below:
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Figure 8-2 Relationship between the numbers of global/local definitions, affected global/local
definitions and the number of participating databases
It can be seen that the number of global/local definitions had linear growth in the number of
participating databases, while the numbers of the affected global and local definitions
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approximately remained stable, regardless of the number of the participating databases. The
growth of the global/local definitions was as expected because every participating database
provides a set of global and local definitions. The numbers generally remaining unchanged
indicates that the amount of maintenance effort required did not increase when more databases
joined in. Therefore, the SLEDI solution provides satisfying scalability at this stage.
And then, the relationship between the computational time cost of EHS for handling the
schematic evolutions and the number of the participating databases was further examined. In
order to make the evaluation thorough, the computational time cost was counted separately with
respect to each type of schematic evolution through calculating the average time cost of EHS for
handling one type of schematic evolution applied to one participating database. The results are
show in the figure 8-3 below:
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Figure 8-3 Relationship between the computational time costs for handling schematic evolutions
and the number of participating databases
It can be seen that the computational costs for handling the attribute removal, relation removal
and database removal were slightly raised in a merely linear fashion along with the increasing
number of the participating databases. This is because the handling of the three types of
schematic evolution may involve modifications to the global definitions. Since the increasing
number of participating databases leads to a growth in the number of global definitions and all
the global definitions were stored as metadata in the central registry, more time may be required
for traversing the central registry to achieve the modifications. On the other hand, the time costs
of handling the other types of schematic evolution generally remained unchanged, regardless of
the increasing number of the participating databases. This was due to those schematic evolutions
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only requiring modification to the local definitions which only the evolved participating
databases were involved in. The results further strengthen the evidence that SLEDI provides
satisfying scalability.
In summary, the above results demonstrated that although the time costs of handling some types
of schematic evolution were slightly raised when the number of participating databases increased,
the number of global and local definitions affected by the schematic evolution and the time costs
of handling most types of schematic evolution generally remained unchanged despite the
growing number of participating databases. This differs from the traditional solution such as
FDBMS, where all the relationships among the participating database have to be considered at
design time. The complexity of the system may be dramatically escalated when the number of
participating databases grows large. Therefore, the SLEDI solution supports good scalability.

8.7 Other Characteristics
In addition to the characteristics evaluated above, some other aspects of the SLEDI were also
evaluated during the case study including the expandability, programming language
independency and application domain independence of the SLEDI. The results are discussed as
follows:

8.7.1 Expandability
As stated in section 1.2, all the data sources involved in this research are assumed to employ
RDBMS to manage their data, in other words, all the participating databases are relational
databases which realize the relational data model. Hence the databases which realize other types
of data model, such as Object-Oriented databases, xml databases, flat files and legacy databases,
were not considered in the research, thus cannot be directly integrated into the system through the
data source describing process in the SLEDI. However, although the local definition of the IPU
mechanism were particularly designed to build virtual views over relational database schemas,
the database schemas were represented as a set of relations and the views were constructed in the
form of conjunctive queries over the relations. The actual data in the databases were accessed
through translating the conjunctive queries into local SQL queries which the databases can
directly process. Since the conjunctive query and relation are abstract forms for representing data,
the databases realizing data models other than the relational model, may still be integrated into
the system through data source describing, if they can provide mechanisms for representing their
data in the form of relations and programs to translate the conjunctive queries into local queries
they can process.
The global definition of the IPU mechanism is constructed as a conjunctive query over relations
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in the application domain ontology, and the IPUs are accommodated through data services. They
do not have dependency on the data model of the participating database thus other types of
database may be integrated into the system through adding proper wrappers to produce data
services. In conclusion, the SLEDI solution has the potential to integrate the types of
participating databases other than relational database, although this capability has not been
supported in the current stage. Further research is required to achieve this capability, not only on
the data source describing for other database types, but also on the query processing and
evolution handling problems newly-introduced by the database types.

8.7.2 Programming Language Independency
Although the experimental system SLEDIS was developed using the C# programming language
and ASP.Net web service toolkit supported by the .Net framework, the SLEDI solution was
designed by following SOA and the components of the SLEDI, such as data services, were
designed as standard web services. This means in principle that the implementation of the SLEDI
is not bound to any specific programming language because one of the main characteristics of the
SOA and web service is the programming language independency. Each data service provider
(e.g. participating database) only needs to describe the service (e.g. data service) it provides in a
standard way (i.e. through WSDL), the service consumers will be able to access the services
based on the description and communicate with the service through exchanging standard SOAP
messages regardless of what programming language has been employed for the service providers
to implement the services.
The two main platforms supporting the implementation of web service based applications
currently available are .Net framework and J2EE. Both platforms provide a set of programming
languages, toolkits and APIs to facilitate web service developing such as C#, java, Asp.Net and
Axis. Thus the services implemented by J2EE may work together with the services developed by
the .Net framework because all the services declare their operations and parameters in their
service description, and both platforms are able to generate and process the service descriptions
and the SOAP messages in the service invocations.
The language independency was also examined during the case study through implementing a
data service in two versions where one version was developed by .Net and another version was
developed by J2EE. The results show the .Net version worked well with other parts of the
SLEDIS whereas the J2EE version encountered some problems. One problem was that the data
of parameters and returning results were packed differently in the .Net service and in the J2EE
service. This caused the service consumer (i.e. the BS) to be modified in order to correctly parse
the results data obtained from the J2EE service. In conclusion, although the web service is
supposed to have complete language independency, the current tools available did not achieve its
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full potential, although this situation may change with future releases of the tools.

8.7.3 Application Domain Independency
Although the case study was conducted in a single application domain and there is no cross
domain data usage applied to the experimental implementation system, the SLEDI solution was
designed to be abstract from particular applications. For example, the data source describing
process constructs local and global definitions based on the assumption that all the participating
databases were relational databases. Thus the databases can be from any application domain as
long as they realized the relational data model. The application domain ontology was constructed
based on the description logic and the user queries were represented in the format of conjunctive
query. In addition, the schematic evolution examined was focusing on the evolution of attributes
and relations in the relational data model which were also abstract from specific applications.
It can be seen from the constructed local and global definitions, as introduced in the early
sections that all the views defined in the local definitions represented the information in an
abstract fashion (i.e. conjunctive queries) although the information is all from the single
application domain. Besides, the data models and algorithms of the SLEDI solution, such as the
local and global definition data model, the IPUD algorithm, the evolution description model and
the evolution handling process were all described by abstract symbols without adhering to any
specific application domain. Therefore, it can be concluded that the SLEDI solution supports
good application domain independency.

8.7.4 Limitations
Apart from the results discussed above, some issues were also raised during the case study which
may arguably signify that the SLEDI solution may not be perfectly suitable under certain
circumstances. The issues are discussed as follows:
z

As introduced in chapter 6 and 7, although all the organizational evolutions ever occurring
in the system were stored in the central registry to keep track of transitions over multiple
versions of the organizational structure, only the latest version of the organizational
structure was maintained. Consequently, because all the user queries were answered with
respect to the latest version of the organizational structure, the user queries are not supported
at this stage if they intend query multiple versions of the organizational structure. This issue
requires further research.

z

As mentioned in chapter 1, data inconsistency has not been addressed in the SLEDI solution
through assuming there is no conflict among the data in different participating databases if
they represent the same instance in the application domain. This assumption may not always
be applicable in practice. For example, it is possible that a patient was recorded by different
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names in different databases. This may indicate the occurrence of data inconsistence error in
the system. This issue may be solved through further research
z

The schematic evolutions were identified and handled immediately after they occurred in
the participating databases. This requires the database administrator to identify the evolution
in atomic type, represent each atomic evolution in the data model provided and send the data
to EHS to trigger the schematic evolution handling. However, in practice, this involves a
considerable amount of manual work and a set of schematic evolutions may have happened
in short time which brings further work to the administrators of the participating databases.
This issue may also require further research.

z

As mentioned previously, the types of databases other than relational database, may not be
integrated into the system directly at this stage, because different types of database may
cause the heterogeneity and evolution problems differently. As other types of databases may
exist in practice, this issue also requires further research.

z

As the SLEDI solution follows the virtual data integration and service-based approaches, the
efficiency of query answering may not be as good as traditional solutions such as data
warehousing which follow materialized data integration and hard code program approaches.
Since the query processing in SLEDI not only involves the process of rewriting user queries
with respect to the available global definitions, but also the communications with the data
services, the SLEDI may not be a suitable solution for the data integration applications
which focus on query answering efficiency, rather than on evolution maintenance.

8.8 Conclusion
Through conducting the case study, all the research questions defined were answered by
verifying the propositions and the propositions were examined through obtaining the results of
the measures. The test data of the case study covered all the heterogeneities defined in chapter 1
and all the evolutions defined in the thesis. Moreover, the schematic evolution applied during the
case study covered all possible evolution handling processes. Consequently, the case study
conducted can be considered as a representative case.
Apart from the capabilities of the SLEDI solution of solving the heterogeneity and evolution
problems, other characteristics such as scalability, expandability, programming language
independency and application domain independency were also discussed. Despite some
limitations being found during the case study, the evaluation criteria were successfully met based
on the results.
Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the SLEDI solution constructed in this research has
the ability of solving most of the heterogeneity and evolution problems defined in the thesis. The
main design purpose of the SLEDI solution, to reduce the maintenance effort of the data
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integration system, has been achieved.

8.9 Summary
This chapter has presented an extensive evaluation of the SLEDI solution through conducting a
case study. The characteristics of the SLEDI such as its ability to solve heterogeneity and
evolution problems; its scalability, expandability, programming language and application domain
independency were discussed in detail. The SLEDI solution was deemed as success.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by summarizing the heterogeneity and evolution problems in the
data integration and the solution presented in this research. The success of the research is
discussed and ideas for further research are suggested.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions
9.1 Introduction
Chapter 8 presented an extensive and detailed evaluation of the SLEDI solution. The research
questions were answered. The propositions were supported by the results of the measures
obtained from the case study. General characteristics were examined followed by the discussion
of the limitations found during the evaluation.
This chapter reviews the research presented in this thesis. The work accomplished is considered
with reference to the research aims and criteria for success as defined in Chapter 1. Some general
issues and suggestions for further work are also discussed.

9.2 Review of Research
9.2.1 Research aims and issues
This thesis investigated the data integration from autonomous data sources where the
participating databases are distributed, heterogeneous and frequently evolving due to the
autonomy. Through following the virtual data integration and service based approaches, the
Service Late binding Enabled Data Integration (SLEDI) solution is designed to reduce the
maintenance effort of the data integration system caused by the evolutions occurring in the
participating databases. The two objectives the SLEDI solution intends to achieve are:
1.

Construction of a unified vision from the data supplied by the data sources, in order to fulfill
the information requirements from end users.

2.

Providing automatic assistance for handling the evolution occurring at the data source level,
in order to decrease the maintenance costs arising from the evolution.

Data source describing, query processing and evolution handling were identified as three major
research issues. Data source describing integrates the data provided by the participating databases
into a virtual integrated database and solves the database heterogeneities. Query processing
answers user queries through dynamically identifying the relevant participating databases and
obtaining the actual results data from the databases. Evolution handling employs automatic
assistance to examine the evolutions occurring in the participating databases and modifies the
affected components of the system accordingly in order to reduce the maintenance effort.
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9.2.2 Service based approach
Chapter 2 explored the virtual and materialized data integration approaches and looked at some
existing solutions following the two different approaches, including federated database systems
and data warehousing. Which applications the solutions were best applied to were discussed
through comparisons between the various aspects of the solutions. The weaknesses of the
solutions on dealing with database evolutions were analyzed. Then the concepts and technologies
of service based approach were introduced such as Data as a Service (DaaS), Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) and Web Service technology. Then, the potential of the data integration
solution to reduce the maintenance costs of handling the database evolutions through following
the service based approach was investigated. Finally, the case study research method employed
by this research and the application domain used for conducting the case study, were briefly
introduced.

9.2.3 Data integration framework
A descriptive framework was constructed in chapter 3 to characterize the data integration activity
through examining various aspects of the activity. The framework is specialized in integrating
data from autonomous and evolving data sources. It captures the essential processes for solving
the heterogeneity problems of the distributed participating databases to produce a unified
integrated database which end users can communicate with directly to fulfil their information
needs. More importantly, the framework explicitly describes the process of solving the problems
in the data integration caused by the evolutions occurring in the participating databases. The
framework characterizes the data integration activity from an abstract view angle where both the
virtual and materialized data integration approaches can be fitted in, and provides a context for
the SLEDI solution constructed in this research.

9.2.4 SLEDI solution
The SLEDI solution presented in this thesis addresses the three major research issues reviewed in
section 9.2.1 through three processes. The detailed delineation of each process includes the
algorithms, data models and sub-processes which the process may involve were described
throughout chapter 4 to chapter 6. Chapter 3 presented the overview of the general architecture,
components and services of the SLEDI for realizing the three processes.
The first process of data source describing was presented in chapter 4. Based on the Information
Provision Unit (IPU) mechanism and the Information Provision Unit Describing (IPUD)
algorithm, each data source describes the data it is willing to share as a set of IPUs. As each IPU
is equipped with a global definition and a local definition, the mappings between the local
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schemas of the participating databases and the application domain ontology are established. Thus
the databases heterogeneity problems are addressed by the IPUs. Through representing the global
and local definitions of the IPUs as Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) structured data and
accommodating the IPUs into Information Provision Services (IPSs), the IPUs are encapsulated
as metadata of the service descriptions of the IPSs. In addition, the IPSs are organized into an
organizational structure which is also represented as DAG structured data and stored in the
central registry. Consequently, further processes can be realized through exploiting those
constructed data. The formal model of the global and local definitions, organizational structure
and service description metadata were also presented.
Then the process of query processing was presented in chapter 5. The process takes the
responsibility of answering user queries and involves three sub-processes: data source filtering,
query rewriting and result generating. Data source filtering identifies the relevant participating
databases for answering user queries; query rewriting transforms user queries in terms of
application domain ontology into resulting queries in terms of global definitions of the IPUs
through adopting the PICSEL query rewriting algorithm; and result generating obtains the results
data of resulting queries through accessing the IPSs and producing the final results data for
answering user queries.
The final process is evolution handling which was presented in chapter 6. It involves handling the
organizational and schematic evolutions. The organizational evolution is handled through
inserting a process as the first step of the data source filtering of the query processing. The
schematic evolutions is tackled through identifying the global and local definitions of the IPUs
which are affected by the evolution, and then automatically modifying the affected global and
local definitions through the 10 processes defined with respect to various types of schematic
evolution.
Some characteristics of the SLEDI solution such as the complexity, flexibility and scalability of
each process were discussed with respect to the related works and the data integration framework
in chapter 3. Furthermore, various types of evolution were identified, described and discussed in
chapter 6.

9.2.5 Case study and experimental implementation
The main focus of this research is on reducing the maintenance costs of the data integration
system caused by the evolutions occurring in the participating databases. It is impractical to
implement a complete data integration system based on the SLEDI solution in a single research
by a single researcher, since the frequency of different types of evolution may be vary largely in
practice. A single case study based on the experimental implementation system: Service Late
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Binding Enabled Data Integration System (SLEDIS) was conducted in the mental health
application domain in order to evaluate the SLEDI solution.
Various issues involved in the design and implementation of the SLEDIS were discussed in
chapter 7. As the SLEDI solution follows the service based approach, the design of the SLEDIS
employed both the service design and Object-Oriented design methods. The component services
of the SLEDIS which realizes the algorithms and processes of the SLEDI solution and the
cooperation among the services was presented. The SLEDIS was developed in the .Net
environment and the services were implemented by using the C# programming language and .Net
web service toolkits. The implementation of the metadata was also described. Furthermore, in
order to thoroughly evaluate the solution, the research questions, the propositions for answering
the research questions and the measures for examining the propositions were also presented.
Chapter 8 presented an extensive and detailed evaluation of the SLEDI solution based on the case
study. A set of local schemas and the application domain ontology were designed, and the
capability of solving heterogeneity problems was investigated based on the global and local
definitions constructed from the local schemas. Most types of heterogeneity problems defined in
chapter 1 were successfully solved while the missing item discrepancy and relation isomorphism
discrepancy may result in incomplete results for answering user queries due to the PICSEL query
rewriting algorithm adopted in the solution. The capability of solving the evolution problems was
examined through applying the evolution designed covering all the types of evolution defined in
chapter 6 and analyzing the results data of user queries. Through examining the results of the
measures obtained in the case study, all the propositions were verified as generally supported. In
addition, the scalability of the SLEDI solution was investigated, the results showed the number of
global and local definitions affected by the various types of schematic evolution and the time
costs for handling the evolution generally remained unchanged, while the number of global and
local definitions had a slow linear growth when the number of the participating databases
increased. The SLEDI solution has good programming language independency and application
domain independency. Finally, some limitations of the solution were also discussed.

9.3 Evaluation of Research
This research is evaluated with respect to the research aims and criteria for success as defined in
chapter 1. The discussion of the evaluation is presented as follows:
1.

The definition of a framework for integrating data from the autonomous and evolving data
sources is constructed. The framework should capture the essential processes involved in the
data integration activity.

Chapter 2 defined a descriptive framework for data integration. The framework specializes in
solving the heterogeneity and evolution problems in the data integration due to the autonomy of
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the participating databases. It explicitly describes the processes involved for achieving the
required data integration.
2.

The creation of the Service Late-binding Enabled Data Integration (SLEDI) solution which
defines the processes and data structures involved in the solution precisely with respect to
the framework discussed in criterion 1.

Chapter 3 presented the overview of the SLEDI solution through briefly introducing its
realization of the three processes defined in the descriptive framework. The detailed description
of the algorithms, data models and sub-processes involved in each process was presented through
chapter 4 to chapter 6.
3.

The schematic heterogeneities of the participating databases defined in section 1.2.3 can be
solved by the Information Provision Unit Describing (IPUD) algorithm created for the data
source describing in the solution.

Chapter 4 described the IPU mechanism and IPUD algorithm. The formal representation of the
global and local definitions, view definitions and validation rules of the views involved in the
IPUD were defined. The results in chapter 8 demonstrated that the heterogeneity problems can be
solved.
4.

The organizational and schematic evolutions introduced in section 1.3.1 can be handled by
the evolution handling process constructed in the solution allowing the data integration
system to still functions properly despite the evolutions which occurred.

Chapter 6 delineated the evolution handling processes covering various types of evolution
defined in section 1.3.1. The details of handling each different types of evolution were presented
as processes and the results in chapter 8 showed that the evolution can be successfully handled by
the SLEDI solution.
5.

The DAG structured data source descriptions can support the evolution handling process
hence reducing the maintenance effort of the data integration system caused by the
evolutions.

Chapter 4 described how the global and local definitions were represented as DAG structure data.
Using the structured data instead of hard coded programs, the automatic modification can be
conducted on the global and local definitions for handling the evolutions occurring in the
participating databases. The results in chapter 8 showed that the DAG structure data and the
evolution handling processes can reduce the maintenance effort caused by the evolutions
6.

The DaaS approach and Service Late Binding Technique can help to mitigate the
maintenance costs of the data integration system caused by the evolution introduced in
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section 1.3.1
Various characteristics of the DaaS approach and Service Late Binding Technique were covered
in chapter 2 and the component services based on the web service were described in chapter 7.
Through realizing the global and local definitions as metadata of the IPS and central registry, the
evolutions can be handled through automatically modifying the metadata and the relevant data
services are bound at run time instead of at design time. Hence the maintenance costs can be
reduced and this was discussed in chapter 8.
It has been demonstrated that the work presented in this thesis meets the research aims and
criteria for success, as defined in chapter 1. The accomplishments and ideas for continuing work
which may be carried out based on this research are discussed in the following sections.

9.4 Discussion
A reflective discussion of the accomplishments achieved in this research is presented as follows.
In general, the SLEDI solution is a success as it meets the requirements defined in chapter 1.
Applying the DaaS approach and Late Binding Technique has been considered to be successful.
The IPU mechanism is a good initiative as it allows participating databases to flexibly describe
what data they are willing to share. The global and local definition helps to precisely represent
the mappings between the local database schemas and application domain ontology. The use of
the conjunctive query has been a good idea as it provides a foundation for constructing the local
definitions and represents the definitions as structured data. The adoption of the PICSEL query
rewriting algorithm is a good choice as only the global definitions need to be accessed for finding
the relevant databases in query answering and the global definitions can be dynamically changed
without affecting the query answering process. Although the query rewriting may result in high
costs and produce incomplete results under some circumstances, the global and local definitions
and the query answering process provide a base for reducing the maintenance costs.
One of the major successes of this research has been encapsulating the local and global
definitions into the metadata of the data services and central registry. The structured metadata has
been demonstrated to be effective as all the data constructed in the data source describing process
can be realized into the metadata. It has been the key mechanism in avoiding hard coded
programs. Hence automatically modifying the metadata can be implemented to handle the
evolutions occurring in the participating databases which reduce human effort involved in the
maintenance work.
The data source filtering in query processing handles the eight types of organizational evolution
through accessing the metadata in the central registry which records all the organizational
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evolutions occurring, thus the existing user queries do not require modification to adapt to the
evolutions. The query rewriting has been proved to be effective in the original work and the
result generating produces results data through service invocations. The query processing has
been proved to be correct and effective.
The evolution handling process has been demonstrated to be effective. The 10 types of schematic
evolution were solved by 10 processes to modify the metadata of the data services based on
verifying the validation rules of the view definitions involved in the local definitions and global
definitions. The processes have been proved to be correct and effective. Although the handling of
the addition of attributes, relations and databases still requires human intervention, the automatic
evolution handling based on the processes largely reduced the human effort involved in the
maintenance work. One issue concerning the current schematic evolution handling process is that
each evolution is supposed to be handled sequentially and immediately. However, this may be
improved in further work.
The Service Late Binding based on the SOA and web service has been proved to be helpful in
reducing the maintenance costs. Participating databases can join in or drop out easily through
publishing data services. The system level evolution was solved through modifying the
descriptions of the data services and the schematic evolution handling processes were carried out
through automatically modifying the metadata of the data services. The characteristics of service
autonomy, discoverability, abstraction and loose coupling facilitate the modification of the data
services hence the maintenance cost is reduced and the relevant data services always reflect the
latest state of the participating databases and can only be bound at the time the user queries being
answered.
Comparing the SLEDI solution with the related work such as the federated database system and
data ware housing has proved an interesting exercise. SLEDI is similar to the federated database
system as they both following the virtual data integration approach. However, SLEDI provides
better flexibility for handling evolution as the mappings were represented as structured metadata
instead of hard coded programs. Overall, the SLEDI solution has been proved to be a successful
data integration solution specializing in handling various types of evolution occurring in the
participating databases.

9.5 Further Work
The work presented in this thesis could be extended in many ways and some ideas suggesting
possible further works are discussed as follows:
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9.5.1 User queries involving multiple versions of organizational
structure
As mentioned in previous chapters, a data integration system based on the SLEDI solution can
only answers the user queries based on the latest version of the organizational structure. This is
because, although all the organizational evolutions occurring are recorded, only the latest version
of the organizational structure is maintained in the central registry. Thus a user query cannot be
directly answered if it requires results data over a period of time and organizational evolutions
occurring during this time. For example, a user query asks for all the patient information from the
databases belonging to virtual group A in 2009 and a database DB1 was in group A in 2009 but
dropped out before the user query was answered. Under these circumstances, the DB1 would not
be considered, although it should be.
A possible solution is to add an extra property in the organizational structure to identify its
version number and maintain all the versions of the organizational structure in the central registry.
Thus the user queries can indicate the versions of the organizational structure they intend to cover
and the relevant databases can be properly filtered out through accessing the right versions of the
organizational structure. Under the circumstances of the above example, all the versions of
organizational structure during 2009 would be accessed. However, further work is required on
this issue.

9.5.2 Data Inconsistency
As introduced in chapter 1, it is assumed that the data in the different participating databases are
all consistent. However, the assumption may not always be true in practice. For example, the
information about the same patient obtained from participating databases have identical patient
ID numbers but different patient names. Under these circumstances, it is required to verify which
information should be considered as reliable. A possible solution is using simple rules to validate
the inconsistent information. In this example, a device can be designed to compare all the patient
names obtained and select the majority answer or simple pick one randomly. This issue would be
subject for further research.

9.5.3 Other models for representing application domain ontology
As introduced in chapter 4, the application domain ontology in SLEDI is represented in the
model based on description logic. Employing other models to represent the application domain
ontology may facilitate the effectiveness of constructing the data integration systems based on
SLEDI. For example, the local schemas of the participating databases may have a large amount
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of relations in common, then the application domain ontology may be represented as relational
schema and the common relations can be directly used in the application domain ontology. It is
important to realize that this change may cause the modifications to the global definition
representation and the query rewriting algorithm hence any potential benefits should be weighed
against this change. The issue may require further research.

9.5.4 Other types of participating databases
As introduced in chapter 1, all the participating databases involved in this research are relational
databases. In practical situations, other types of databases such as Object-Oriented databases, xml
databases and flat files may exist. Integrating other types of databases could be a fruitful line of
research. As discussed in chapter 8, since the local definitions are constructed as virtual views
over local databases schemas and the views are defined in a conjunctive query which is an
abstract form, the SLEDI solution has the potential to integrate other types of participating
database. The local definitions of other types of database may still be constructed if the databases
can describe their data into a set of (virtual) relations through some mechanisms (e.g. a wrapper).
However, the heterogeneity problems may appear differently in other types of databases and hard
coded queries may not be completely avoidable if the mechanisms have to be realized through
programs instead of structured data. This may raise the complexity of evolution handling. The
complexity may still be mitigated by using the experience gained from this research: using
structured data as much as possible to replace the hard coded programs to reducing the
maintenance costs. This issue would be subject for further research.

9.5.5 Extension of schematic evolution handling
Currently, schematic evolution is handled sequentially and immediately. The rationale of
schematic evolution handling is to modify the local definitions to make them valid again with
respect to the latest version of the local databases schemas and the evolution handling process
which is triggered manually by the administrators of the local databases. A possible research
direction is to change the current rationale to follow the similar fashion of organizational
evolution handling. This may be achieved through representing the transitions between every two
adjacent versions of local schemas. The relationship between the original version and the latest
version of local schemas may be formally built if the transitions are represented in a well defined
way. Hence the original version of local schemas when the local definitions were constructed
may be established based on the latest version of local schemas even though only the latest
version is accessible and more than one schematic evolution has already occurred. Under these
circumstances, instead of modifying the affected local definitions every time the local schema
evolves, only the transitions are recorded. The local queries produced based on local definitions
which are defined over the original version of the local schema may be transformable into
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equivalent queries with respect to the latest version of local schema. Since the modifications
required for handling the schematic evolution are to the transitions instead of to the local
definitions, the amount of modification work may be reduced. Furthermore, automatic assistance
may be employed to construct the transitions without human intervention hence the maintenance
costs may be further reduced. However, the query processing may have to be changed through
adding the query transformation process and this issue may require further research.

9.5.6 Large scale evaluation
The evaluation in chapter 8 provides a large amount of useful information about various
characteristics of the SLEDI solution, especially on using automatic tools for conducting
evolution handling. A large scale evaluation can be undertaken such as the effect of considerably
increasing the items in the application domain ontology, the number of attributes and relations in
the local schemas, the number of participating databases and the number of evolutions applied.
This can further investigate evolution handling to determine the effectiveness of the tool when
used in a practical situation and may guide the development of further research on the method
and tools.

9.6 Final Summary
A review of the work accomplished in this research has been presented in this chapter. The
overall success of the research has been discussed with respect to the research aims and criteria
for success defined in Chapter 1. Several directions for further work have been suggested.
This thesis has examined the context, motivation, and definition of integrating data from
autonomous and evolving data sources, leading to the development of a framework to describe
the data integration activity. A new solution following a service based approach and employing a
service late binding technique called Service Late binding Enabled solution has been presented.
The mechanisms and algorithms for accomplishing the processes of data source describing, query
processing and evolution handling have been described and compared to other similar systems.
An extensive evaluation based on a case study has demonstrated various characteristics of the
solution through obtaining the results of measures to verify the propositions. Issues found in the
case study were discussed and ideas for further work were also suggested.
The SLEDI solution includes the IPU mechanism and IPUD algorithm for data source describing.
The procedures addressing query processing and evolution handling offer novel and successful
solutions for integrating data from autonomous and evolving data sources.
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